
Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

September 19, 1990

Mr. John Linehan, Director
Repository Licensing & Quality

Assurance Project Directorate
Division of High-Level
Waste Management

Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Linehan:

The U. S. Department of Energy would be pleased to accommodate
your request for simulated samples of high-level waste glass for
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's own testing program. In
order for us to assist you in the most useful way, we will need
more information regarding the specific testing needs that you
have identified, so that we may provide the appropriate type and
number of representative samples for your purposes.

Please contact both Michael Cloninger of the Yucca Mountain
Project Office and Kenneth Chacey of the Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (EM) regarding your detailed
testing/sample needs. Mr. Cloninger can be contacted at (702)
794-7847 or FTS 544-7847 and Mr. Chacey can be reached at (301)
353-4970 or FTS 233-4970. Please coordinate with both the
Project Office and EM in all matters related to this request.

If you have any questions, please contact Cori Macaluso of my
staff on 586-2837.

Sincerely,

Associate Director for Systems
Integration and Regulations

Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

cc:
R. Loux, State of Nevada
C. Gertz, DOE/YMPO/NV
M. Baughman, Lincoln County, NV
D. Bechtel, Clark County, NV
S. Bradhurst, Nye County, NV
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

10 CFR Part S1
RIN 315A026

Consideration of Environmental
Impacts of Temporary Storage of
Spent Fuel After Cesaton of Reactor
Operation
OENC Nuclear Regulatory

Cornmission.
Acno: Final rule.

suMuMAy: The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is revising Its generic
determinations on the timing of
availability of a geologic repository for
commercial high-level radioactive waste
and spent fuel and the environmental
impacts of storage of spent fuel at
reactor sites after the expiration of
reactor operating licenses. These
revisions eflect findings of the
Commission reached in a five-year
update and supplement to its 1984

Waste Confidence" rulemaking
proceeding. which are published
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal
Register. The Commission now finds
that spent fuel generated in any reactor
can be stored safely and without
significant environmental impacts in
reactor facility storage pools or
independent spent fuel storage
installations located at reactor or away-
from-reactor sites for at least years
beyond the licensed life for operation
(which may include the term of a
reised or renewed license). Further, the
Commission believes there Is reasonable
assurance that at least one mined
8eologic reository will be available
witbIn te rmt quarter of the twenty-
first entury. and sufficient repository
capacity will be available withn 30
years beyond the licensed life for
operation of any reactor to dispose of
the commercial high-level waste and
spent fuel originating in such reactor
and generated up to that time.
EFFECmM DATE October 18, 1990.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT.
John P. Roberts, Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards, U.S
Nuclear Regulatory Commisslon,
Washington DC 20555, telephone: (301)
492-.
SUPLMENTARY INFORATIOw

Bakgound
in 8, the Commission concluded a

generic rulemaking proceeding, the
"Waste Confidence" proceeding to
reassess its degree of confidence that
radioactive wastes produced by nuclear
facilities will be safely disposed o to

determine when any such disposal
would be aailable. and whether such
wastes can be safely stored until they
are safely disposed of. The Comnm;ssion
found that there was reasonable
assurance that one or more mined
geologic repositories for comwickJ
hgh-level radioactive waste anJ sPet
fuel will be available by 2007-2D00
However, some reactor operating
licenses might expire without being
renewed or some reactors might be
permanently shut down prior to this
period. Since independent spent fuel
storage installations had not yet been
extensively developed there was a
Probability that some onsite spent fuel
strage after license expiration might be
necessary or appropriate. In addition.
the possibility existedthat spentfuel
mnight be stored in existing or new
storage facilities for some period beyond
0072009. The Commission also found

that the licensed storage of spent fuel for
at least 30 years beyond the reactor
operating license expiration either at or
away from tbe reactor site was feasible,
safe, and would not result in a
significant impact on the environment

Consequently, the Commission
adopted a rule, codified in 10 CFR 5123.
providing that the environmental
impacts of at-reactor storage after the
termination of reactor operating licenses
need not be considered m Commission
proceedings related to issuance or
amendment of a reactor operating
license. The same safety and
environmental considerations applied to
fuel storage installations license uder
part 72 as for storage in reactor basins.
Accordingly, the rule also provided that
the environmental impacts of spent fuel
storage at independent spent fuel
storage installations for the period
following expiration of the installation
storage lcense or amendment need not
be considered in proceedings related to
issuance or amendment of a storage
installation license.
Amendment to Part 51

At the time of Issuance of its Waste
Confidence decision and the adoption of
10 CFR 1.23, the Commission also
announced that while It believed that It
could with reasonable assurance, reach
favorable conclusions of confidence, it
also recognized that significant
unexpected events might affect Its
decision.

Consequently, the Commission stated
that It would "review Its conclusions on
waste confidence should significant and
pertinent unexpected events occur, or at
least every 6 year unti a repository for

-level radioactive waste and spent
fuel I available." Te Commisslon has
now completed a five-year review of Its

N.

earlier findings. A description of this
review and the supplement and update
to the earlier findings is announced
elsewhere In this issue. As a result of
this review, the Commission Is
modifying two of its earlier findings as
follows:
The Commisslon finds reasonable assurance
that at leat one mined geologic repository
wil be abdlable within the first quarter of
tS twenty-itst century. and sufficient
reposzly capacity will be available within
l years beyond the licensed life for
operation (which may incdude the term of a
revised or renewed license) of any reactor to
dbpwe of the commercisl glevel waste
an spent fuel originating h such rector and
enersted up to that time; and
e Comision findr reasonable assurance

fhat. 1fnecessary. spent fuel generated in any
reactor can be stored safely and without
sgnificant environmental Impacts for at least
80 years beyond the licensed lie for
operation (which may indude the term of a
revsed or renewed licene) of that reactor at
1ts ent fuel storage basin or at either onsite

o tdeIndependen1 spent fuel storage
Intao tons.

tn this proceeding, tht CAmmisslon Is
revising 10 CFR 5.231a) to !- vonsistent
with these revisions to the W.t
Confidence decision.
Summary of Comments

The Commission received 11
comments on its proposed revision to 10
CFR 81.23(a) from the following entities
listed in the order of receipt of
comments:

Duke Power Company
Public Citizen
Edison ElectrIc Institute
MIalachy Murphy (State of Nevads)
Y aee Atomic Electric Company
Department of Energy (DOEJ
Phdsdelphla Electric Company
Commonwealth Edison
Virginia Electric and Power Company
Marvin L Lewis, Registered Professional

Bngsneer
Florida Power a Light
The revision to this rle was

supported by Duke Power Company
don Electric Institute. Yankee Atomic

Electic Company, Department of
Begy, Philadelpha Electric Companj.
and V nia E lectric and Power

andgneally supported by

Malachy Murphy. for the State of
Nevada. suggests that 10 CFER 123a) be
amended to reflect reasonable
assurance that spent fuel can be stored
safely and without significant
environmental risk In dry casks at
reactor dtes for up to one hundred
ysra. Tbe Commission, In the notice of
proposed rulemaking, discussed Its
cnclusion that even if storage of Sent
fuel were necessy for at least thirty
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years beyond the licensed life for >
operation of reactors, which for aN reactor whose license is renewed for
thirty years would mean a period of at
least 100 years. such storage is feasible.
safe and would not result in a significant
Impact on the environment. The
Commission's conclusion on this issue
considers both wet and dry storage.
Although the Comssion does not
dispute the statement that dry spent fuel

I storage Is safe and environmnentally
acceptable for a period of 100 years. the
Commission does not find it necessary
to make that specific finding in this
proceeding.

Marvin L Lewis avers that 100 years Is
an excessive amount of time to predict
that at-reactor storage will be available
and safe. The pommenter suggests that
our institutions may not survive in a
form that will provide safe onsite
storage 100 years in the future. The
commenter requests that the
Commission reverse its finding that
storage will be available and safe for
100 years. The Commission does not
agree with the commenter that this
finding should be reversed. The
Commission believes that adequate
regulatory authority exists and will
remain available to require any
measures necessary to assure safe
storage of spent fuel.
ConClusons

The Commission is adopting the
proposed revision with one small
clarifying change. The proposed revision
to 10 CFR 51.23(a) (and the proposed
revision to he Waste Confidence
decision) stated that spent fuel can be
stored safely for at least Jo years
beyond the licensed life for operation of
any reactor which may include the term
of a "revised license." As the discussion
in the notice made explicit. the term
"revised" license was intended to
embrace a "renewed" license. To reflect
more accurately the inclusion of the
term of a renewed license, the
parenthetical phrase which refers to this
subject Is being revised to read: -which
may include the term of a revised or
renewed license."

The necessity for the proposed
revisions to the Waste Confidence
decision and to 10 CFR 51.23(a) is based
on the timing of repository availability.
and premised on the following factors:
The potential for delays n DOE's
programs the mandate of the Nuclear
Wa ste Policy Act Amendments of 1987
to characterze only the Yca Mountain
site which means that If that site is
found unsuitable. characterization will
have o begin at another site or suit of
sites with consequent delay n
repository availability the regulatory

need to avoid premature commitment to
the Yucca Mountain site. and the
questionable value of making
predictions about completion of a
project as complex and unique as the
repository in terms of years when
decades would be more realistic. But
even with this change the Commission
has concluded that it has reasonable
assurance that on such a schedule for
repository availability. sufficient
repository capacity will be available
within 30 years beyond the licensed life
for operation of reactors. Adequate
regulatory authority is available to
require any measures necessary to
assure safe storage of the spent fuel
until a repository is available. In
addition, the Commission has concluded
that even If storage of spent fuel were
necessary for at least 30 years beyond
the licensed life of reactors, which in the
case of a reactor whose operating
license is renewed for 30 years would
mean for a period of at least 100 years,
such storage Is feasible, safe and would
not result in a significant impact on the
environment

The Commission's conclusions with
respect to safety and environmental
impacts of extended storage are
supported by NRC's Environmental
Assessment (EA) for the 10 CFR part 72
rulemaking "Licensing Requirements for
the Independent Storage of Spent
Nuclear Fuel and High-Level
Radioactive Waste" (53 FR 31651.
August 191988). Ongoing licensing and
operational experience as well as
studies of extended pool storage
continue to demonstrate that such
storage s a benign environment for
spent fuel which does not lead to
significant degradation of spent fuel
integrity. Significant advances in the
processes of dry storage of spent fuel
continue to demonstrate that dry storage
systems are simple, passive and easily
maintained. NRC staff safety reviews of
topical reports on dry storage system 
designs and dry storage installations at
two reactor sites as well as the EA for
part 72. support the finding that storage
of spent fuel in such Installations for a
period of 70 years does not significantly
impact the environment No significant
additional non-radiological
consequences which could adversely
effect the environment for extended
storage at reactors and Independent
spent fuel storage Installations have
been Identified. In sum, the long-term
material and system degradation effects
are well understood and known to be
minor the ability to maintain a spent
fuel storage system Is assured and the
Commission maintaIns regulatory

uthority over augy spent fuel storage
installation.
Ens-ironrntal Impact

This final rule amends 10 CFR part 51
of the Commission's regulations to
modify the generic determination
currently codified n part 51 which was
made by the Commission in the Waste
Confidence rulemaking proceeding.-That
Seneric determination was that for at
least 30 years beyond the expiration of a
reactor's operating license no significant
environmental impacts will result from
the storage of spent fuel in reactor
facility storage pool or independent
spent fuel storage installations located
at reactor or away-from-reactor sites.
The modification provides that if
necessary, spent fuel generated in a
reactor can be stored safely and without
significant environmental impacts for at
least 30 years beyond the licensed life
for operation of any reactor e The
licensed life for operation of a reactor
may inlude the term of a revised or
renewed license. The environmental
analysis on which the revised generic
determination is based can be found In
the revision and supplement to the
Waste Confidence findings published
elsewhere in this Issue. This final
rulemaking action formally
Incorporating the revised generic
determination In the Commission's
regulations does not have separate
independent environmental Impact. The
supplemental assessment and revisions
to the Waste Confidence findings are
available for inspection at the NRC
Public Document Room 2120 L Street
NW. (Lower Level), Washington. DC.
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

This final rule does not contain a new
or amended information collection
requirement subject to the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 el
seq.). Existing requirements were
approved by the Office of Management
and Budget approval number 3150-0021.
Regulatory Flexibility Certification

As required by the Regulatory
Flexibility Act of 1980.5 U.SC. 605(b).
the Commission certifies that this rule
will not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities. The rule describes revised
bass for continuing in effect the current
provisions of 10 CFR 5123b) which
provides that no discussion of any
environmental Impact of spent fuel
storage in reactor facility storage pools
or independent spent fel storage
Installations UISFS!] for the period
followng the term of the reactor
operating license or amendment or

i No. 181 / Tuesday. September 18. 199U I KuLes anc NegulatLons ,
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initial SFSI license or amendment for
which application is made is required in
any environmental report.
environmental impact statement.
environmental assessment or other
analysis prepared in connection with
certain actions. This rule affects only the
licensing and operation of nuclear
power plants. Entities seeking or holding
Commission licenses for such facilities
do not fall within the scope of the
definition of small businesses found In
section 34 of the Small Business Act, 15
U.S.C. 632, In the Small Business Size
Standards set out in regulations issued
by the Small Business Administration at
13 CFR part 121. or in the NRC's size
standards published December 9. 1985
(50 FR 50241) .

Backlit Analysis
This final rule does not modify or add

to systems. structures, components or
design of a facility; the design approval
or maunufacturing license for a facility; or
the procedures or organization required
to design, construct or operate a facility.
Accordingly. no backfit analysis
pursuant to 10 CFM 50.109(c) is required
for this final rule.
Ust of Subjects In 10 CFR Part E1

Administration practice and
procedure, Environmental impact
statement Nuclear materials. Nuclear
power plants and reactors. Reporting
and recordkeeping requirements.

For the reasons set out In the
preamble and urder the authority of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended.
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.
as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 552 and 553.
the NRC Is adopting the following
*amendment to 10 CFR part 51.

PART 51-ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION REGULATIONS FOR
DOMESTIC UCENSING AND RELATED
REGULATORY FUNCTIONS

1. The authority citation for part 51
continues to read as follows:

Authority S. g11. 8 Stat. 948. as
amended (42 USC 2M secs. 201. as
amended. 202.68 Stat. 1242 as amended. 1344
(42 U.S C 4. 5842).

Subpart A also issued under National
Environmental Policy Act of 19. ss.e 102.
104. 105.63 Stat 853-854. as amended (42
u.C 4332 433 4335 and Pub. L 95404
Title D. 22 SUL 3033404. SectIons 520
51.. A 5161t. SM and 5S7 also issued
under secs. l341, Pub. L 974259 6 Stat.
2232 2241. and sec. 4 Pub. L20231,01
Slat U3- (42 US.C. 101 520281. 088)
Section 51.22 also issued under sec. 274.72
Slat. 88. as amended by 92 Stat. 2035038
(42 U.S.C 202) and under Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1962 sec. 1n.98 Stat 2228 142
U.S.C. 210421 Sections 543.51.67. and 61.I0

, _

also issued under Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982. sec. 1141tn. 96 Stat. 2216. as amended
(42 U.s.c. 1013411)).

Z Section 51.23. paragraph (a) is
revised to read as Follows:

£ 51.2 Temporary strg ot spnt luel
after Cessation of ctor ope ton-
generic determination of no sigrifiont
environmental impact.

(a) le Commission has made a
generic deterination that. if necessary.
spent fuel generated In any reactor can
be stored safey and without sgnificant
environmental Jmpacts for at least 30
years beyond the licensed life for
operation (which may include the term
of a revised or renewed license) of that
reactor at Its spent fuel storage basin or
at either onslte or offilte independent
spent fuel storage installations. Further,
the Commission believes there is
reasonable assurance that at least one
mined geologic repository will be
available within the first quarter of the
twenty-first century, and sufficient
repository capacity will be available
within 30 years beyond the licensed life
for operation of any reactor to dispose
of the commercial high-evel waste and
spent fuel originating in such reactor
and generated up to that time.
* * * * 0

Dated at Rockvllle. 14aryland thi th day
of September. wso

For the Nuclear Regulatory CommIssIon.
Samuel 1. Chk,
Secetoy of the Commission.
(R Doc. -2188 Fded 947 90 8.45 am.]
DL CODE no"4jz

10 CFR Pat 51

Waste Confidence Decision Review
ALENCr. Nuclear Regulatory
Comission.
Acnow. Review and Final Revision of
Waste Confidence Dcilon.

SUMMARY: On August 81,21984, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Issued a final decision on what has
come to be known as Its Waste
Confidence Proceeding." The purpose of
that proceeding was '*to assess
generically the degree of assurance now
available that radioactive waste can be
safely disposed of. to determine when
such disposal or ofste storage will be
available and to determine whether
radioactive waste can be safely stored
onsite past the expiration of existing
facility licenses usntil offate disposal or
storage is available" (49 FR 34858)l. The
Commission noted tn 1984 that its Waste
Confidence Decision was unavoidably
In the mature of a prediction, and

committed to review Its conclusions
"...should significant and pertinent
unexpected events occur or at least
every five years until a repository Is
available. The purpose of this notice s
to present the findings of the
Commission's first review of tat
Decision.

The Commission has reviewed its ive
findings and the rationale for them in
light of developments since 18. This
revised Waste Confidence Decision
supplements those 198 findings and the
environmental analysis supporting them.
The Commission Is revising the second
and fourth findings In the Waste
Confidence Decision as follows:

Finding£ The Co-mission finds
reasonable assurance that at east one
mined geologic repository will be
available within the flst quarter of the
twenty-first century, and that safficient
repository capadity will be available
wIthin 30 years beyond te Lened life
for operation (which may Includete
terml of a revised orrtenewed license) of
any reactor to dispose of the commercial
high-level radioactive waste and pent
fuel origiating In suh reactor and
generated up to that time.

Finding The Comiio finds
reasonable asswanoe that ifneessary.
spent fuel generated in any reactor can
be stored safely and without significant
environmental impacts for at least 30
years beyond the licensed life for
operation (which may Include the term
of a revised or renewed license) of that
reactor at Its spent fuel storage basin, or
at either onsite or offaite independent
spent fuel storage Installations.

The Commission ts reaffirmbig the
remaining findings. Each finding. any
revisions, and the reasons for revising or
reaffirming them are set forth In the
body of the review below.

The Commission also issued two
companion rulemaldng amendments at
the time It issued the 1964 Waste
Confidence Decislon. Te Commission's
reactor licensing rule. 10 CR part 50.
was amended to require each licensed
reactor operator to submit, no later than
five years before expiration of the
operating license, plans for managing
spent fuel at the reactor site until the
spent fuel Is transferred to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for
disposal under the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 192 (NWPA) 10 CFR part 51, the
rule defining NRCs responsiblities
under the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) was amended to provide
that, in connection with the Issuance or
amendment of a reactor operating
license or initial license for an
Independent spent fuel storage
Installation no discussion of any

MM
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envirormental impact of spent fuel
storage is required for the period
following expiration of the license or
amendment applied for.

In keeping with the revised Findings 2
and 4. the Commission Is providing
elsewhere in this Issue of the Federal
Register conforming amendments to Its
10 CR part 51 rule providing procedres
for considering in licensing proceedings
the environmental effects of extended
orsite storage of spent fuel.

Finally, the Commission is extending
the cycle of its Waste Confidence
reviews from every five years to every
ten until a repository becomes available.
In its 194 Decision, the Commission
said that because its conclusions were
"-unavoidably in the nature of a
prediction." it would review them
sAhould significant and pertinent
unexpected events occur, or at least
every five years until a repository-is
available." As noted below, the
Commission now believes that
predictions of repository availability are
best expressed in terms of decades
rather than years. To specify a year for
the expected evailability of a repository
decades hence would misleadingly
imply a degree of precision now
unattainable. Accordingly, the
Commission is changing its original
commitment in order to review its
Waste Confidence Decision at least
every ten years. This would not.
however, disturb the Commission's
original commitment to review its
Decision whenever significant and
pertinent unexpected events occur. The
Commission anticipates that such events
as a major shift in national policy, a
major unexpected institutional
development, and/or new technical
Information might cause the Commission
to consider reevaluating Its Waste
Confidence Findings sooner than the
scheduled ten-year review.
FOR FaRTR INFORMATION CONTACT
John Roberts, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards. U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington,
DC 20555. telephone (202) 492.OO
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATIOsC

Analysis of Public Comments on the
Proposed Waste Confidence Decision
Review.
LO Introduction

Comments were received from a
Federal agency. the public interest
sector, the nuclear industry. and one
State as listed below in order of their
receipte

Duke Power Company
Public Citizen
Edison Electric Institute
Malachy Murphy (State of Nevada)

Yankee Atomic Electic Company
Department of Energy
Philadelphia Electric Company
Commonwealth Edison
Virginia Electric and Power Company
Marvin L Lewis. Registered

Professional Engineer
Florida Power & Light Company
The mc jority of the comennters were

supportive of the Comnmission's
proposed decision and rule. The
comnments were consolidated into a total
of 19 issues to be addressed. Each of
these issues is discussed under the
Commission finding to which it relates.
Two additional Issues, not raised by
commenters. are treated under the
heading "Other Relevant Issue" The
"Other Relevant Iues" section
Includes consideration of the petition by
the State of Vermont to intervene In the
consideration of the extension of the
operating license for Vermont Yankee
and the potential for non-payment of the
one-time fee for spent nuclear fuel
generated prior to April1983 Into the
Nuclear Waste Fund.
2.0 Analysis of Isues Related lo
Commission Findings

2.1 The Commission's FirstFindirtg
The Commissim finds reasonable

assurance that safe disposal of high-level
radioactive waste and spent fuel in a ained
geologic repository is technically feasible.
ssue No. 1: Technical Feasibility of

Safe Disposal in a Mined Geologic
Repository

Comment
The commentcr representing Public

Citizen (PC) stated that there is still not
adequate assurance that permanent.
'safe disposal of high-level radioactive
waste in a mined geologic repository Is
technically feasible. In support of this.
the commenter Indicated that a number
of major scientific panels have pointed
out that there Is no technical or
Scientific basis for knowing for sure that
geologic disposal is possible. As an
example PC stated that President
Carter's Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP) found in 19
a rather general consensus among
scientists that a technology base
"sufficient to permit complete
confidence in the safety of any
particular repository design or the
suitability of"any particular ite" was
still lacking PC further stated that more
recently, a Ws Isolation Systems
Panel of the National Academy of
Sciences pointed out many areas of the
geologic disposal problem where
technical uncertainties exist, and where
"more information is needed." PC also
stated that the technical difficulties
presented by a mllion-year disposal

problem are unprecedented and
eDOMMS and that there have been no
major findings since (the above studies)
that have resolved the uncertainties to
the point where It is possible to be
assured that geologic disposal is
technically feasible.

RC ReWose
The Issue of the technical feasibility

of the safe dipol of spent nuclea fuel
and radioactive waste has been
addressed at length in the Commission's
1980 Proposed Waste Confidece
Decision Review 154 FR 39767;
September IBMs) as well as in the
original 1984 Waste Confidence
Decision (49 FR 34658 August 31,134).
While those discussions addressed the
concerns raised by the comment. it is
useful to provide additional specific
responses to them. The comment that
major scientific panels have pointed out
that there Is no technical or scientific
basis for knowing for Are that geologic
disposal Is possible makes reference to
President Cartefs OSTP statement in
17. Contrary to the comment, the
OSTP statement does not support the
contention that there is no technical or
scientific basis for knowing for sure that
geologic disposal Is possible. Rather, it
remarks on the lack of a technology
base sufficient to permit complete
confidence in the safety of any
particular repository design or the
suitability of any particular site. The
information base necessary to license a
repository is still being developed. ThIs
includes information on site
characterization. repository desigm
waste package design, and the
performance assessment of the entire
disposal system. The complete body of
such necessary Wonrmation Is expected
to be In hand only at the completion of
the deveomental udies and
characterization work being undertaken
by the DOE It is t this point that the
DOE will be In a position to apply for a
license from the NRC and seek NRC's
approval of the safety of Its proposed
site and repository design

The Commission also notes that the
OSTP statement was made over a
decade ago, prior to the completion of a
substantial amount of work which has
addressed many of the issues related to
disposal technology. While the
Commission recognizes that more
Information Is needed and that the
techniccl difficulties are challenging
there Is Do basis to believe that safe
disposal in a repository is impossible, or
even that It IS not likely. No major
breakthrough In technology is required
to develop a mined geologic repository.
Rather, there is a need to add to the
Current exdensive body of technical

U'
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information already available and apply
it to an evaluation of specific sites and
engineering designs.

Regarding the commenter's emphasis
on the need for resolution of
uncertainties to assure the technical
feasibility of geologic disposal, we
would respond that the Commission did
not state that the feasibility of a mined
geologic repository was assured, in the
absolute sense. but that it had found
reasonable assurance in the feasibility
of mined geologic disposal on the basis
of a thorough review of the technologies
needed to achieve this disposaL
issue No. Z* Difficulty in Evaluating
Compliance with Repository Safety
Standards Over Long Time Periods

Comment
The PC commenter also raised the

issue of what he termed the 'inability to
predict with a reasonable degree of
certainty that. once buried, the waste
will remain contained in the geologic
repository] for the required time period."
The commenter noted uncertainties
related to geologic stability, engineered
barriers, rock-waste interactions, and
groundwater hydrology which
contribute to the difficulty of evaluating
compliance with safety standards over
the long time periods involved in
radioactive waste isolation. The
commenter concluded that although
these problems may be able to be
resolved, there is not a basis for
assurance that this will be the case.

ARC Response
The NRC believes that existing safety

assessment techniques have the
potential to provide a basis for deciding
whether proposed radioactive waste
disposal systems are acceptable. We
recognize the difficulty of predicting
with a high degree of accuracy the
maximum impacts a repository would
have on human health and the
environment, especially in the very far
future. It will likely not be possible to
test empirically the ability of models to
predict long-term repository
performance to the same extent as
models for short-term performance.
However, we believe existing
technology can provide a sufficient level
of safety for present and future
Generations under certain conditions.
These conditions include addressing the
uncertainties inherent in projecting far
Into the future and in modelling complex
heterogeneous natural systems, and
acquiring and evaluating data on
specific sites.

We also note that the language of the
original Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) Environmental
Radiation Standards for Management
and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel.

High-Level and Transuranic Wastes (40
CFR part 191) does not require absolute
assurance that containment
requirements will be met. Rather, it
recognizes the uncertainties involved in
projecting repository performance far
into the future, and states "Instead,
what is required is a reasonable
expectation, o the basis of the record
before the implementing agency, that
compliance with Sec.1.13(aj will be
achieved.
Issue No. S: UnanticipatedDifficulties in
Developing the WIPP Facility

Comment
PC also indicated that the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) has not
opened because of numerous
unanticipated difficulties, including
leakage of salt water into the site. PC
states that this leakage, which was not
anticipated prior to the beginning of
construction in the early 1980s, shows
that even on a scale of a few years,
geologic events in a repository are
unpredictable-to say nothing of events
on a time scale of hundreds of
thousands of years.

NRCResponse
Although the NRC does not have

oversight responsibility for the WIPP
project. NRC does monitor DOE
progress on WIPP Inbofar as it may offer
valuable insight into efforts to license a
repository for commercial high-level
waste and spent fuel For example. DOE
must demonstrate compliance with the
EPA standard in order to operate the
WIPP facility. NRC cognizance of DOE
efforts to implement the EPA Standard
at WIPP could help provide information
and consensus-building in the
implementation of the EPA Standard for
the commercial high-level waste
repository.

The NRC does not consider the
occurrence of brine pockets at the WIPP
site as a factor that might diminish Its
confidence in the technical feasibility of
a mined geologic repository. The
Commission does not expect that site
characterization of a candidate aste viill
proceed free from all difficulty. We have
urged DOE to establish a planning
mechanism for timely development and
implementation of contingency plans at
Yucca Mountain to address problems
during site characterization as they
arise- DOE has announced a new focus
on surface-based testing for the Yucca
Mountain site in its Reassessment
Report to Congress. Under this program,
the primary goal of testing is to Identify
features of the site which would render
it unsuitable for a repository. If such
features are identified, DOE would
notify Congress and the State of
Nevada, and terminate site specific

activities. Afinding that the Yucca
Mountain site is unsuitable would likely
lead to delays in repository availability

.while another candidate site is
Identified and characterized, however It
would not diminish confidence In the
technical feasibility of geologic disposal.
Issue No. *: Impact of the EIR VReport
on the Commission's IDecision

Comment
Marvin Lewis drew attention to the

recent findings of the Committee on the
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation
(BEIR V) in their report on the Health
Effects of Exposure to Low Levels of
Ionizing Radiation. The commenter
stated that the BEIR V study indicated
that the danger from radioactivity is four
or more times higher than previously
known. The commenter further stated
that the BEIR V findings will require that
the NRC change many of its radiation
protection guidelines and rules. He also
requested that the NRC stop all action
on the Waste Confidence Decision
Review until the Commission can
determine the effect of the BEIR V report
on the Decision.

AMC Response
The Commission has been aware for

some time of the scientific data
underpinning the estimate of risk from
radiation exposure contained in the
BEIR V report. Much of this information
has been incorporated in the
Commission's forthcoming revisions to
Its radiation protection requirements (10
CFR part 20). For reasons stated below,
however, the Commission does not
foresee any impact of the BEIR V report
on the Waste Confidence Decision.

The BEIR V report Is the latest In a
series of reports dealing principally with
the effects of low-LET radiation in
humans. eg. radiation such as beta
particles and gamma photons. The
report covers radiation carcinogenesis.

genetic effects, and effects on the
developing embryo/fetus. The report
also includes nlew Informnation relted to
the dosimetry of the Japanese atomic
bomb survivors, and new
epidemiological Information. The NRC
staff, other Federal agencies, and-
national and international organizations
are currentl reviewing both the BEIR V
report and the report issued In 1988 by
.the United Nations Scientific Committee
on the Effects of Atomic Radiation
(UNSCEAR).

The estimates of sk" due to low-LET
radiation In the BEIR V report are based
principally upon effects observed in
populations exposed to high doses and
at high dose rates. These effects are
then extrapolated using statistical
modeling to predict effects at low doses
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and dose rales. The extrapolations to
low dose and dose rate lead to
significant uncertainties in the estimates
of risk in the BEIR V report. The
estimates of risk for fatal cancer
induction in the BEIR V report are from
three to four times larger than the
estimate from the preler'ed model of the
BEIR II report in 1980. However the
new BEIR V estimate is within the
overall range of risk estimates and
uncertainties from the different models
presented in BEIR I.

It is important to note that the BEIR V
report only addresses the issue of risk
estimates for radiation effects. The BEIR
committee did not make any
recommendations on acceptable risk or
on the potential impacts of the risk
estimates to dose limits or standards for
radiation protection. Efforts are
underway by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection
PCRKl National Councid an Radiation
Protection and Measurements (NCRP).
and the Committee on Interagency
Radiation Research and Policy
Coordination (CIRRP) of the Executive
Office of the President to reach some
measure of consensus on the impacts of
the revised risk estimates to radiation
protection standards.

Under section i2(a) of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act NWPA). NRC is
required to issue technical requiremcnts
and criteria that t will apply in
approving or disapproving a repository.
These requirements and criteria mus: be
consistent with the high-level waste
disposal standards promulgated by the
Environmental Protection Agency.
Demonstration of compliance with the
EPA standard was discussed under the
rationale for Finding i In the
Commission's Proposed Waste
Confidence Decision Review.

The NRC does not believe that
numerical criteria for individual
protection requirements are at Issue In
its Waste Confidence Proceeding. Th
broader issue of demonstrating
complience with EPA release limits
using probabilistic analyses was a
concern of the NRC stafl and the NRCs
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste
in preparing the Proposed Waste
Confidence Decision Review. As stated
In the Proposed Waste Confidence
Decision Review, the NRC staff Is
closely monitoring EPA's progress on
Issuing Its revised standards to assure
that EPA methodologies for
demonstrating compliance with them
can be applied by NRC to evaluate
DOEs demonstration of compliance.
NRC will also monitor DOE efforts to
demonstrate compliance with the EPA

standard at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant facility for transuranic wastes.

12 Jhe Commission 's Second Finding
The Commission ftnds reamiable

assurance that at least one mned eoogic
repository will be availabe within the first
quarter of the twenty-fint century. and that
sufficient repository capacity wall be
available within 30 years beyond the licensed
life for operation (which may Include the
term of a revised or renewed license) of any
reactor to dispose of the commercial high-
level radioactive waste and spent fuel
originating in such motor ad generated up
to that time.
isue No. S: Expected Dote for

Repository A voilobilily
Comment
Malachy Murphy (State of Nevada)

and Public Citizen expressed a lack of
support for the Commission's proposed
second finding. These commentes argue
that the finding should be revised to
reflect the 2010 date for repository
availability announced in DOEs
November 19 Reassessment Report to
Congress. They believe that the NRC's
"confidence" date of 25 for repository
availability may be exceeded If the
Yucca Mountain site is found to be
unsuitable sometime after the year 2000
because there might not be enough time
to locate. characterize, license and
construct a repository at another site by
2025. The commenter from Public Citizen
also finds that even if the Yucca
Mountain site were found to be suitable.
a repository there might not be available
until after 25. This commenter
concluded that It would be more
conservative to assume that four
candidate sites would be found to be
unsuitable during the course of site
characterization and that there Is no
basis for assurance that a repository
would be available before 20.

NRC Response
The NRC does not believe It Is

necessary to change the proposed
second finding to reflect DOE's revised
date for repository availability of 2010.
NRC anticipated an extension of several
years In DOEs schedule when it issued
its proposed revised second finding.
NRC took the position that If the Yucca
Mountain site were found to be
unsuitable on or before the year 200. It
was reasonable to expect that an
alternative site could be Identified and
developed in time for repository
availability by 2025.

NRC continues to believe that if DOE
determines that the Yucca Mountain site
Is umsuitable. It will malke this
determination by about the year 2000.
DOE' program Is now focused On
surface-based testing designed to
identify features of the site which would

render It unsuitable for a repository. The
only significant barrier. to DOE
proceeding with site characterization at
Yucca Mountain are the development of
a quality assurance IQAJ program
acceptable to NRC completion of study
plansfo iteak characterization activities
they wish to begin, and resolution of the
impasse between DOE and the State of
Nevada regarding permits for drilling.
DOE has made significant progress n
the development of a QA program for Its
site characterization activities. It is
possible that this workc will be
completed and accepted by late 1990 or
early 1991. Regarding the impasse with
the State of Nevada both DOE and the
State of Nevada have filed lawsuits in
Federal Court in an effort to resolve the
question of site access. While any
litigation of this matter has the
possibility of an unfavorable outcome
for DOE the Commission believes that
Congress has aggressively demonstrated
in both the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982 and the Nuclear Waste Policy
Amendments Act of 1987 that It is
committed to an orderly progression of
the repository program and a resolution
of the radioactive waste disposal
problem. Accordingly. NRC believes
that It is reasonable to assume that
Congress will not allow the
uncertainties related to the start of site
characterization to continue for many
more years.

For these reasons, NRC believes that
the coming decade will be ample time
for the DOE to determine whether or not
Yucca Mountain is unsuitable and to
begin work on an alternate site. If
necessary. We believe that Congress is
committed to a resolution of the waste
problem and will take measures to bring
this issue to a close.

We would also point out here that the
Court decision that led to the Waste
Confidence Proceeding did not require
NRC to determine when a repository
would be available. The Court
remanded to NRC the question of
"whether there is reasonable
assurance that an offdlte storae8
solution will be available by the years
2007-2009. the expiration of [Prairie
Island and Vermont Yankee's] operating
licenses, and If not, whether there s
reasonable assurance that the fuel can
be safely stored at the reactor sites
beyond those dates." NRC chose as a
matter of policy not to confine itself to
the storage-related questions in the
Court's remand. but to address the
broader issues of whether radioactive
wastes could be safely disposed of.
when such disposal would be available.
and whether such wastes can be salely
stored until they are disposed of NRC

II
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Commonwealth Edison Company
(CECo) observed that additional costs
asll be incurred by licensees as a result
of delayed acceptance of spent fuel at
the repository. CECo believes that
consideration should be given as to
whether these costs will be covered by
the Nuclear Waste Fund or whether the
costs will be incurred directly by the
licensee.

iR CResponse
The Commission believes that th.s is a

matter which will have to be resolved in
another forum in the context of the
contracts between DOE and the
ulitieslowners of spent fuel. The

individual contracts currently specify
tIhe dates by which DOE has agreed to
accept responsibility for the disposal of
spent fuel. If DOE must delay its
acceptance of spent fuel, the
responsibility for the financial
consequences of that default would
have to be determined at that time by
reference to and Interpretation of the
pertinent contracts. The ultimate answer
to this question will not affect the
findings of the Waste Confidence
Decision.
Issue No. 0: Clarfication of Discussion
of Period of Sofe Spent Fuel Storage at
Dresden I

Comment
Commonwealth Edison Company

(CECo) comments that the discussion in
the Proposed Decision Review of the
possible extended storage of spent fuel
from Dresden I Is not clear and should
be clarified. On the basis of assumptions
discussed in the Proposed Decision
Review. CECo concludes that three
different dates could be derived to
indicate the maximum time for onsite
spent fuel storage. For Dresden X, which
was licensed to operate in 1959 and
permanently shut down in 1978 30 years
after shutdown would yield a maximum
date of 2008; So years after a full 40-year
license term yields a maximum date of
20; and 30 years after a full 40-year

license term plus a 30-year extension of
the operating license would yield a date
of 2M9. 

IXRC Resvonre
The NRC believes that CECo has

misinterpreted the discussion pertaining
to the maximum term of onsite spent
fuel storage in the Waste Confidence
Decision and the bases and assumptions
underlying that discussion as they
pertain to the specific circumstances of
Dresden 1. The generic discussion of the
derivation of the maximum safe storage
term for the purposes of the Waste
Confidence Decision is contained In
pp3975- and pp9 7a3-9a The
Commission concluded on a generic
bail: that "spent fel generated In any

reactor can be stored safely and without
significant-environmental impacts In
reactor facility storage pools or
independent spent fuel storage
Installations located at-reactor or away.
from-reactor sites for at least 30 years
beyond the licensed life for operation
(which may include the term of a
revised license) of that reactor at Its
spent fuel storage basin or at either
onsite or offaite independent spent fuel
storage Installations' (proposed 10 CFR
51.231a) at p. 39968 (Finding 4) (emphasis
added)). Tbe discussion and findings
were based on technical and
Institutional considerations that. for the
sake of completeness, considered
situations like those at Dresden 2 that
differ from those with most reactors that
are expected to operate to full term plus
a possible extended license term. For
Dresden 1. based on proposed 1 51.23(a).
the applicable storage period would be
30 years beyond the licensed life of
operation, or until 2029.
2.3 The Commission's Third Finding

The Commission finds reasonable
assurance that high-level radioactive waste
and spent fuel will be managed in a safe
manner until aufficient repository capacity Is
available to assure the safe disposal of all
high-level waste and spent fueL

Issue No. 11: Resolution of Controctual
Conflics Between DOE andLicensees

Comment
Commonwealth Edison Company

(CECo) comments that the NRC has
unnecessarily interjected Itself Into
issues Involved In the contracts between
the DOE and licensees by NRC's
statement that It would have more
confidence If the DOE and licensees
could resolve any uncertainties by
reaching an early and amicable
resolution as to how and when the DOE
will accept responsibility for spent fuel.
CECo believes that the implication In
this statement Is that licensees should
amend their contracts with DOE to
allow DOE additional time to perform
under the contracts or that licensees
should refrain taking action against DOE
if It defaults under the contracts CECo

Dotes that NRC has stated that its
confidence in safe storage Is unaffected.
by potential contractual disputes -
between DOE and the spent fuel owners
(54 FR 3M), therefore CECo believes
that It would be appropriate for NRC to
stike the statement and express no
opinion regarding possible future
disputes between DOE and licensees.

NC Response
The Commission did not Intend the

Implication that CECo perceives
regarding any particular preferred
outcome or suggested resolution of

future potential contract disputes
between DOE and contract holders. The
Commission but stated that its
confidence in safe storage is unaffected
by any potential contractual dispute
between DOE and spent fuel generators
and owners as to responsibility for
spent fuel storage. The Commission's
further statement that it would be
helpful If any future potential contract
disputes could be resolved amicably
merely expressed a concern that the
waste management system operates
smoothly and efficiently. The statement
did not imply any additional impact on
or repercussion from the Waste
Confidence Decision upon the resolution
of future potential contract disputes
between DOE and contract holders.

The Commission believes that it has
made Its position clear that its
confidence is not diminished by any
potential contractual disputes between
DOE and spent fuel owners. However.
in order to avoid any further
msunderstanding in his regard, the

Commission has decided to delete the
following statements in its Proposed
Waste Confidence Decision Review
from its Final Waste Confidence
Decision Review:

To resolve any continuing uncertainties.
however. It would be helpful if DOE and
utilities and other spent fuel generators and
owners could reach an early and amicable
resolution to the question of how and when
DOE will accept responsIbility for spent fuel.
This would facilitate cooperative action to
provide for a smoothly operating system for
the ultimate disposition of spent fuel (54 FR

9792) and -

If DOE and the utilities can amicably
resolve their respective responsibilities far
spent fuel storqe In the interest of efficienl
and effective administration of the overall
waste management system. including the
Nuclear Waste Fund. NRC would pin added
confidence in the institutional arrangements
for spent fuel management (54 FR 39791
Issue No. 12: MC Responsibility to
identify Need for Utilities to Provide
Interim Storage and to Notify Congress
of This Requirement

Comment
Malachy Murphy (State'of Nevada)

comments that. in light of DOEa
Reassessment Report to Congress. the
NRC should explicitly state that utilities
will need to have Interim spent fuel
storage available well into the next
century. The commenter also states that
NRC should explicity request that
Congress take note of this requirement.
The commenter believes that such
action would be In keeping with NRC's
responsibilities to the public and o
nuclear utilities.

ARCResponse

MINEINNIN
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The standard contracts between DOE

and generators of spent nuclear fuel or
persons holding tide to spent fuel
currently provide that in return for
payment to the Nuclear Waste Fund.
DOE will dispose of high-level waste
and spent fuel beginning no later than
January 31. 998 The Commission
believes it would be inappropriate for
NIRC to take any position on the need
for generators and those holding title to
such material to provide interim storage
for it beyond 1998. This is a matter that
will have to be resolved between the
parties to the standard contracts. NRC.
in its original Waste Confidence
Decision and in the Proposed Waste
Cnraidence Deolsion Review, addressed
the issue of storage of spent fuel until a
repository becomes avillable and has
e 'pressed its confidence that spent fuel
will be safely managed until a
repository is available. Furthermore. in
Its original Waste Confidence
Proceeding. NRC amended its reactor
licensing rule. 10 CFR part 50 to require
each licensed reactor operator to
submit no later than five years before
expiration of the opera ting license, plans
for managing spent fuel at the reactor
site until the spent fuel is transferred to
DOE for disposal.

In the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
(NVTPA) Congress placed primary
responsibility for interim storage of
SpCnt fuel on the nuclear utilities until
disposal becomes available. Section 132
of the NWPA requires that DOE. NRC.
and other as tJorized Federal officials
take such actions as they believe are
necessary to encourage and expedite the
effective use of available storage, and
necessary additional storage at the site
of each civilian nuclear power reactor.

Sections 218(a) and 133 of the NtWPA
also provide that NRC by rule establish
procedures for the licensing of ary
tecluology approved by NRC for use at
the site of any civilian nuclear power
reactor. NRC may by rule approve one
or more dry spent fuel storage
technologies for use at the sites of
civilian power reactors without. to the
maximum extent practicable, the need
for additional site-specific approvals.
Congress is eminently aware of the
iely need for at-reactor storage of

spent fuel and has taken legislative
action with respect to this matter.
Therefore, the NRC believes It Is not
necessary to nform Congress of this
meed. However, the NRC will continue
to exercise Its responsibility to assure
that spent fuel Is managed safely until a
repository Is available and will notify
Congress of any actions it believes are
necesary to provide this assurance.

Li The Comm ission Fhrth Finding
Tbe Comnission hnds reasoable

assurance that. if necessary. spent fuel
generated in any reactor an be stored safely
nd without significant enviramental
Impacts for at east 30 yers beyond the
liced life for operation (which may incude
the term eta revised or renewed Ie of
that reactor at Its spent fuel storage basin, or
at either onite or offte independent spent
hiel storage Installations.

Issue Na J3: Consideration qf the
Cumulative Impacts on Waste
Managemenl in the NRCI NEPA
Documentation

Comment
DOE commented that the cumulative

impacts on waste management of
potential reactor operating license
extensions should be considered In the
NRC's National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) documentation for license
renewals.

NRC Response
DOE has observed that renewal of

operating licenses would increase the
total amount of spent fuel requiring
disposal or interim storage which wol
be taken into account in DOE program
planning and should be considered in
NRC's NEPA documentation for license
renewals. This Is generally consistent
with the discussion in the Commission's
proposed decision. especially 84 FR
39795 (third column). The greater
amount of spent fuel which must be
stored as a result of license renewal
does not affect the Commission's overall
finding of no significant environmental
Inpacts.
Issue No. 14: Need for NrC to Facilitate
lSFSILIcenseEtensions loReflect the
Commission W fievised Fourth FinJing

Comment
The Virginia Electric & Power

Company (VEPCo) states that the
current license on the Independent
Spent Ful Storage Installation (ISFS)
for its Surry nuclear power plant exglres

NRC should InTiate actionts to facilitate
ISYSI licenie extensions to reflect the
proposed revised Fourth Finding that
spent fuel generated in any reactor can
be safely stored for at least 30 years
beyond the licensed life for operation of
that reactor either onsite or offsite.

NIMCResponse
The Commisuon's Waste Confidence

finding on the duration of safe store of
spent fuel Is generic In nature. SIte-
specific licensing procedures remain
effective. Pursuant to I 7AZ an ISFSI
licenseIs Issued for a period of 20 years
but may be renewed upon application
by thf licensee. Part 72 In no way
precludes licensees from requesting'

additional extensions of license terns
for iSFs. Me licensee thus has the
optIon of requesting an ISF ficenme
renewal to coincide with whatever
operating term and post-operation spent
fuel storage period Is in effect for a
partcular reactor. For example, a single
tnewat could extend the Sursy ISFSI
license expiration date to the year 2028
The NRC does not believe that further
revisions to 1 72.42 to facilitate these
license extensions are warranted at this
time.
Issue No. IS& rsufficient Azssnce on
Duration of Safe Soge andJRsk of
Fire at a Spent Fuel Pool

Comment
Public Citizen stated that there is not

adequate assurance that spent fuel will
be stored safely at reactor sites for up to
30 years beyond the expiration of
reactor operating licenses. This Is even
more the case If license extensions of up
to t0 years are included. Public Citizen
further stated that -the (Waste
Confidencel policy statement fails to
recognize that spent fuel buildup at
reactor sites poses a growing safety
hazard Ihe pools are not well protected
from the environment (in many cases
they are'outside the reactor's
containment sucture) and have leaked
in the past. For example In December.
188 at the Hatch nuclear power plant in
Baxley, Georga., 141.0D gallons of
radioactive water leaked out of the
plant's fuel pooLor than 60,000
gallons of the water drained Into a
swamp and from there Into the
Altamaha River near the plant! Public
Citizen *dded that Mlore recently. on
August iB. 19 a seal on a fuel pool
pump failed at the Turkey Point nuclear
plant near MamIM causing some
MOO gallons of radioactive water to

leak into a nearby storm sewer. The
shoes and clothing of approximately 1s
workers were contamlnated w

Public Citizen also stated that the
danger posed by an accident in which
enough pool water escaped to uncover
the irradiated fuel assemblies would be
greater than the operational Incidents
described above. According to the
commenter. If a leak or pump failure
caused the water level In a spent fuel
pool to drop to a level which exposed
the fuel assemblies the remaining water

ight be Insufficient to provide
adequate cooling. The pool water could
then heat to the boiling point producing
steam and causIng more water to boll
away. The danger then Is that heat could
continue to bild up even further untUi
the cladding which encioses the
Irradiated fuel pellets catches fire.Te
commenter continued saying that the
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NRC itself. in the time since the original
Waste Confidence Decision. has studied
the Issue of storage In reracked spent
fuel pools and concluded in a 1987
report that the consequence of such a
cladding fire could be a "significant"
radiation release. The NRC report found:

(1) the natural air flow pcrmitted by
high-density storage racks s so
restricted that potential for self-
sustaining cladding fire exists; and

(2) with high-density racks providing
"severely restricted air flow" the
oxidation (burning) would be "very
vigorous" and "failure of both the fuel
-rods and the fuel rod racks is expected."

Public Citizen states that nowhere In
the Proposed Waste Confidence
Decision Review does the NRC take into
account the findings of this report.
which should have been included.

NIRCResponse
The Commission has addressed the

safety of extended post-operational
spent fuel storage at considerable length
in the discussion of its proposed revised
Fourth Finding.

Operational occurrences cited in
Public Citizen's comment have been
addressed by the NRC staff at the plants
listed. The NRC has taken inspection
and enforcement actions to reduce the
potential for such operational
occurrences in the future. We would like
to note. however. that the event at the
Hatch plant occurred in a transfer canal
between spent fuel pools during an
operation that would not normally be
performed following expiration of a
reactor operating license. In the case of
the event at Turkey Point the water that
flowed outside the building went back
Into the Intake of the plant cooling
canaL The canal a large. closed loop
onsite flow path. There was no radiation
release offsite. and the safety
significance of the event appears to
have been very low

Regardinw the risk of fire at spent fuel
pools. the NRC staff has spent several
years studying in detail catastrophic
loss of reactor spent fuel pool water
possibly resulting in a fuel fire in a dry
pool The 1987 report. "Severe Accidents
in Spent Fuel Pools in Support of
Ceneric Safety Issue 82" NUREG/CR-
43s2) referred to In Public Citizen's
comment represents an early part of the
FNRC' study. Its findings were based on
generic data on seismic hazards and
response of spent fuel pools, which
resulted in calculated risk numbers with
wide ranges of uncertainty. (See p. xiii.)
Subsequent study of the consequences
and risks due to a loss of coolant water
from spent fuel pools was conducted by
the NRC, and the results were published
In NUREG/CR-5176. "Seismic Failure
end Cask Drop Analysis of the Spent

Fuel Pools at Two Representative
Nuclear Power Plants," January 1989.
and NUREG-2353. "Regulatory Analysis
for the Resolution of Generic Issue 8.
>Beyond Design Basis Accidents In
Spent Fuel Pools'." April 1989. These
reports were cited in the Conmission's
Proposed Waste Confidence Decision
Review (54 FR 39767-39797, at p.395,
September 28 1989). Also issued in 1989.
as part of the NRC staff's study, was
"Value/Impact Analyses of Accident
Preventive and Mitgative Options for
Spent Fuel Pools" (NUREG/CR-5281).

The analyses reported in these studies
indicate that the dominant accident
sequence which contributes to risk In a
spent fuel poo Is grOSS structural failure
of the pool due to seismic events Risks
due to other accident scenarios (such as
pneumatic seat failures. inadvertent
drainage. loss of cooling or make-up
water and structural failures due to
missiles, aircraft crashes and heavy load
drops) are at least an order of
magnitude smaller. For this study, older
nuclear power plants were selected.
since the older plants are more
vulnerable to seismic-Induced failures.

It should be noted that for zircaloy
cladding fire in a spent fuel storage pool.
en earthquake or other event causing a
major loss of cooling water would have
to occur within two years after
operation of a PWR or six months after
operation of a BWR. (See NUREG-1253
p. 4-11.) Thus, during the decades of
post-operational storage, even a major
loss of cooling water would not be
sufficlent to cause a cladding fire.
During the time the pool would be most
vulnerable to a fire the most-recently
discharged fuel assemblies would have
to be adjacent to other recently
discharged assemblies for a fire to
propagate to the older fel Considering
that a third of the reactor core Is
typically unloaded as spent fuel each
year, the probbilit of *afie ivolving
even the equivalent of a reactor core-a
small portion of a poor's capacity-Is
quite remote.

It should also be noted that even If the
timing of a spent fuel pool failure were
conducive to fire, a fire could occur only
with af relatively sudden and substantial
loss of coolant-a los great enough to
uncover alli or most of the fueL damaging
enough to admit enough air frm outside
the pool to kceep a large fire going. and
sudden enough to deny the operators
time to restore the pool to a safe
condition Such a severe loss of cooling
water Is likely to result only from an
earthquake well beyond the
conservatively estimated earthquake for
which reactors are deslgned.
Earthquakes of that matude are
extremely rare.

The plant-specific studies following
the 1987 generic study found that
because of the large safety margins
Inherent in the design and construction
of their spent fuel pools, even the more
vulnerable older reactors could safely
withstand earthquakes several times
more severe than their design basis
earthquake. Factoring in the annual
probability of such beyond-design-basis
earthquakes, the plant-specific and
generic followup studies calculated that
the average annual probability of a
major spent fuel pool failure at an
operating reactor was ten to thirty times
lower than the average probabilities in
the 1987 study. (See NUREG/CR-5176. p.
xii and NUREG-1353, pp. ES-2-3.) For
either BWR or PWR designs, this
probability was calculated at two
chances in a million per year of reactor
operation. (See NlUREG-1353, pp. ES-3-
4.)

After evaluating several regulatory
options for reducing the risk of spent
fuel pool fires, the NRC regulatory
analysis concluded that "i]he risk~s]
due to beyond design basis accidents In
spent fuel pools. while not negligible.
are sufficiently low that the added costs
Involved with further risk reductions are
not warranted." (See NMG1G353 pp

.MM)

Issue No. l& Needfor NCRequirement
for Dry Cask Storage Instead of Storage
in Spent Fuel Pools

Coment
Public Citizen states that the use of

dry cask storage for spent fuel would
help address some of the concerns
described above, but that NRC has no
plans to require dry cask storage instead
of storage In spent fuel pools. The
commenter notes that NRC has
explicitly stated In Its Proposed Decision
Review that storage in a reactor's "spent
fuel storage basin" is considered safe
and (the commenter) apparently
disagrees with this conclusion.

!JRCResponse
The record of operational experience

with reactor spent fuel storage pools. as
discussed In the Commission's Proposed
Decision Review and in response to the
preceding comments, strongly supports
the conclusion that reactor spent fuel
pool storage, which has continued for
decades, is safe. Accordingly, the NRC
has reached the conclusion that past
experience and available information
amply support the safety of spent fuel
storage, both In pools and dry storage
casks, for at least 30 years past the
expiration of reactor operating licenses
(Including the term of a revised license).

-
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jurisdiction to Lbange the directives
provided by Congress in the NWTA and
the LLWPA.
3.0 ConsIderation of Other Events
Relevant to the Commission's Decision
Issue No. 20 Petition by the Suite of
Vermont to Intervene in the
Consideration of the Extension of the
Operating Lcense for Vermont Yankee

In the Commission's Proposed Waste
Confidence Decision Review, It was
stated that the basis for the 2007-2009
timeframe in the Court remand leading
to the Waste Confidence Proceeding had
changed since the original Decision.
This discussion was based on the fact
that it appeared likely that these dates
no longer represented the expected
expiration dates for the operating
licenses of the Vermont Yankee and
Prairie Iland nuclear plants. The NRC
staff has been granting extensions of the
dates of expiration of nuclear plant
operating licenses to reflect a 40.year
period from the date of issuance of the
operating license rather than from the
dale of the construction permit The
dates of expire lion of the Prairie Island
Units I and 2 had already been
extended from the year 2006 to the years
2013 and 2014. The NRC staff
anticipated that on the basis of the date
of Issuance of its operating license.
Vermont Yankee would be eligible for
an extension of its operating license to
March 2012.

In the time since the drafting of the
Proposed Decision Review, several
pertinent events have occurred. NRC
published a notice of consideration of
amendment to the Vermont Yankee
Operating License, a proposed "no
significant hazards" consideration
determina lion, and opportunity for a
hearing (54 FR 31120: July 26. 1989) On
August 22.1989. the State of Vermont
filed a petition for leave to ntervene. On
October 30. 98. Vermont filed a
supplement to its petition to Intervene
proposing nine contentions for litigation
on Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Corporation's application to extend Its
operating license. On November 15
19B9. the NRC's Atomic Safety and
licensing Board (ASLE) beard oral
argument by counsel for the licensee.
the NRC staff, and the State of Vermont
concerning the States petition for leave
to Intervene and supplemental petition
for leave to intervene. The ASLB
rnted the State of Vermont's petition

for leave to intervene. admitted one
contention (which did not concern waste
disposal s an issue In controversy Or
litigation, and granted the request for
tearing. T e ASLB a rlig was issued
in a Prebturing Conference

Memorandum and Order dated January
26,1990 (Docket No-50-271-OLA4).

It is now apparent that the extension
of Vermont Yankee's operating license
expiration date will be dependent on the
outcome of this contested hearing. There
is the possibility that a shorter extension
or that no extension will be granted. In
view of the uncertain outcome, the
Commission will delete all discussion of
a possible revised date for the Vermont
Yankee operating license expiration and
the revised date for expiration of the
Prairie Island operating license. This
deletion however does not affect the
Commission's Proposed Revised Second
Finding in its Waste Confidence
Decision Review. Assuming that no
extension or a lesser extension Is
granted and Vermont Yankee's
operating license expires in 2007, the
basis for the Commission's finding that a
repository will be available within the
first quarter of the twenty-first century
and that sufficient repository capacity
will be available within 30 years beyond
the licensed life for operation of any
reactor would be unaffected.
Issue No. 21: PotentiolNeed for
Additional Fioncial Security for the
Nuclear Waste Fund

The NRC staff has been informed by
DOEs Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management that a pending final
report from DOkE's Inspector General
has indicated a potential problem for
certain nuclear utility licensees to pay
the one-time fee into the Nuclear Waste
Fund NWF) for spent fuel generated
prior to April 1983. This issue arises
because several utilities elected to defer
payment into the fund and. instead
themselves hold the money that was
collected from ratepayers for the one-
time fee. DOEs Inspector General
believes that some of those utilities may
not be able to make their payments
when due.

The NRC staff met with DOE's Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM) on December
13, 1989 to discuss this issue and
determine the potential impact on both
NRC's Decommissioning Rulemaking
and on the Waste Confidence Decision,
and more generally, on protection of
public health and safety. In addition
NRC discussed at that meeting and In
follow-up telephone conversations
potential actions that DOE might take.
These actions could include modifying
DOE's spent fuel contracts with electric
utilities, seeling legislative
amendments. and working with the
National Association of Regulatory
Utility Commissioners to increase
assurance of one-time contributions into
the NW.

The NRC understands from OCRWM
staff that, if a nuclear utility licensee
were lo default on Its one-time
contribution to the NW?, DOE is not
precluded from accepting for disposal
all seant fuel from that utility. Thus. the
NRC does not view this issue as
affecting Its confidence that the spent
fuel will be disposed of. Rather. the
issue Is one of equity-that is. will a
utility and its customers and investors
or U.S. taxpayers and/or other utilities
ultimately pay for disposal of spent fuel
generated prior to April 1983.
Background

In November 1976 the Natural
Resources Defense Council NRDC)
petitioned NRC for a rulemaking to
determine whether radioactive wastes
generated n nuclear power reactors can
be subsequently disposed of without
undue risk to the public health and
safety. The NRDC also requested that
NRC not grant pending or future
req Jests for operating licenses until the
petitioned finding of safety was made.

On June 27.177. NRC denied the
NRDC petition. The Commission said
that in issuing operating licenses NRC
must have assurance that wastes can be
safely handled and stored as they are
generated. It also said that it is not
necessary for permanent disposal to be
available if NRC could be confident that
permanent disposal could be
accomplished when necessary. NRC
added that Congress was aware of the
relationship between nuclear reactor
operations and the radioactive waste
disposal problem, and that NRC would
not refrain from bsuing reactor
operating licenses until the disposal
problem was resolved. The Commission
also stated that It "*..would not continue
to license reactors If It did not have
reasonable confidence that the wastes
can and will In due course be disposed
of safely."

Also in November 197. two utility
companies requested amendments to
their operating licenses to permit
expansion in the capacity of their spent
nuclear fuel storage pools: Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation for
the Vermont Yankee plant; and
Northern States Power Company for Its
Prairie Iland facility. In both cases the
utilities planned to Increase storage
capacity through closer spacing of spent
fuel assemblies in existing spent fel
pools. The New England Coalition an
Nuclear Power and the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency intervened.
Tbe NRCstaff evaluated the requests
and found that the modifications would
not endanger public health and safety.
The staff did not consider any potential
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environmental effects of storage of spent
fuel at the reactors beyond the dates of
expiration of their operating licenses.
NRC's Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel ASLBP) adopted the staff's
safety and environmental findings and
approved the license amendments for
the two plants. It too did not consider
the effects of at-reactor storage beyond
the expiration of the facility operating
license.

The Board's decision was appealed to
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Board ASLAB). The ASLAB affirmed
the Licensing Board's decision citing the
Commission's `-reasonable confidence
that wastes can and will in due course
be disposed of safely." In the
Commission's denial of the NRDC
petitioA. The decision of the ASLAB was
appealed to the US. Circuit Court of
Appeals. On May 23. 1979 the Court
declined to stay or vacate the license
amendments, but remanded to NRC the
question of "-whether there is
reasonable assurance that an offsite
storage solution will be available by the
years 2007-2009, the expiration of the
plants' operating licenses, and If not.
whether there Is reasonable assurance
that the fuel can be safely stored at the
reactor sites beyond those dates." In its
decision to remand to NRC. for
consideration In either a generic
rulemaking or an adjudicatory
proceeding, the Court observed that the
issues of storage and disposal of nuclear
waste were being considered by the
Commission In an ongoing generic
proceeding known as the "S-3
Proceeding" on the environmental
impacts of uranium fuel cycle activities
to support the operation of a light water
reactor, and that It was appropriate to

- remand in light of a pending decision on
that proceeding and analysis.

On October 18.1W, NRC announced
that it was initiating a rulemakdiig
proceeding In response to the Appeals
Court remand and as a continuation of
the 1%RDC proceeding. Specifically, the
purpose of the proceeding was for the
Commission "to reassess Its degree of
confidence that radioactive wastes
produced by nuclear facilities will be
ely disposed of. to determine when

any such disposal will be available, and
whether such wastes can be safely
stored until they are disposed of."

The Commission recognized that the
scope of this proceeding would be
broader than the Court's Instruction,
which required the Commission to
address only storage-related questions.
The Commission believed however, that
the primary public concern was the
safety of waste disposal rather than the
availability of an off-site solution to the

storage problem. The Commission also amendmenl to 10 CFR part 51 which
committed itself to reassess Its basis for provided that environmental
confidence that methods of safe consequences of spent fuel storage sier
permanent disposal for high-leve& I- expiration of facility licenses need not
would be available when needed, \ be addressed in connection with
the Commission chose as a matter o N\$ ssuance of or amendment to a reactor
policy not to confine Itself exclusively as 'erating license.
the narrower Issues In the court remand. Xlii Issuing the part 1 amendment the

In the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, %.ommission stated that although It had
the Commission also stated that If the reasonable assurance that one or more
proceeding led to a finding that safe off- repositories would be available by 2007-
site storage or disposal would be 2009, it was possible that some spent
available before expiration of facility fuel would have to be stored beyond
operating licenses. NRC would those dates. The part 51 amendment
promulgate a ule providing that the was based on the Commission's finding
impact of onsite storage of spent fuel In the Waste Confidence Proceeding
after expiration of facility operating that It had reasonable assurance that no
licenses need not be considered in significant environmental impacts will
Individual licensing proceedings. result from storage of spent fuel for at

The Waste Confidence Decision was least 30 years beyond expiration of
Issued on August 81,1984 (49 FR S4658). reactor operating licenses.
In the Decision, the Commission made Enactment of the NWPA contributed
five findings. It found reasonable significantly to the basis for the
assurance that: Commission's 1984 DecIsion and

(1) Safe disposal of high-level companion rulemakings. Te Act
radioactive waste and spent fuel In a established a funding source and
mined geologic repository is technically process with milestones and schedules
feasible. for, among other things, the development

(2) One or more mined geologic of a monitored retrievable storage
repositories for commercial high-level (MRS) facility and two repositories, one
radioactive waste and spent fuel will be by early 1998 and a second. If
available by the years 2007-2009, and authorized by Congres at a later date.
sufficient repository capacity will be initially planned by DOE for 2008 For
available within So years beyond each repository, the Act required DOE
expiration of any reactor operating to conduct 7n-i investigations of three
license to dispose of existing sites and recommend one from among
commercial high-level radioactive waste them to the President and Congress for
and spent fuel originating in such repository development. The NWPA
reactor and generated up to that time. also required DOE to recommend, from

(3) Highlevel radioactive wase and among alternative sites and designs, a
spent fuel wSil be managed in a safe site and design for an )IPS for spent fuel
manner until sufficient repository and high-level waste management
capacity is available to assure the safe before disposal. The Commission's
disposal of al igh-level adioacive licensing and regulatory authority over
waste and spent fuel both storage and disposal facilities was

(4) If necssary, spent fuel generated Preserved by the Act.
in any reactor can be stored safely and In the four years after enactment of
without significant environmental the NWPA. DOE met a number of the
impacts for at least 30 years beyond the Act's early program requirements, but
expiration of that reactor's operating also encountered significant difficulties.
license at that reactor's spent fuel It published a final Mission Plan for the
storage basin, or at either onsite or overall NWPA program, and followed
offilte independent spent fuel storage with a Project Decision Schedule for
Installations. DOE and other Federal agency actions.

(5) Safe independent onsite or offaite It promulgated. with Commission
spent fuel storage will be made concurrence, a set of guidelines for
available if such storage capacity is repository siting and development It
needed. published draft and final environmental

On the day the Decision was issued. assessments for nine candidate
the Commission also promulgated two repository sites. and recommended three
rulemaldng amendments: (1) an for characterization. It completed and
amendment to 10 CFER part 50 which submitted to Congress an environmental
required that no later than five years assessment. a program plan and a
before expiration of reactor operating proposal with a site and deaign for an
licenses, the licensee must provide NRC MRS. AlR these actions followed
with a written plan for management of extensive interactions with Interested
spent fuel onsite. until title for the spent Federal agencies. State. Indian tribaL
fuel Is transferred to the DOE, and (2) an and local governments, and other
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tuuionad thffe cre o1t hw-e
activties, however, DOE also slipped lb
schedule for operation of the first
repository by five e definiey
postponed e s toward a sd
repository. and had to h further URS
stin8 sd development activities

In Demer. 1987, Cnss eaced
the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments
Act (NWPAA) The NWPAA redirected
the high-level waste program by
ospendig te characterization
activiis or he first repositary at ites
other than the Yucca Mountain site, and
by suspending all site-specific activities
with respect to a second repository. The
Amendments Act also authorized and
aet schedule and capacity limts on the
MRS The purpose of these liitats.
according to sponsors of the legislation.
was to assure that an MRS would not
become a substitute for a pologic
repository.

Consistent with ts commitment to
revisit Its Waste Confidence conclusions
at least every five years. the
Commission has undertaken the cunrent
review to assess the effect of these and
other developments since 19 on the
basis for each of Its five findings. The
Commission ssued Its proposed Waste
Confidence Decision Review and
proposed revised ndings for public
comment on September 21989. The
comment period expired December 27,
1989. A total of eleven comments were
received.

hi this document, the Commission
supplements the basis for Its earlier
findings and the environmental analysis
of the 1O4 Decsion. The Commission s
amending its second finding. conc
theiming of inithl avaiality and
suffident cepacity of a rpitory, and
I fourth finding, concerning he
duration of safe spent fue storage.
These revisions are based on the
following considerations:

(1) the five-year lippage, from 1998 to
zo00. In the DOE shedule for repository
availability prior to Issuance of Its
November l9w Report to Congress on
Reassessment of the Cvlian
Radioactive Waste Management
Program" and Its new target date of M
fozrrepository aviabilia anoncdi
that report

(1) thie additional slip of four and -
-alf yeas since te wamy 1967 Draft
M)sion Plan enst tine DoE
schedule for the excavation of the
exploratoy shaf.

(3) the need to continue accotnting for
the possibility that the Yucca Mountai
site might be found unsuitable and li~t
DOE would have to initiate eforts to
Identify and characterize aother slte
or thefirst tepositrr. -. * - -

.4)the slatuhry suspension af oe-.. B. Rekmt hsmues Tt Ho Arises
specific activities f1r the second -since Lte Camoskm's Or4wl
.repO~itffly - - -Decision on Fi* I

(5) DO's estimate that ik ew2123Z 1. Terrnibc on of MrpC Site
for a second repository should start Ca ot
about 25 years before the start of waste
acceptance; and - * elevanc to NRC's OS Toabe'

16) increased confidence in the a-t
:of extended spent el storge efither at '. Latarnodoni devopment in spem
the reactor o at independent spent fel WUedisposotqaloay
storage orntallatios. C Conclusian n Fdg I

The Commbiok Is also bni a
am dmen t10 CPR G2Z3a) to I SnCommisBIfbdi
confom with the revions to FindiBg I A. Isues Cansidered in CammLasian
and 4 elsewhere hI ts Ie of the LWDecn an iz 2
Federal Reister. 
Omais tion ad Tab of Conbenb 

) d finding technically acceptable si
In co sdctiq is review. the in timely fashion

Commsion has addressed. forea of (b) timely development ofwate
fts 1984 Findbigs, two categories of packages and engineered barriers
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making each Finding at the time of the (a) measures for dealing with Feden
Initial Waste Confidence Decigon. For £tate-iocal concerns
these Issues. the Cofmission Is (b continuity of the zanagement of
interested in whether Its concluiots or gm waste am
the Finding these conclusions support. (c) conthrued funding of the anclear
should be changed to address new or waste management program
foreseeable developmients h re (dJ DOE's schedule for repository
arisen since the first Waste Confid ed]eome
Decision. The second category oies develoment
consisteo those the Commission . Releyvnt wues Tt Hove Arise
believes should be added to the 98 since Lbe ComminIs Or4L=a
Issues In gt of subsequent Decision an FiB d, g 2
developments. (To enable the reade oo
follow mnore easily, the lengthy "-' .Ptnilddyudrtepqu 
discussions ofindings I and Tiae s14k sie dwarocterhoion
been organzed to adress each of inal :!. Potentiallmit atons on sng of
end new issue ander subheadinrgs avagiabity of sposal capacit

Table dCo ;.; : (a) Impact of possbe imited dispoi
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B. Relevant Issues That ffHa>risen
since the Commission's Original
Decision on Finding 3:

Responsibility for spent fuel storage
beyond 2998; Delay in second
repository; Potential for license
renewals
IV. Fourth Commission Finding
A. Issues Considered In Commission's
1984 Decision on Finding 4:

Long-term integrity of spent fuel under
water pool storage conditions; Structure
and component safety for extended
facility operation for storage; Safety of
dry storage of spent fuel; Potential rpss
of accidents and acts of sabotage of
spent fuel storage facilities
B. Relevant Issues That Have Arisen
since the Commission's Orginal
Decision on Finding 4.

Radiological and non-radiological
consequences of extended spent fuel
storage, Potential delay in first
repository license renewals, delay in
second repository; Environmental
assessment and finding of no significant
impact of at-reactor storage beyond 30
years after reactor's licensed life for
operation
V. fifth Commission Finding
A. Issues Considered in Commission k

1 Decision on Finding 5:
Adequacy of NWPA for determinint

responsibility for timely spent fuel
storage; Spent fuel discharge
projections; Industry commitment to
Implement away-from-reactor storage
B. Relevant Issues That Have Arisen
since the Commission's Oriinal
Decision on Finding S:

- Responsibility for spent fuel storage
beyond 1998: Advances in technology
for dry storage; Benefits of monitored
retrievable storage facility under
NWPAA. License renewals; Options for
offaite storage under NWPAA

Reaffirmed Finding 1:The
Commission finds reasonable assurance
that safe disposal of high-level
radioactive waste and spent fuel in a
mined geologic repository is technically
feasible.
1A Issues Considered Ln Commssion I
194 Decision on Findin g
LA.1. The identification of acceptable
sites

Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982 (NWPA). the Department of
Energy (DOE) had responsibility for
identifying candidate sites for a geologic
repository and for repository
development. The first requirement
leading to recommendation of candidate

sites was formal notification of States
with one or more potentially acceptable
sites for a repository within 90 days of
enactment of the NWPA. In February
1983 the DOE identified nine potentially
acceptable sites for the first repository.
Four of the sites were in bedded-salt
formations, three were in salt domes,
one in volcanic tufft and one in basalt.

The NWPA required that each site
nomination be accompanied by an
environmental assessment (EA). In
December 194. DOE published Draft
EAs (DEAs) for each of the nine sites
Identified as potentially acceptable and
proposed the following sites or
nomination: the reference repository
location at Hanford. WA; Yucca
Mountain. NV; Deaf Smith County TX;
Davis Canyon. UT; and Rlchton Dome,
MS. In May1988 DOE released Final
EAs (FEAs) for the five sites nominated.
At that time. DOE recommended that
the Yucca Mountain. Hanford and Deaf
Smith County sites undergo site
characterization. The President
approved the recommendation.

the NRC staff provided extensive
comments on both the DEAs and the
FEAs. NRC concerns on the FEAs
related primarily to DOE's failure to
recognize uncertainty Inherent in the
existing limited data bases for the
recommemded sites, and the tendency of
DOE to present overly favorable or
optimistic conclusions. The primary
intent of the comments was to assist
DOE In preparing high-quality Site
Characterization Plans (SCPsl for each
site, as required under the NWPA,
before excavation of exploratory shafts.
NRC concerns can only be addressed
.adequately through the site
characterization process, because one of
the purposes of tis process is to
develop the data to evaluate the
significance of concerns relative to site
suitability.

NRC did not Identify any fundamental
technical flaw or disqualifng factor
which It believed would render any of
the sites unsuitable for characterization.
Further. NRC did not take a position on
the ranking of the stes In order of
preference, because th could be
viewed as a prejudgment of licensing
Issues. NRC was not aware of any
reason that would Indicate tat any of
the candidate sites was unlicenseable.
Nor has NRC made any such finding to
date with respect to any site Identified
as potentially acceptabe.

In March 1987. Congress began
drafting legislation to amend the
repository program.NRC provided.
comnments on a number of these draft
amendments. In December 987. the
NWPAA was enacted In a major
departure from the Initial intent of the

NWPA the new law required that DOE
suspend site characterization activities
at sites other than the Yucca Mountain
site. This decision was not based on a
technical evaluation of the three
recommended sites or a conclusion that
the Hanford and Deaf Smith sites were
not technically acceptable. According to
sponsors of the legislation. the principal
purpose of the requirement to suspend
characterization at these sites was to
seduce costs. In effect, the NWPAA
directed DOE to characterize candidate
sites sequentially. If necessary. rather
than simultaneously. fDOE determines
at any time that-the Yucca Mountain site
is unsuitable. DOE Is to terminate all
site characterization activities and
report to Congress Its recommendations
for further actions.

The NRC staff has Identified
numerous Issues regarding the Yucca
Mountain site that may have a bearing
on the licenseability of that site. These
issues will have to be resolved during
site characterization. An example of a
site Issue that may bear on the question
of suitability is tectonic activity. the
folding or faulting of the earth's crust. In
the 1984 Waste Confidence Decision.
NRC noted that "-the potential sites
being investigated by DOE are in
regions of relative tectonic stability."
The authority for this statement came
from the Position Statement of the US
Geological Survey (USGS). NRC has
ralsed concerns regarding tectonic
activity at the Yucca Mountain site in
the comments on the draft and final
EAs. In the draft and fnal Polnt Papers
on the Consultation Draft Site
Characterization PHan and In the Site
Characterization Analysis for the Yucca
Mountain site. If it appears during site
characterization that the Yucca
Mountain site will be unable to meet
NRC requirements regarding Isolation of
waste. DOE will have to suspend
characterization at that site and report
to Congress.

DOra program of site screening in
different geologic media was consistent
with section 312(e) of the NWPA. which
required that DOE recommend sites in
different geologic media to the extent
practicable. Ths strategy was to ensure
that If any one site were found

unsutable for reasons that would render
other sites in the same geologic medium
unacceptable. aternate sites In different
host roc: types would be available.
NRC refered to thi policy I Its 19u
Waste Confidence Decision, when it
said. in suport of it argument'an
tachnisalfearliblity that _DOEi
pogram is providing inlormation on site
characteristics at a suffidenty large
number and variety of sites and geo]2d1c
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media to support the expectation that
one or more technically acceptable sites
will be identified."

NRC recognizes that simultaneous site
characterization is not necessary to
identify a repository site that would
meet NRCs technical criteria for
isolating wastes. Sequential site
characterization does not necessarily

preclude or hinder identification of an
acceptable site for a repository. NRC did
express concern to Congress, on several
occasions during deliberations over the
proposed legislation. that sequential site
characterization could delay
considerably the schedule for opening a
repository if the site undergoing
chara.terization were found to be
unlicenseable. NRC also indicated that
this potential for delay would have to be
considered by NRC in reevaluating the
findings in Its Waste Confidence
Decision. The impact of this redirection
of the high-level waste program on the
Commission's Waste Confidence
findings is not on the ability to identify
technically acceptable sites. but on the
timing of availability of technically
acceptable sites. Because
characterization of multiple sites
appears to be more directly related to
the timin of repository availability than
to the feasibility of geologic disposal
consideration of the above statement in
light of the NWPAA program redirection
will be discussed under Finding 2.

Another question bearing on whether
technically acceptable sites can be
found is whether compliance with
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
environmental standards for disposal of
spent fuel and high-level waste can be
demonstrated. These standards.
originally promulgated in final forn In
September 19855 were vacated in July,
1987 by the US. Court of Appeals. and
remanded to EPA for furher
consideration (see NRDC v. EPA, 824 F.
2d 1258). As originally promulgated. the
standards set limits on releases of
radioactive materials from the site into
the accessible environment over a
*10.000year period following disposal.
They aIsO required that there be less
than one chance In ten that the release
limits will be exceeded in 10.000 years.
and less than one chance in 1000 that
releases wils exceed ten times the limits
ever 1 year s.

'In past conmcnt4 on draft and
proposed EPA standards. and In related
ARC rulemaking efforts. NRC has
expressed concern that probabilistic
analyses should not be exclusively
relied on to demonstrate compliance
with EPA release limits. NRC's
comments said in part that "uItihe
nmerical probabilities in the

standards) would require a degree of
precision which is unlikely to be
achievable in evaluating a real waste
disposal system." The comnments went
on to explain that -.. dentification of the
relevant processes and events affecting
a particular site will require
considerable judgment and will not be
amenable to accurate quantification. by
statistical analysis, of their probability
of occurrence." NRC believed then, and
continues to believe, that it must make
qualhtative judgments about the data
and methodologies on which the
numerical probabilities were based.

In response to NRC concerns, EPA
incorporated language into its 1985
standards that appeared to allow
flexibility to combine qualitative
judgrnenls with numerical probability
estimates in a way that might have
made implementation of the EPA
standards practicable. The text of those
standdrds recognized that "proof of the
future performance of a disposal system
is not to be had in the ordinary sense of
the word" with the substantial
uncertainties and very long performance
period involved. The 1985 standards
emphasized that a "reasonable
expectation"'-rather than absolute
proof-is to be the test of compliance.
"What is required. the text of the
standards said. is a reasonable
expectation, on the basis of the record.,
that compliance... wll be achieved." In
an additional attempt to provide
flexibility for Implementation of the
standards, EPA also provided that
numerical analyses of releases from a
repository were to be incorporated into
an overall probability distribution only
"to the extent practicable." This phrase
appeared to allow some discretion for
NRC to incorporate qualitative
considerations into its license decision-
making, rather than having to rely solely
on numerical projections of repository
performance. On the strength of these
and other EPA assurances, the
Commission did not object when the
final standards were published In 1985

ITe Commission also notes that the
EPA standards, as promulgated in 1985.
contained a provision for development
of alternative standards by EPA. The
Federal Register text (50 FR 374.
September 19. 1985) describing this
alternative standards provision stated:

There are several areas of tunertainty the
Agency [EPA) is aware of that might cause
sugzested modifications of the standards In
the fuotr. One of these concerns is
Implementation of the containmnt
equirements for mined geologic ftpositorls
This will require collection eta great deal of
dat during site characterization. molutlon

of the Inevitable uncertaities I such
informatol and adaptation of this
information into probabilistic risk

assessments. Ahbough the Agency is
currently confident that this will be
successfully accomplished, such projections
over thousands of years to determine
compliance with an environmental regulation
are npr eedented. f-after substantial
experience with these analyses is acquired-
disposal systems that clearly provide good
isolation cannot reasonably be shown to
comply with the containment requirements.
the Agency would consider whether
modifications to Ithe standardil were
appropriate.

This statement suggests to the
Commiss!on that EPA would be willing
to consider modifications to the
standard's containment requirements In
the event that their probabilistic
formulation is found to hamper or
preclude an adequate evaluation of a
proposed repository's capability to
Isolate radioactive waste.

Pursuant to the remand by the Federal
court in 1987, EPA is currently revising
Its standards for disposal of spent fuel
and high-level waste. The court's
decision directed that the remand focus
on the ground water and individual
protection requirements of the
standards. Although the EPA standards
are still undergoing development at this
time, the Commission does not currently
see a sufficient basis to withdraw Its
confidence In the feasibility of
evaluating compliance with such
standards. NRC staff will closely
monitor the development of the
repromulgated standards.

In sum considering both past and
current programs for characterizing
sites. the Commission concludes that
technically acceptable sites for a
repository can be found. The
Commission Is confident that, given
adequate time and resources, such sites
can be Identified. evaluated, and
accepted or rejected on their merits,
even if no more than one site Is
undergoing ste characterization This
judgment does not rest on the
acceptability of the Yucca Mountain site
or any one future candidate site.
IA The development of effective
waste packages.

LAa. Considerations in developing
waste packages,.

The NWPA required NRC to
promulgate technical requirements and
q'lterla to be applied In licensing a

repository for high-level radioactive
aste. Under Section 121 of the Act.

these technical criteria must provide for
use of a system of multiple barriers In

the design of the repository and such
restrictions on the retrievability of
waste as NRC deems appropriate. The
system of multiple barriers Includes.
both engineered and natural barriers.

W I . -
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The waste package is the first
engineered barrier in the system of
multiple barriers to radionuclide escape.
The waste package is defined as the

waste form and any coniiners.
shielding. packing and other absorbent
maerials immediately surrounding an
individual waste container." Before
sinking an exploratory shaft for site
characterizaion. DOE is required to
prepare an SCP including a description
of the waste form or packaging proposed
for usc at the repository. and an
explanation of the relationship between
such waste form or packaging and the
geologic medium of the site.

The multiple barrier approach to
radioactive waste isolation in a geologic
repository is Implemented in NRC
requirements by a number of
performance objectives and by detailed
aiting mnd design criteria. The NRC
performance objective for the waste
package requires substantially complete
containment for a period of not less then
30D years nor more than 1000 years after
permanent closure of the repository. The
technical design crileria for the waste
package require that interaction of the
waste package with the environment not
compromise performance of the
package, the underground facility. or the
geologic setting. Therefore. the waste
package design must take into account
the complex site-specific interactions
between host rock waste package. and
pround water that will affect waste
package and overall repositury
performance.

Under the NWPAA. DOE was
required to suspend site
characterization activities at ites other
than the Yucca Mountain. NV site.
Consequcr.tly. DOE has narrowed the
range of waste package designs to a
design tailored fur unsaturated tuff at
the Yucca Mountain site. This aspect of
the high-level waste program redirection
may facilitate and expedite the waste
package design process insofar as it
enables DOE to concentrate Its efforts
on developing a single design for a
single site instead of three designs for
sites in bedded salt. basalt, and
unsaturated tuff.

Currently. DOE is evaluating
uncertainties in waste package design
related to waste form. container type.
and environment. The current
conceptual design for the waste package
is based on several assumptions. he
waste form is presumed to be ten-year-
old spent fuel or high-evel waste In the
form oboroslllcate glass in stainless-
steel canisters. (In addition to spent fuel
and high-l waste, the waste form
may nClude greatethnCss C.
(GT5CC) low-level waste. This waste hs

not routinoe acceptable Jor near-eurface
disposal nder MRC regulations for
dis of low4evel wastes. but is
acceptable for disposal in a repository
licensed for disposal of spent fuel and
high-level wastes. This wat might
include such materials as sealed sources
ud activated metals from the
decoimisslong of reactors and
production facites.)

Six materials are being considered far
fabrica don of containers. Inching
austenillic steel (31814) nickel-ba6ed
alloys (Alloy 25), pure copper (CDA
202). copper-based alloys (aluminum-
bronze, CDA-613 and 73 Cu-NI CA.
715). and a coritainer with a metal outer
shell and ceramic bner. The reference
container for the spent fiuel and high-
level waste Is a 1cm thick cylinder to
be made of American tron and Steel
Institute (AIS11 304L stainless steel. This
will be DOE's benchmarI material
against which other materials are to be
compared. DOE currently intends for
spent fuel containers to be illed with an
Inert gas. such as argon, before being
welded closed. In addition to thesc six
materials. DOE also plans to assess the
merits of alternative waste package
materials and designs.

Tet reference repository location h in
the unsaturated tuff of the Topopah
Spring Formation underlying Yucca
Mountain. According to DOE little free-
flowing water Is thought to be present
there to contribute to corrosion of the
waste containers although the degree of
saturation In this tuff is estimated to be
65 (plus or minus) 19 percent of the
available void space in the rock. DOE
has acknowledged. however that the
greatest uncertainties in assessing waste
package performance at Yucca
Mountain stem from difficulty In
characterizing and modeling the coupled
geochemical-hydrologic processes that
represent te interactions between the
host rock, waste padae. and pround
water. lhefinalwaste package design
will depend on the results of site
characterization and laboratory testing
to reduce uncerainty In peicting these
interactions in the reference repository
horizon. The final design will aso be
shaped by research in understanding the
degradation of candidate container
materials. and The characteristics of the
lkely reference waste foms.

the tate ottechnology for
de!e1p=nhg ved waste package
containers, the Swedish NoclerFuel
and Waste Management Company
(SKB) the organization responsIble for
radioactive waste disposal in Sweden.
has described a container for spent fuel
rods that consists of a Ol-m thick
copper canister surrounded by a

beatnte o npac. The design calls for
powrW copprpowder into the void
spaces in the canisters compacting the
Powder usn hot4smatic prewnr with
an inert gs and sealing the =nisters.
SIB estimates that the copper caister
waste package ti a islioneazr
lifetime. See also LELS. below.1

As noted i NRCs Final Point Papers
On the Consultation Draft Sit
Oxharacterizatn Plan the Cmssion
does not expect abs ohne proof that to
percent of the waste packages wll have
*00 percent containment for 300 to 1000
years. Since that time the NRC staff has
completed its review f the December
2988 Site Characterization Plan for
Yucca Mountain. Although the
Commission contilmes to have acerns
about DOE a waste package prorm
nothing has ocurred to diminish the
Commission's confidence that as long as
DOE estbishes con ative objectives
to guide a testing and desin program, in
tuff or in othereologic media if
necessary. It is bia y feasible to
develop a waste package that meets the
performance objective for substantially
complete containment

LA.b. Effect of reprocessing on
waste form and waste package.

The Draft 288 Mission Plan
Amendment estimates that about 77,800
metic tons of-heavyeetal (MTHM of
spent xundearfoel wilbe available for
disposal by e ar 202. (Tis estimale
Is based on a "o new arders"
assumption for commercialnoear
reactors and a 40-ear reactor lifetime.)
Also approximately g400 MTW4 of
reprocessed defense waste and a small
amount of commercial reprocessed
waste from the West Valley
Demonstration Project Is estimated to be
available for disposal by 020. The
decision to locate the defense high-level
waste in the repository for wastes from
commerci power reactors resulted
from the requirement In Section 8 of the
NWPA that the President evaluate the
posstiliyof developing a defense-

w y repository. in Febry 985
DOE submitted a report to the President
recommnendig a combined commeial
and defense repository. In April uds.
the President agreed that no basis
appeared to exist for a defense-only
repository and directed DOE to dispose
of defense waste In the commercial
reposItory.

About 8750 MIl of reprocessed
hg-level waste fom defense facilities
at Savannah River. SC Hanford. WA..
and Idaho Falls. ID will be available by
2020 for disposal In the repository.
according to the Draft 1988 Mission Plan
.AmendmenLIUs waste will likely be
solidified tuto a boroslicate gas
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matrix. About 640 MTHM of
reprocessed high-level waste will come
from the West Valley Demonstration
Project. a facility for wastes from
discontinued commercial reprocessing
of spent fuel at that site. This
reprocessed waste also will be
solidified, probably in a borosilicate
glass waste form.

Waste-form testing for the Yucca
Mountain ite Is focusing on both spent
fuel and reprocessed high-level waste.
The performance of the waste form in
providing the first barrier to
radionuclide migration Is being
evaluated on the basis of the physical
and chemical environment of the waste
f irm after disposal. the performance of
the waste container and the
cmplacemndt configuration.

A major limitation on glass waste-
form testing is that the actual waste
,lasses to be disposed of are not
available, and their exact composition
w ill not be established until after further
testing. Reference waste-glass
compositions are being used for studies
on the effect of variation in glass
composition on performance. (These
Flats compositions are designed by
Savannah R'ver Laboratory (SRL) for
defense high-level waste, and by Pacific
Northwest Laboratory PNL) for the
commercial high-level wastes to be
%.itrified under the West Valley
Demonstration Project Act.) The
reference compositions will be revised
when better analyses of the composition
of the wastes at SRL and West Valley
are available. The test program will seek
to establish upper bounds on leaching of
important radionuclides, and the extent
to which glass fracturing increases leach
rate. Other factors nfluencing leach rate
are temperature. pH of the leaching
solution, formation of solid layers on the
surface of the waste glass. irradiation.
water volune, and chemistry.

It is possible that renewed
reprocessing of spent fuel from nuclear
power reactors may result in a greater
proportion of reprocessed waste to
spent fuel than is currently anticipated.
Although such a departure from the
current plan to dispose of mostly
unreprocessed spent fuel in the
repository does not appear likely at this
time, the Commission believes it is
important to recognize the possibility
that this situation could change.

The possibility of disposal of
reprocessed waste as an alternative
waste form to spent fuel assemblies was
recognized by the Commission In the
1984 Waste Confidence Decislon. The
Commission noted that the disposal of
waste from reprocessing had been
studied for a longer time than the
disposal of spent fueL and that the

possibility of reprocessing does not alter
the technical feasibility of developing a
suitable waste package. The
Commission went on to say that there is
evidence that the disposal of
reprocessed high-level waste may pose
fewer technical challenges than the
disposal of spent fuel. As long as DOE
uses conservative assumptions and test
conditions for evaluating the
performance of different waste forms
against NRC licensing requirements. the
Commission has no basis to change Its
finding that there is reasonable
assurance that reprocessing does not
reduce confidence in the technical
feasibility of designing and building a
waste package that will meet NRC
licensing requirements In a variety of
geologic media.
1A.3. The development of effective
engineered barriers for isolatinW wastes
from the biosphere

LA.3.a. backfill materials.
At the time of the 1984 Waste

Confidence Decision, DOE was
developing conceptual designs for
backfill in several geologic media. Most
candidate sites at that time were in
saturated rock, and the conceptual
designs included backfilling or packing
around waste containers to prevent or
delay ground water flow which could
enhance corrosion and nadionuclide
transport near the Waste containers. The
conceptual design for the engineered
barrier system at the Yucca Mountain
ste has different parameters because
the ste Is unsatrated; instead of
backfill or packing around the waste
container, there Is to be an air gap
between sides of the waste canister and
the host rock.

Backfill material around the container
Is not required under NRC regulations
for the waste package. NRC regulations
require that ".containment of hgh-level
waste within the waste packages which
includes the container] will be
substantially complete for a period to be
determined by the
Commission.-provided, that such period
shall not be less than 300 years nor more
than 1000 years after permanent closure
of the repository' 110 CFR subsection
Ct11[la)p)tiKB)J. and that the entire
engineered barrier system meet the
release rate performance objective of I
part in 100,000 per year.

Backfill Is also a component of the
borehole, shaft, and ramp seals, which
are not part of the engineered barrier
system or the underground facility.
Boreholes. shafts, and ramps must be
sealed when the repository Is
permanently closed. This aspect of
backfilling Is discussed below under
"Development of Sealants." Backfill

may also include crushed rock used to
fill openings such as drifts in the
upderground facility. At the Yucca
Mountain candidate site. DOE currently
plans to fill openings in the underground
facility at closure of the repository.
Backfilling is not planned before
repository closure because it is not
needed for structural support for the
openings, and it would make waste
retrieval more difficult. At closure of the
facility however openings will be
backfilled with coarse tuft excavated for
the facility. In he conceptual design
provided in the SCP. the selection of
coarse tuff as backfill material is based
on numerical simulations performed by
DOE which suggest that coarse tuff
would be a more effective barrier to
capillary flow In the backfill matrix than
fine materials.

DOE s design for the engineered
barrier system submitted with the
license application will have to contain
information sufficient for NRC to reach
a favorable conclusion regarding the
overall system performance objective.
Backfill or packing around waste
containers is not required by NRC
regulations if DOE can demonstrate that
applicable performance objectives can
be met without it If. on the basis of
testing and experiments during site
characterization. DOE decided that
backfill would enhance engineered
barrier system performance, the design
would have to reflect this conclusion.
DOE has already conducted research on
a wide variety of candidate materials
for backfill around waste packages in a
variety of geologic media. The
Commission continues to have
confidence that backfill or packing
materials can be developed as needed
for the underground facility and waste
psckage to meet applicable NRC
licensing citeia and performance
objectives.

LA.S.b. Borehole and shaft seals.
The engineered barrier system

described above is limited to the waste
package and the underground facility as
defined in 10 CFR part 0. The
underground facility refers to the
underground structure, Including
openings and backfill mnaterials, but
excluding shafts, borehles, and their
ocals. Containment and release-rate

requirements are specified for the
engineered barrier system but not for
the borehole and shaft seals. Seals are
covered under 10 CFR section 60.112 the
overall postclosure system perfomane
objective for the repository. Among
other things, ths provision requires that

afts. boreholes and their seals be
designed to assure that releases of
radioactive materials to the accessible

I
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environment following permanent
closure conform to EPA's generally
applicable standards for radioactivity.
Although the criteria for seals given in
10 CFR part 0 do not specifically
mention seals in lamps and the
underground raclity. t is reasonable to
consider them togetTer with borehole
and shaft sealants, because the seals
and drainage deslgn hn ramps and the
underground facility eould also affect
the overall system performance of the
geoloic repoitory.

Constuction of the exploratory shaft
facility (ESFI will be the first major site
characterization activity at the
repository horizon. Currently. DOE is
reviewln; Its plans for construction of
exploratory shafts. According to the
1989 Reassessment Report." DOE Is
reevaluating the locations chosen for
he two exploratory shafts, the method

chosen drilling and blasting) for the
construction of the shafts, the eans of
access (ramps or shafts) to the
repository horizon the need for
additional exploratory drifts, and the
design of the shafts and other
components of the exploratory shaft
facility." This reevaluation of plans for
the shaft facility Is in response to
concens from the NRC otaff nd the
Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board

WTRB).
When the repository is

decommissioned. NRC expects that
most. If not all, shafts, ramps. and
boreholes, will probably have to be
sealed to reduce the possibility that they
could provide preferential pathways for
radionuclide migration from the
underground facility to the accessible
environment. DOE estimates that as
many as 350 shallow and 70 deep
exploratory boreholes may be emplaced
by the time ste characterization has
been completed at the Yucca Mountain
site. Decommissioning may not occur for
up to 100 years after commencement of
repository operations. Because the final
design for seals will likely have been
modified from the Initial license
application design (LAD), DOE is
viewing the seal LAD as serving two
primary functions. As set forth in DOEs
SCP for the Yucca Mountain candidate
site, the seal LAD is to establish that (13
.. technology for constructing seals is

reasonably available;" and 2) "-1here
is reasonable assurance that seals have
been designed so that. following
permanent closure they do not become
pathways that compromise the geologic
repository's ability to meet the post-
closure performance objectives."

To establish the availability of
technology for seal construction. DOE
has identified at least 31 site properties

that need to be characterized in
determining necessary seal
characteristics. These properties include
saturated hydraulic conductivity of
alluvium near shafts. the quantity ot
water reaching the seals due to surface-
flooding events, and erosion potential in
the shafl vicinity. The SCP also
discusses material properties that need
to be identified to determine sealing
components such as initial and altered
hydrologic properties of materials.

The SCP inicates that DOE is
planning to use crshed tuff and
cements In the sealing program at the
Yucca Mountain candidate slte. The
stated sdvantages of using tuff include
minimizing degradation of seal material
and avoiding disruption of ambient
ground-water chemistry.

DOE's current design concept for
meeting the overall performance
objectives includes a combination of
sealing and drainage. Seal requirements
may be reduced in part by ( limiting
the amount of surface water that may
enter boreholes. shafts, and ramps: (1)
selecting borehole. shaft, and ramp
locations and orientations that provide
long flow paths from the emplaced
waste to the accessible environment
above the repository; and 13)
maintaining a sufficient rate of drainage
below the repository horizon level so
that water can be shunted past the
waste packages without contacting
them.

Although DOEs program s focusing
on sealsfor the Yucca Mountain
candidate site, the Commission finds no
basis for dimInished confidence that an
acceptable seal can be developed for
candidate sites In different geologic
media.The Commission finds no
evidence to suggest that it can not
continue to have reasonable assurance
that borehole. shaft, ramp. and
repository seals can be developed to
meet 10 CFR part performance
objectives.
1A RMevant ssues That Hove Arisen
Since the Commissionk Oriinal
Decision

.1E.. In support offts argument on
*echnrcalfeasibility, the Commisson
statedfn t 2 Waste Conidence
Decision that "...DO91progum s

providing information on site
bawrcteiisics a a sufficently large

number and rnriety of sites andgeolog;
medito support the expeciation that
on or more technicaly acceptable sites
will be idenffied." The NWPAA
required however thot DOE i raped
site-specific site characterization
activities under the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1932 of all tites other than
the Yucca Mountain. JV ti'te.

Under the NWPAX the DOEprogram
has been redirected to characterize
candidate repositor sites In equence
rather than simultaneously. If the Yucca
Mountain site is found to be unsuitable.
DOE must terminate site
characterization activities there and
provide Congress with a
recommendation for further action, such
as the characterization of another site.
Because characterization of multiple
sites now appears to be srie directly
related to the Uming of repository
avalabilit than to the technicat
feasibility of geologic disposal as a
concept consideration of thie
Cormlson's aforementioned 2984
statement In light of the NWPAA n ill be
discussed under Finding 2

I.B.2. What the relationship. if any, of
the S4Proceeding" o the currnt
review of the ComrnissionX fF84 Waste
Confidence Findings? Would the
planned revision of the S-S rulemaki~ng
be affiected/f the Commission hadt to
qualify it current confidence fn the
technicalfesibJiiy of safe disposal?

In itf decision to remnd to NRC the
questions of whether safe oftsiie storage
would be avaiable by 200.2W09. osiff
not. wher spent fuel could be safely
stored onsite past those dates, thie U5
Cut Court of A~ppeals observed that
the issues of storage and disposal of
nuclear waste wre being considered by
the Commission In an ongoing generic
proceeding known as the S-3"
Proceeding.

The S-S Proceeding was the outgrowtlh
of efforts to address generically the
N4EPA requirement for an evaluation of
the enrental impact of operation
of a light wrater reactor (LWR). Table 5-3
assigned numerical values 'for
environmental costs resulting from
uranium fued ye activities to support
one year of LYWR operation NRC
pro mulgated the 54 ruile in April1 Z974.

July 198 thie US. Circ uit Court of
Appeals found that Table $4 was
inadequately supported by the reord
regarding reprocessing ofspent fuel and
radioactive wte managemenl. In part
because the Commisson in reachng its
assessment. lad relied beavily on
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testimony of NRC staff that the problm
of waste disposal would b resoived.

When the US. Circuit Court of
Appeals Issued the remand on what
were to become the 'Waste Cunfidence"
Issues in sy 17. NRC bed pending
before It the final amended S-3 rule. The
Court regarded the resolution of the
issue of waste disposal in the 5-3
proceeding as being related to the Issue
raised by the petition in the appeals
of the NRC decisions on the expansion
of spent el storage capacity. The Court
said that the "-disposition of the S-3
proceeding. though it has a somewhat
different foc. may have a bearing On
the pending cases."

The Commission approved the final S-
S rule In July 79. In October 1 the
Commission Issued a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking ONMl) on the Waste
Confldenoe issues in response to the
remand by the Court of Appeals. In the
NPR. the Commission stated that the
proceeding would "..draw upon e
record compiled In the Commission's
recently concluded rulemaking on the
environmental impacts of the nuclear
fuel cycle and that the record compiled
herein will be available for use In the
general fuel cycle rile update discussed
In that rulemakin¶"

In the final Table S-3 rule issued In
197. the Commission had said that
"%.bedded salt sites can be found which
will provide effective Isolation of
radioactive waste from the biospherer"
When the Commission ssued the 19B4
Waste Confidence Decision, part of the
basis for the discussion of waste
management and disposal In the August
1979 final S-S rule had changed. For
example. in 1984 the repository program
was proceeding under the NWPA. which
required that DOE recommend three
sites for site characterization.

NRC is preparing to amend 10 CFR
51.5L adding new estimates for releases
of Tc-W99 and Rn-, and a evised
narrative explanation describing the
basis for values contained in Table 84.
The amendment would also explain the
environmental effects of potential
releases from the light water reactor
(LWR) fuel cycle. and postulate the
potential radiation doses, health effects.
and environmental impacts of these
releases. It Is unlikely that the revision
will have any impact On the
Commission generic findings in the
Waste Confidence proceeding. Nor Is It
likely that this reexamination of the
Waste Confidence findings will affect
the S4 rule; the Waste Confidence
Proceeding Is not ntended to make
quantitative udgments about the
environmental costs of waste disposaL
Unl th CommIulon. n a fture
review of the Waste COnfidence

decision, finds that ic no longer has 
confidence In the technical feasibility of
disposal in a mined geologic repository.
the Commission will not consider it
necessary to review the 54 rule when it
reexamines Its Waste Confidence
findings in the future.
1B.5. Th what eztent do derelopments
in spent fuel disposal technology
outside of the Unhted St ale (eg..
Swedish waste package design)
enhance NRCk confidence in the
technical fesibility of disposalf hWh-
level waste and spent fuel?

Spent fuel disposal technogy is the
subect of extensive reearch
invetigation to both Europe and North
America. Advances in this tedunology
are being communicated to the NRC
staff both through bilateral agreements
and the presentation of research results
at international meetings.

Outside the US., studies of spent fuel
as a waste fom are now being
conducted prmartily In Canada and
Sweden, although both France and West
Germany have small programs In this
area. The Swedish studies have been
mainly concerned with bolling water
reactor (BWR) spent fuel, whereas the
Canadian studies focus on spent fuel
from that country's CANDU reactors,
which use unenriched uranium in a core
immersed In "heavy" water made from
deuterium. BWR and CANDU fuel like
pressurized water reactor fPWR) fuel.
are uranium dioxide fuels clad in

oircay. However, the burnup rates for
these three fuel types vary considerably.
Ongoing research studies on spent fuel
include: work on the characterization of
spent fuel s a waste form: the corrosion
of spent fuel nd Its dissolution under
o7idizing and reducing conditions; the
.radiotysis of ground water In the near
iinity of te spent fuel. and Its effects
on the dissolution o the fuel; and the
development of models to predict the
leaing oftspent fuel over long time
periods. The reults of this worl are
steadily Inureasri our understanding of
spent fuel as a wase form

Higlevel radioactive waste. whether
It Is spent reactor fuel or waste from
reprocessing, must be enclosed in an
outer canister as part of the waste
package. The canister surrounding te
waste is expected to prevent the release
of ndioactivity during Its handling at
the repository site before emplacemenL
After emplacement In the repository it
is expected to prevent the release of
radioactivity for a specified .od of
time after the repository is = eL by
provoding a barrier to protect the waste
from coming into contact withpground
water.

-.-) For practical rasons. canister
materials may be divided Ito she
following classes: (2) completely or
partially thermodynlcaly stable
aterli such am copper. 42) passive
aterials sudi as stainless steeL

titanium Hasteloy, cnel. and
aluminum () or 
aterias uch s lead ad sel ad (4)

non-metallictertals ch a
and titanium dioxide Qeranda and
cement.

Sweden has bean conducting an
extensive canister research program
over the past several year ts main
canister material of Interest is copper.
but titanfum. carbon stel.d almna
end titan um dioxide are also being
studied as reuonable alternative
should vnexpected problems be
discovered with using pure copper.

One of the Swedish canister designs Is
a 0W-m thick copper co lMa (as
descibed previously in section I.A.a.)
which i claimed to pmvide
containment In conjuncon with an
appropriate backfill awtteral. for a
perod on te order of one nillion years.

re aitical factors for the isolation
period for copper canisters are: (13 the
presence of corrosive substances such
as eulphide tons In the ground water (2)
the possibility of these substances
reaching the canister surface; and (3 the
degree of Inhomogenelty. or pitting of
theesultingcorroson. Studies are
continuing to obtain aore Information
on pitting corrosion of copper and on
techniques for welding tihickwalled
copper containers.

Several conceptual design for
canisters for the afe dis a] of

punrerocessedspent have also been
developed inCanada. One canister
desben option hs the supportedxabe
metl-mtrix concept. wch involve
packing the apent fuel bundles Into a
thin corolonirestant shell and casting
the reaning pace with a w melg
point metal or lloy. Structura upport
or lbe shell would be provided by the

resulting metal matrix Lead ts a
~8oslble matrix material because of Its

faobecasting properties, coso and
low meling polnL

Other supported hell canister
concepts Indlude the packed-particulate
and structurally-upported designs. In
these designs, a hin outer shell is
supported by a particulite material
packed around a steel Internal structure
ht contains the spent fied bundles.

Several materials have been identified
for the fabrication of the corrodon
resistant outer shell Indu
comerall pure and low y
titanium, hlgb nickel-hued alloys Aud 

Incond 625. and pue coppor.
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Detailed designs have been produced for
all three types of supported shell
canisters incorporating either titanium
or nickel alloy shell less than 6-mm
thick. A conceptual design has also been
produced for a copper-shell structurally-
supported canister and a metal-matrix
container with a relatively thick (2-mn})
copper shell and a lead matrix material.
This last canister is intended to contain
72 used CANDU fuel bundles in four
layers of 1 bundles each.

Both the Canadian and Swedish
conceptual designs for the disposal of
spent fuel in canisters provide for
surrounding the canister with backfill
material as part of the waste package
when it is emplaced in the reposilory.
This backdfl material would be packed
around the canister to retard the
movement of ground water and
radionuclides. Investigations of backfill
material at the Stripa mine in Sweden
have shown that bentonite and silica
sand can be employed successfully as
backfill, both around the canister and in
repository tunnels. A bentonite-silica
mixture is the recommended backfill
manalena on the basis of its thermal and
mechanical properties. Bentonite
lsckfilis have been shown to produce
hydraulic conductivities that are very
similar to the surrounding granite at
Stripa. Problems concerning the
variability of bentonite samples from
different geographic locations can be
eliminated if material from a single
tource is used. The presence of sulfur
and some organic material, including
bactena. In many bentonites poses some
problems related to microbially-
accelerated corrosion. Treatment with
hydrogen peroxide may be used to
oxidize these organics. Heating the
bentonilte to 400 degrees C can also be
effective, although this may alter the
crystal structure of the bentonite.

Many countries intend to dispose of
their hig-level radioactive waste by
first converting the wastes Into a solid
vitrified form after reprocessing. Since
the leaching of the waste form by
circulating ground water after disposal
is the most likely mechanism by which
the radionuclides might be returned to
the biosphere, the waste form must be
composed of a highly stable material
with an extremely low solubility In
ground water. Thus, the waste form
itself should function as an
immobilization agent to prevent any
significant release of radionuclides to
the biosphere over very losg time
periods. The two primary materials
currently being considered for use as
solidified waste forms are borosilicate
glass and SYNROC a man-made
titanate ceramic material

SYNROC was initially developed n
Australia as an alternative material to
borosilicale glass. It Is composed
primarily of three minerals (bollandite,
zirconolite. and perovskite) which
collectively have the capacity to accept
the great majority of radioactive high-
level waste constituents into their
crystal lattice structure. These three
minerals or closely related forms, occur
naturally, and have been shown to have
survived for many millions of years In a
wide range of natural environments.
SYNROC has the property of being
extremely resistant to leaching by
ground water particularly at
temperatures above 100 degrees C. In
addition, the capacity of SYNROC to
immobilize high-level wastes is not
markedly Impaired by high levels of
radiation damage.

The high leach-resistance of SYNROC
at elevated temperatures increases the
range of geologic environments in which
It may be used, such as deep geologic
repositories In both continental and
marine environments.

Research and development work on
Improving SYNROC production
technology is currently being done
ointly In Australia and Japan. New

methods of using metal alkoxides in the
fabrication of SYNROC to obtain high
homogeneity and lowered leachability
have recently been developed In
Australia. The Japanese have recently
developed a new method that uses
titanium hydroxide as a reducing agent
to produce SYNROC with a high density
and low leach rate. A pilot facility for
the production of non-radioactive
SYNROC Is now In operation in
Australia. and a small pilot facility for
producing SYNROC with radioactive
constituents Is being completed In
Japan.

On the basis of current information
from the foreign studies just described
on canisters, spent fuel as a waste form,
backfill materials. and alternatives to
borosilicate glass waste form, the
Commission concludes that there Is no
basis for diminished confidence that an
acceptable waste package can be
developed for safe disposal of high-level
waste and spent fueL
I.C Conclusionoj on Finding I

The Commission has reexamined the
basis for Its First Finding In the 1984
Waste Confidence Decision in light of
subsequent program developments, and
concludes that Finding I should be
reaffied.

The technical feasibility of a
repository tests nitially on
identification of acceptable sites. At this
time, the Commission is not aware of
any evidence indicating that Yucca

Mountain is not acceptable for site
characterization. There are many
outstanding questions regarding the
licenseability of the site, however and
they must be answered satisfactorily in
order for NRC to issue a construction
authorization for that site. If data
obtained during site characterization
indicate that the Yucca Mountain site Is
not suitable for a repository, DOE is
required by the NWPAA to terminate
site characterization activities and
report to Congress. Within six months of
that determination. DOE must make a
recommendation to Congress for further
action to assure the safe, permanent
disposal of spent fuel and high-level
waste. DOE could recommend for
example, that Congress authorize site
characterization at other sites.
Considering DOE's Investigations of
other potentially acceptable oites before
its exclusive focus on Yucca Mounta n,
the Commission has no reason to
believe that, given adequate time and
program resources, a technically
acceptable site can not be found.

The technical feasibility of geologic
disposal also depends on the ability to
develop effective engineered barriers.
such as waste packages. DOE is
currently evaluating six candidate
materials for waste containers. including
austenitic steel and copper- and nickel-
based alloys. and is planning waste-
form testing based on both spent fuel
ando high-leve waste in borosilicate
glass. On the basis of DOE s program,
and results from Swedish investigations
of a copper waste container the
Commission Is confident that, given a
range of waste forms and conservative
test conditions, the technology Is
available to design acceptable waste
packages.

In addition to the materials testing for
the waste container and waste form.
there may be additional measures that
can be taken to improve the
effectiveness of the engineered barriers.
It is known, for example. that the heat-
loading characteristics of the wastes
diminish with time. Also, the longer
wastes are stored before disposal the
smaller will be the quantities of
radionuclides available for transport to
the accessible environment.

It Is also technically feasible to
separate from radioactive wastes the
radionuclides that constitute the
principal source of beat from the
nuclides of greatest long-term concern.
The former radionuclides. mainly fission
products such as cestum-137 and
strontium-f0 could then be stored for a
period of years while the fission
products decay to the point where they
could be disposed of either In a manner
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that does not require the degree of
confinement provided by a geologic
repository, or in a repository with Icss
concern for thermal ditubance of the
host rocks expected waste Isolation
properties Meantime. the longer-lived
remaining radionuclides. such as
tranlurmnic wastes with elements
heavier than uranium, could be disposed
of in a repository away from the fission
products and wtbout te hih thermal
loadings hat would otherwise have to
be considered In predicting the long.
tam waste Isolation performance of the
geologic setting. France. Great B.itain.
and Japan are currently pursuing this
wste management strategy or a variant
of It.
le Coission emphasizes here that

It does not believe that recycling
technologies are required for the safety
or feasibility of deep geologic disposal
in the United States. Other countries.
such as Canada. the Federal Republic of
Cermany. and Sweden are pursuing
disposal strategies based on a similar
view. Reprocessing. If employed in Its
current stage of development. would
result in additional exposures to
radiation and volumes of radioactive
wastes to be disposed of. For the
purpose of finding reasonable assurance
In the technical feasibility of geologic
disposal. however. it is worth noting
that technology is currently available to
permil additional engineering control of
waste forms f. for reasons not now
'foreseen. such control were deemed
desirable at some future time.
Meanwhile. the Commission continues
to have confidence that safe geologic
disposal Is technically feasible for both
spent fuel and high-level waste.
-DOE' reference design for The waste

package In the December 1988 Site
Characterization Flan does not include
backfil or packing around waste
containers in the emplacement
boreholes.Nelther Is required under
NRC rules so long as DOE can show that
applicable regulatory criteria and
objectives will be met. An air gap
between the container and the host rock
Is currently one of te barriers in DOE'
design for meeting the performance
obJective. DOE has conducted
Investigations on a variety of candidate
materials for backfill In a v ariety of
geologic media, and the Comm;sslon
finds no basis to qualify its past
cofidence that backfill materials can be
developed. f needed. to meet applicable
NRC requirements.

The December 988 reference design
for sealing boreholes. shafts. ramps and
the underground facility at the Yucca
Mountain candidate ite employs
cruhed tuff and cement. Regardless of

te geologic medium of the candidale
site. DOE will have o show tt the
license application design meets NRC

tpoct1dosure performance objectives.
The Comission continues & have
rausnable assurance that DOE's
program will lead to Identllication-of
acceptable sealant materials for weeting
these objectives.

No major brakthrog in technology
Is required to develop a mined geologic
repository. NRC will not be a)e to
license a repository t a particular aite.
however. until there s sufficient
information available for that site. The
information needed to license a site
includes site characteization data, data
on repository design. and waste packge
design sufficient for performance
assessment of the entire waste disposal
system. Faniher. the Commission
recognizes the challenge posed by the
need to predict impacts of a repository
on hu health and the environment
over very long periods of time. It will not
be possible to test the accuracy of long-
term repository performance assessment
models n anabsolute sense. The NRC
does believe that existing performance
assessment models have the potential to
provide a basis for deciding whether a
system for geologic disposal of high-
level waste Is acceptable. and can
provide a sufficient level of safety for
present and future generations under
certain conditions. Tese conditions
include addressing uncertainties and
gathering data from specific sites.

Overall rai is reexamination of
issues related to the technical feasibility
of geologicdisposal. the Commission
concludesthat there Is reasonable
assurance that safe disposal of high-
level waste and spent fuel In a mind
geologic repository Is technically
feaslble.

rindcinigZ2 The Commission
finds reasonable assurance that one or
more mined geologic repositories for
commercial high-level waste and spent
fuel will be available by the years 20=-
2009. and that sufficient repnoiry
capacity will be available within 30
,ears beyond expiration of any reactor
operating license to dispose of existing
commercial high-level radioactive waste
and spent uel originating in that reactor
and generated up to that time.

Revised FdiZg 2.l The Commission
finds reasonable assurance that at lest
one mined geologic pWositoy will be
available within the first quarter of the
twenty-first century, and that sufficient
repository capacity will be availabe
wlthin 30 years beyond the licensed life
for operation (which ay hnclude thie
tenn of a revised or tenewed license) of
any reactor to dispose of the mercal

high-level radieaive w.s and spent
fuel origin u in I ch reactor and
generated up to that time.
II.A. Issues Considered n Comnissionk
19N Decision on 'nding 2
GAL Findist recnf&Awabk
Site in a Timely Fashhon

In order for the Commission to find
that any candidate site fr &.epository
is technically acceptable al Is. In
compliance wt NRC licensing
requirementsl the site must undergo
comprehensive site characterization to
assess Itr hydrologic geologic.
geochemicaL and rock mechanics
properttes.St is possible that. site may
be found unacceptable cn the basis of
surface-based testin early In-situ
testing or other site characterization
activities. It will not be possible.
howeve for the NRC staff to ake.
position before a licensing board that a
site will meet NRC requirements for
construction authorization until the
results of all site characterization
activities are avaflable. Even th, the
staff may conclude that the evidence
fro site characterization does not
constitute reasonable assurance that
NRC performance objectives will be
met. Also. the results of the licensing
bearings on constrmction aihorizaton
cannot be predicted. If construction Is
authorized and when It Is substantially
complete. DOEIs required to obtain. In
addition to the construction
authorization permit, a license to receive
and possess waste a the geologic
repository operations area In order to
commence repository perations. These
considerations argue for mantaising the
teady availability of alternative sites Il
after several yea, site caraerzatio=
or licensing aCt5YWes bring to light
diffiuties at the leadng candidate site.

In support of its argutnen an technil
feasibility, the Commission stated In Itr
1984 Waste ConfidenceDecision That
"-DOE's program is providing
Information on site characteristics at a
sufficientlylarge nuberand variety of
sItes and geologic media o support the
expectation that one or tecically
acceptable sites will be ideuftfied! At
the time. DOE was required under the
NWPA to charictze three candiAte
repository sites.

The NWPAA had a majorImpact on
DOEs repository program. however.
Under the NWPAA. DOE wu required
to suspend site-specific activities at the
Hanfrd. WA and Deal Smith Caoy.
TX site. which had been approvad by
the Pnsldent for site da erization
for the Lrt rpository. Rediretio of
the repository pram to sagssta

- P.
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characterization (or, if necessary.
sequential site characterization if the
Yuccai Mountain site Is found to be
unsuitable) will permit DOE to
concentrate its efforts and resources on
information gathering at a single site, as
opposed to spreading out its efforts over
a range of sites. The possible schedular
benefits to single-site characterization..
however must be weighed for the
purposes of this Finding against the
potential for additional delays in
repository availability if the Yucca
Mountain site Is found to be unsuitable.
By focusing DOE site characterization
activities on Yucca Mountain. the
NWPAA has essentially made it
necessary for that site to be found
suitable if the 200,-2009 timeframe for
repository availability In the
Commission's 1984 Decision is to be
met. Clearly, the Commission cannot be
certain at this time that the Yucca
Mountain site will be acceptable.

Although the Commission has no
reason to believe that another
technically acceptable site can not be
found If the Yucca Mountain site proves
unsuitable, several factors raise
reasonable doubts as to the availability
of even one repository by 2007-2009.
These include: () the current reliance
on a single site with no concurrenfly
available alternatives; (2) the
probability that site characterization
activities will not proceed entirely
without problems; and (3) the history of
schedular slippages since passage of the
NWPA. For example. DOE's schedule
for the first repository slipped five years
(from 1998 to 2003) between January--
1983. when the NWPA was enacted and
January 1987. when the first Draft
Missinn Plan Amendment was issued.
The schedule for excavation of the
exploratory shaft for the Yucca
Mountain site has slipped by more than
five years since the issuance of the FDS
in March 1985. In the past several years,
DOE has cited numerous reasons forrogram ilppages, including the need
or a consu~lation process with States

cnd Tries Congressional actions (edg.
the barring of funds In the 1987 budget
appropriation or drilling exploratory
shafts, and DOE's recognition that the
EIS and license application would
4equire more technical Information than
previously planned.

In the November1989 Report to
Congress on Reassessment of the
Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management Program," DOE announced
a furher extension of three years uil
1992 for inking the exploratory shaft,
and extensions until 2001 for submittal
of the license application and 2010 for
repository availability. DOE attributes

the causes for these delays to prolonging
the schedule for site characterization
and repository development activities.
and to the unwillingness, to date. of the
Stale of Nevada to issue the permits
required for DOE to begin testing. In the
"Reassessment Report," DOE proposes
to focus the repository program on the
evaluation of features of the site that
can be studied through surface-based
testing beginning in January 199. The
aim of this surface-based testing
program is to make an early
determination as to whether there are
any features of the site that would
render it unsuitable for development as
a repository. Of course. the site may be
found unsuitable or unlicenseable at any
time during the site characterization or
licensing process. The NRC supports
DOE's efforts to reach an early
determination that this may be the case.
If the Yucca Mountain site is unsuitable,
it will be necessary to begin work to
identify and characterize another
candidate site for a repository. The
sooner this determination is made, the
sooner DOE will have an alternative site
available for disposal of high-level
waste.

The NRC had anticipated additional
delays in repository program milestones
when it issued its Proposed Waste
Confidence Decision Review (54 FR
39767). One of the key issues In the
repository program to date has been the
need for DOE to develop a qualified
quality assurance (QA) program. For
example, DOE has taken the position.
with which NRC agrees. that sinking of
exploratory shafts should not occur
before it has a qualified quality
assurance (QA) program in place. The
Commission believes that DOE's
aggressive, success-oriented schedule
for this milestone did not allow for
unexpected developments. Indeed. the
effort to develop an acceptable QA
program has, In Itself, identified
problems in design control and other
processes that must be resolved in order
to establish a qualified program that
addresses all applicable NRC licensing
requirements. DOE has made progress in
development of its QA program with
seven contractorplans accepted in
October and November 1989. NRC
expects that DOE should be able to have
the study plans and technical
procedures which Implement the
contractor plans ready In time for
surface-based testing at the Yucca
Mountain site to begin by January O91
consistent with the schedule for starting
surface-based testing in the
Reassessment Report.

DOE's current schedule appears to be
more realistic than previous schedules.

Yet even this schedule could prove
unattainable due to difficulties of a non-
technitcal nature that are outside of
DOE's control, for example litigation
over gaining access to the Yucca
Mountain site. Uthough the NWPAA is
a clear and strong reaffirmation of
Congressional support for the timely
development of a repository. the
Commission in this Waste Confidence
review cannot Ignore the potential for
delay in repository availability If the
Yucca Mountain site, or any other single
site designated for site characterization.
Is found to be unsuitable. Without
alternative sites undergoing
simultaneous characterization or even
surface-based testing, DOE will have to
begin characterizing another site If the
site currently selected for
characterization proves unsuitable. The
earlier a determination of unsuitability
can be made, the smaller the Impact of
such a finding would be on the overall
timing of repository availability.

DOE has estimated conservatively
that it would require approximately 25
years to begin site screening for a
second repository. perform site
characterization. submit an EIS and
license applications, and await
authorizations before the repository
could be ready to receive waste. In its
June 1987 Mission Plan amendment,
DOE stated "it - seems prudent to plan
that site-pecific screening leading to
the identification of potentially
acceptable sites should start about 25
years before the start of waste
acceptance for disposal." DOE went on
to say that it considered this estimat, to
be conservative because It does not
account for expected schedular benefits
from the first repository program.
including improvements In such areas as
site screening, ate characterization. and
performance assessment techniques.

Although DOE's estimate was
premised on the successful completion
of a program for the first of Iwo
repositories. schedular benefits from
improvements in the understanding of
waste Isolation processes would still be
available. The glass waste form from the
Defense Waste Processing Facility now
under construction at Savannah River,
SC for example, will be available for
testing under simulated repository
conditions well before the turn of the
century under current DOE schedules.
and improvements In the modelling of
spent fuel behavior within waste
canisters can be applied in performance
assessments largely Irrespective of the
geology of a slte. It may also be
pertinent that when DOE ade its 25-
year estimate for the second repository
program in mid;87thelawat the time
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required the simultaneous
characterization of three sites. so that
DOE could not proceed to develop one
site for a repository until the completion
of characterization at the site that
required the most time.

In view of DOE's new schedule, it no
longer appears feasible for repository
operation to commence prior to 2010. As
stated in the Proposed Decision Review.
the Commission does not believe it
would be prudent to reaffirm the
Agency's 1984 finding of reasonable
assurance that the 2007-2009 timetable
will be met. As the Court of Appeals
noted in remanding this issue to NRC.
the ultimate determination of whether a
disposal facility will be available when
needed "-cfn never rise above a
prediction." The Commission is in the
position of having to reach a definitive
finding on events which are
approximately two decades away. We
.believe that the institutional timescale
for this question can more realistically
be framed in decades than in years. As
the program proceeds Into the next
century. It will become easier for NRC to
make more definitive assessments if
necessary, of the time a repository will
be available.

In light of all these considerations, the
Commission believes it can have
reasonable assurance that at least one
repository will be available within the
first quarter of the twenty-first century.
This estimate is based on the time It
would take for DOE to proceed from site
screening to repository operation at a
site other than Yucca Mountain. If this
should prove necessary. Assuming for
the sake of conservatism that Yucca
Mountain would not be found suitable
for repository development, it Is
reasonable to expect that DOE would be
able to reach this conclusion by the year
2000. This would leave 25 years for the
attainment of repository operations at
another site.

NRC will reassess progress towards
attaining repository operation by 2025
prior to 2000 during Its next scheduled
review of its Waste Confidence
Findings. If not sooner. DOE's current
focus on surface-based testing as an
early indicator of repository suitability
should help provide a strong basis for
evaluating the likelihood of meeting the
2025 estimate of repository availability.
11A.2. Timely Development of Waste

Packages andMEnineeredBaniez.
The November 1989 Reassessment

Report announced that "major activities
related to the design of a'repository at
the Yucca Mountain site and waste
package ar being deferred. They will be
resumed when more information Is
available concerning the suitability of

the site. This approach will conserve
resources and allow the DOE to
concentrate efforts on scientific
investigations." Prior to the
Reassessment Report. DOE's most
ecent conceptual design for the waste

package was discussed in the Site
Characterization Plan (SCP) for the
Yucca Mountain site. As information is
obtained from site characterization
activities and laboratory studies, the
conceptual design will evolve in
successive stages into the Advanced
Conceptual Design (ACD), the LAD, and
the final procurement and construction
design. DOE has Identified four areas of
investigation related to the waste
package LAD: (1) waste package
environment (2) waste form and
materials testing. (3) design. analysis,
fabrication, and prototype testing; and
(4) performance assessment Numerous
uncertainties exist in each of these
areas. DOE's testing program will
attempt to reduce uncertainties in these
areas where possible. For example, in-
situ testing is expected to decrease
significantly uncertainties regarding the
repository host roc k mass in which the
waste packages will be emplaced. In the
area of performance assessment,
however, where results of relatively
short-term testing of complex rock-
waste-ground water interactions must
be extrapolated over as many as 10,000
years, it may be necessary to rely more
heavily on the use of simplifying
assumptions and bounding conditions
than in other areas of Investigation.

As discussed under Finding 1, the
Commission continues to have
reasonable assurance that waste
gackages and engineered barriers can

developed which will contribute to
meeting NRC performance objectives for
the repository. Development of
acceptable waste packages and
engineered barriers for a repository in
the 2010 timeframe will depend on the
overall acceptability of the Yucca
Mountain site. If the site is found to be
unsuitable, waste package and
engineered barrier development will
have to begin for a different site,
because under the NWPAA. DOE may
not carry out aite characterization and
waste package development work at
sites other than the Yucca Mountain
site.

Although much of the work related to
waste form, materials, and performance
assessment for the waste package can
proceed independently of in-sftu testing.
the investigations related to waste
package environment depend on the
schedule for thi testing. The schedule....
for in-tufa testing depends on when DOE
Is able to resolve outstanding issues
which hive Impeded shaft sinkng and.

in-situ testing, and on DOE's being
granted access to the site to begin
surface-based testing.

In sun the Commission is not aware
ofany scientific or technical problems
so difficult as to preclude development
of a waste package and engineered
barrier for a repository at Yucca
Mountain to be available within the fit
quarter of the twenty-first century.
Moreover, even given the uncertainty
regarding the ultimate finding of site
acceptability, and the uncertainty
concerning the range of site-relatedFarameters for which the engineered
acility and waste package will have to

be designed, the Commission finds
reasonable assurance that waste
package and engineered barrier
development can be completed on a
schedule that would permit repository
operation within the first quarter of the
twenty-first century. If necessary (that
is. if Yucca Mountain were found
unsuitable by the turn of the century).
DOE could initiate site characterization
and develop waste packages and
engineered barriers at another site or
sites and still commence operation
before the end of the first quarter of that
century.
RA. Institutional Uncertainties.

BIAS.a. Measures for dealing with
Federal-State-local concerns.

In its 19B4 Waste Confidence
Decision. the Commission found that the
NWPA should help to minimize the
potential that differences between the
Federal Government and States and
Indian tribes will substantially disrupt
or delay the repository program. The
Commission noted that the NWPA
reduced uncertainties regarding the role
of affected States and tribes in
repository site selection and evaluation.
The Commission also said that the
decision-making process set up by the
NWPA provides a detailed. step-by-step
approach that builds in regulatory
involvement, which should also provide
confidence to States and tribes that the
program will proceed on a technically
sound and acceptable basis. Despite the
expected and continuing State
opposition to DOE siting activities, the
Commission has found no institutional
developments since that time that would
fundamentally disturb Its 1984
conclusions on this point.

NRC regulatory Involvement, for
example, ha Indeed been built Into the
proceas. DOE has continued Its' 
iteractions with NRC regarding 

repositor* program activities since the
Commission's 1984 Waste Confidence

decision was Issued. ARC provided
comments to DE on major program

M
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documents such as the Siting Guidelines
and the PDS as required by the NWPA.
and NRC concurred on those documents.
NRC also reviewed and provided
comments to DOE on the DEAs and
FEAs. In the December 22low letter to
DOE on the FEAs, the NRC staff noted
that ".l Icant efforts were made by
DOE to respond to each of the NRC staff
major comments on the DEAs, and in
facL many of these comments have been
resolved." NRC provided comments to
DOE on the 1987 Draft Mission Plan
Amendment, and DOE responded to
most of these comments in the Final
Mission Plan Amendment provided to
Congress on June 9. 1987.

Since enactment of the NWPAA n
December 1987. DOE-NRC interactions
have focused on the Yucca Mountain
site. In January 1988 DOE issued the
Consultation Draft Site Characterization
Plan CDSCP) for the Yucca Mountain
site. The NRC staff provided comments
in the form of draft and fnal "point
papers" on the CDSCP. The NRC
comments included several objections
related to: (1) the failure to recognize the
range of alternative conceptual models
of the Yucca Mountain site; (2) the
status of the quality assurance (QA)
plans for site characterization activities;
*and (3) concerns related to the
exploratory aft facility. Although the
December 1985 SCP shows improvement
over the CDSCP. NRC continues to have
an objection involving tbe need for
implementing a baselined QA program
before beginning site characterization
and an objection involving the need for
DOE to demonstrate the adequacy of
both the ESF design and the design
control process. Prior to the November
198 Reassessment Report DOE had
committed to having a qual!fied QA
program in place before sinking the
exploratory shaft at the Yucca Mountain
site.

This commitment has not changed.
However. in view of the extension in the
schedule for sbaft sinking from
November 19 to November 199.
qualified OA plans arc needed in the
near term for neeting the January 1991
schedule for surface-based testing. In
addition o having a qualified QA
program in place. DOE must also have
issued the pertinent study plans for site
characterization activities they wish to
begJn.

DOE has taken measures to clarify
and institutionalize the roles of other
Federal agencies in addition to NRC. In
the Draft 1988 Mission Plan Amendment
DOE described Interactions with tese
agencies. DOE has a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the Mine
Safety and Health Administration of the

Department of labor for technical
support and oversight for shaft
construction and other site
characterization activities, and with the
Department of Transportation to define
the respective responsibilities of the two
agencies in the waste disposal program.
DOE asbo has Interagency agreements
with the Bureau of Mines and the U.S.
Geological Survey of the Department of
the Interior.

DOE'sefforts toadr the concer
of States, local governments, and Indian
tribes have met with c&xed rults. For
example. DOE as not succeeded in
finalizing any consultation and
cooperation (C&C) agreements as
required under section 117(c) of the
NWPA. as amended. These agreements
were to help resolve State and Tribal
concerns about public health and safety.
environmental, and econc impacts of
a repository. Publication of the Siting
Guidelines under section 112(a) of the
NWPA resuled in numerous lawsuits
challenging the validity of the
Guidelines. Similarly, the FEAs were
challenged in the Ninth Circuit by
affected States and tribes.

The NWPAA did not curtail financial
assistance to affected States and tribes.
except to redefine and redistribute It if
DOE and a State or tribe enter into a
benefits agreement. The State of Nevada
and affected local governments ae
eligible to receive financial assistance.
DOE has attempted to negotiate an
agreement with the State of Nevada for
monetary benefits under Section 17D of
the NWPAA This Section would
provide I= payments of to million per
year before receipt of spent fueL and 20
million per year afterreceipt of spent
fuel until closure of the repository.
These payments would be in addition to
certain monetary benefits for which the
State is eligible under the NWPA. as
amended. Also under a benefits
agreement, a Review Panel would be
constituted for the purpose of advising
DOE on matters ated to the
repository, and for assisting in the
presentation of State. tribal and local
perspectives to DOE. The beneficiary to
a benefits agreement must waive Its
right to disapprove the recommendation
of the site for a repository and Its rights
to certain impact assistance under
Sections 116 and 118 of the NWPA. as
amended. To date, the State of Nevada
has declined DOE's offer to negotiate a
benefits agreement. In 1989, the State of
Nevada requested23 mllion for work
on Yucca Mountan. Congrs
appropriated $5 million and authorized
DOE to release an additional l8 million
at the discretion ofthe Secretary on the
basis of good faith efforts of the State to

allow technical Investigtions to begin
at the site.

The NWPAA introdvcd several new
&sa8 ztionlal entities to the repository
program with responsibilities that may
contribute to resohing concerns of
FederaL State. and loal govenmenis
involved in the program. Under section
S03 of the NWPAA. the Nuclear Waste
Technical Review Board (NWTRB) is to
evaluate the technical and scientific
validity of DOE activities under the
NWPAA. including ste characterization
and activities rated to packaging or
transportatin of pent fuel. The
NWPAA also established the Office of
Nuclear Waste Negotiator. who is lo
seek to negotiae terms under which a
State or Indian tribe would be willing to
host a repository or MRS facility at a
technically qualified site. Among the
duties of the Negotiator is consultation
with Federal agencIres ac as NRC on
the suitability of any potential site for
site characterization.

Secretary of Energy James Watkins
has emphasized the importance of the
Negotiator to the succes of the
program. A Negotiator could contribute
to the timely success of the repository
program by providing an alternative site
to the Yucca Mountain site that would
still have to be technically acceptable,
but that would enjoy the advantage of
reduced institutional uncertainties
resulting from opposition of State or
affected Indian tribes. The President
nominated and the Senate recently
confired David Leroy to be the
Negotiator.

An additional measure which may
facilitate documentation and
communication of concerns related to a
repository is the Licensing Support
System pSS) The LSS is to provide full
text search capability of and easy
access to documents related to the
licensing of the repository. Although the
primary purpose of the LSS is to
expedite NRCs review of the
construction authoizaion application
for a repository. It will be an effective
mechanism by which all LSS
jartidpants. including the State and
Ioct governments, can acquire early
access to documents relevant to a
repository licensing decision. DOE Is
responsible for the desig; development.
procurement and testing of the LS. LSS
design and development must be
consistent with objectives and
requirements of the Commi lon's LSS
mulemaking and must be carried out in
consultation with the LSS Administrator
and with the advice of the Licensing
Support System Advisory Review PaneL
NRC (LSS Administrator) Is responsible
for the management and operation of the
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LSS after completion of the DOEe'ign
and development process.

Procedures for the use of the LSS are
part of revisions to 10 CFR part 2. NRC's
Rules of Practice for the adjudicatory
proceeding on the application to receive
and possess waste at a repository.
These revisions were the result of a
'negotiated rulemaking" process In
which affected parties meet to reach
consensus on the proposed rule. The
members of the negotiating committee
included: DOE NRC State of Nevada
coalition of Nevada local governments
coalition of industry groups; and a
coalition of national environmental
groups. The coalition of industry groups
dissented on the final text of the
proposed rule, but the negotiating
process enabled NRC to produce a
proposed rule reflecting the consensus
of most of the interested parties on an
Important repository licensing issue.

NRC Is committed to safe disposal of
radioactive waste and the protection of
public health and safety and the
environment. Any State with a
candidate site for a repository should be
assured that a repository will not be
licensed if It does not meet NRC criteria.
NRC has its own program for interaction
with the Stale of Nevada and affected

nilts of local government and will
continue to provide information to
Nevada and consider State concerns as
requested.

Given the difficult nature of siting a
repository, the Commission believes that
the NWPA. as amended. has achieved
the proper balance between providing
for participation by affected parties and
providing for the exercise of
Congressional authority to carry out the
national program for waste disposal.
The NWPAA provides adequate
opportunity for interaction between
DOE and other Federal agencies. States.
tribes, and local governments such that
concerns can be presented to DOE for
appropriate action. Both the NRC and
the State or tribe can exercise
considerable prerogative regarding
repository development. The State or
tribe may disapprove the
recommendation that the site undergo
repository development. This
disapproval can be overridden only by
vote of both houses of Congress within
00 days of continuous session. If the
State disapproval Is overridden. DOE
ma submit an application for
aulorzation to construct the
repository and. If approved, a
subsequent application to receive and
possess waste for emplacement NRC
will make decisions on the license
applications according o the
requirements of Its statutory mission.

Despite the complexity of the overall
process and the strong views of the
participants in it the Commission sees
no compelling reason to conclude that
current institutional arrangements are
inadequate to the task of resolving
State Federal and local concerns in
time to permit a repository to be
available within the first quarter of the
twenty-first century.

IIA.3.b. Continuity of the management
of the waste program

At the time the Commission issued Its
1984 Waste Confidence Decision, the
possibility that DOE functions would be
transferred to another Federal agency
was cited as the basis for concerns that
the resolution of the radioactive waste
disposal problem would likely undergo
further delays. The Commission
responded that in the years since the
Administration had proposed to
dismantle DOE In September 1981,
Congress had not acted on the proposal.
The Commission further stated that even
If DOE were abolished, the nuclear
waste program would simply be
transferred to another agency. The
Commission did not view the potential
transfer in program management as
resulting in a significant loss of
momentum in the waste program. The
Commission also concluded that the
enactment of the NWPA. which gave
DOE lead responsibility for repository
development further reduced
uncertainties as to the continuity of
management of the waste program.

Section 303 of the WPA did
however, require the Secretary of
Energy to ".undertake a study with
respect to alternative approaches to
managing the construction and
operation of all civilian radioactive
waste facilities, including the feasibility
of establishing a private corporation for
such purpose." To carry out this
requirement DOE established the
Advisory Panel on Alternative Means of
Financing and Managing Radioactive
Waste Facilities. which came to be
known as the "AUM" Panel The
Panels final report. Issued In December
1984. concluded that several
organizational forms are more suited
than DOE for managing the waste
program, including an independent
Federal agency or commission, a public
corporation and a private corporation.
The report identified a public
corporation as the preferred alternative
on the basis of criteria developed by the
Panel for an acceptable waste
management organization In particular.
the report indicated that a public
corporation would be stable hgly
mision-oriented abe to maintain
credibility with stakeholders. and more

responsive to regulatory control than a
Federal executive agency.

Commenting on the AMFM Panel's
-report in April 1985. DOE recommended
retaining the present management
structure of the waste program at least
through the sting and licensing phase of
the program. Congress did not take
action to implement the Panel's
recommendations, and DCOF e
management of the waste program has
remained uninterrupted.

By enacting the NWPAA. Congress
effectively reaffirmed DOE's continued
management of the waite program.
Congress did not revise DOE's role as
the lead agency responsible for
development of a repository and an
MRS. Congress did establish several
new entities for the purpose oT advising
DOE on matters related to the waste
program. such as the NWTRB and the
Review Panel, to be established if DOE
and a State or tribe enter into a benefits
agreement under Section 170 of the
NWPAA. Congress provided further
indication of Its intent that DOE
maintain management control of the
waste program for the foreseeable future
in requiring under Section 161. that the
Secretary of DOE "dreport to the
President and to Congress on br after
January 1. 2007 but not later than
January 1. 2010 on the need for a second
repository:'

This is not to say, however, that there
have been no management problems in
the DOE program. Since the enactment
of the NWPA in 1983 only one of the
five Directors of DOEs Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management OCRWM) has held the
position on a permanent basis.
Inadequate progress toward an
operating repository has concerned
several Congressional observers.
Includng Senator J. Bennett Johnston,
Chairman of the Senate Energy and
Natural Resources Committee. In
February 1989 confirmation hearings for
then-Secretary-of-Energy-designate
lames Watkins. Senator Johnston
strongly criticized mounting cost
projections and lack of progress in the
program and called for new and
stronger management.

In the November 1989 Reassessment
Report. DOE discussed several new
initiatives for Improving Its management
of the repository program. The
Initiatives include "direct4ine" reporting
from the Yucca Mountain Project Office
to the Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management (OCRWM). and an
independent contractor review of
OCRWM management structures,
systems and procedures to Identify
program redundancies, gaps, and
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strengths. The OCRW)M is also
implementing improvements in the
overall Program Management System
the QA program. and establishment of
program cost and schedule baselines.

Whether the management structure of
the repository development program
should in fact be changed is a decision
best left to others. The Commission
believes that a finding On the likely
availability of a repository should taLe
management problems Into account, but
finds no basis to diminish the degree cf
assurance in Its 1984 conclusion on this
issue. Events since the submission of the
ALFM Panel report do not indicate that
there will be a fundamental change in
the continuity of the management
structure of the program any time soon.
In addition. It cannot be assumed that
the program would encounter
significantly less difficulty with a new
management structure than It would
continuing under the present one. Under
either scenario, however, the
Commission believes it would be more
prudent to expect repository operations
after the 2010 timeframe than before It.
Neither the problems of a new
management structure nor those of the
existing one are likely to prevent the
achievement of repository operations
within the first quarter of the next
century. however.

IEA.c. Continued funding of the
nuclear waste management program

Section 202 of the NWPA authorized
DOE to enter into contracts with
generators of electricily from nuclear
reactors for payment of 1.0 mill (0.1 cent)
per kilowatt-hour of net electricity
generated in exchange for a Federal
Goverunent commitment to take tile to
the spent fuel from those reactors. In the
1984 Waste Confidence Decision, the
Commission noted that all such
contracts with utilities had been
executed. After the 1984 Decision, then-
President Reagan decided that defense
high-level wastes are to be collocated
with civilian wastes from commercial
nuclear power reactors. DOEs Office of
Defense Programs is to pay the full cost
of disposal of defense waste in the
repository.

DOE is required under Section
302(a)(4) of the NWPA. as amended.
M .annually tol review the amount of
the fees-to evaluate whether collection
of the fees will provide sufficient
revenues to offset the costs-! In the
iue 1987 Nuclear Waste Fund Fee
Adequacy Report, DOE recommended
that the 1D mill per kilowatt-hour fee
remain unchanged. This assessment was
based on the assumption that an MRS
facility would open in 1998 the first
repository would open In 2003 and the
second repository in 2023. Tese

assumptions do not reflect changes In
the waste program brought about by the
NWPAA enacted In December 1987.
Two such changes with significant
potential impacts were the suspension
of site-specific activities related to the
second repository until at least 2007,
and the linkage between MRS
construction and operation and the
granting of a repository construction
authorization, which will probably occur
no carlier than 1998.

DOE has not issued a fee adequacy
report since the June 1987 reporL When
the updated report is released. It is
expected to reflect overall program cost
savings to the utilities resulting from: (1)
limiting site characterization activities
to a singe site at Yucca Mountain. NV;
and (2) the DOE Of fice of Defense
Programs' sharirng other program costs
with generators of electricity u on the
bases of numbers of waste canisters
handled, the portion of the repository
used for civilian or defense wastes, and
the use of various facilities at the
repository," in addition to paying for
activities solely for disposing of defense
wastes. An additional factor which may
eventually also contribute to the overall
adequacy of Nuclear Waste Fund fees is
the lielihood that a significant number
of utilities will request renewals of
reactor operating lifetimes beyond their
current OL expira tion dates. OL renewal
would provide additional time during
which Nuclear Waste Fund fees could
be adjusted, if necessary. to cover any
future increase In per-unit costs of waste
management and disposal. It is expected
that the new report may reflect a recent
Court decision which found that fees
paid Into the Nuclear Waste Fund be
adjusted to reflect transmission and
distribution losses.

The Commission recognizes the
potential for program cost Increases
over estimate in the 1987 Nuclear
Waste Fund Fee Adequacy Report. If
there is a significant delay in repository
construction. for example, It Is
reasonable to assume that construction
costs will escalate. There may also be
additional costs associated with at-
reactor dry cask storage of spent fuel if
DOE does not have a facility available
to begin accepting spent fuel by the 1998
date specified In the NWPA. These costs
would be further increased if one or
more licensee was to become insolvent
and DOE was required to assume
responsibility for storage at affected
reactors before 1996.

In the event of insolvency, DOE would
still have sufficient funds to take over
responsibility for managing spent fuel
until a repositoryis available. Because
spent fuel disposal costs are directly
rated to the amount of electricity

generated, with contributions to the
NWF-based do a kilowatt-hour
surcharge that must be paid In short-
term installments, utilities can be
presumed to be mostly up-to-dale with
their contributions. It is highly unlikely
that a utility would eopardize its
contract for spent fuel disposal with
DOE by defaulting on a periodic
payment to save a few million dollars.
Even f a utility were to default. it would
not be much in arrears for Its spent fuel
before It would trigger close DOE
scrutiny and mitigative action.

larger amounts In default could
possibly occur with those relatively few
utilities that have not paid their full
share of pre-1983 collections. This issue
arises becaue several utilies elected
to defer payment for spent fuel
enersted prior to April 1963 into the

fud and. instead. themselves hold the
money that was collected from
ratepayers for the one-time fee. DWs
Inspector General believes that some of
those utilities may not be able to make
their payments when due. The NRC
understands from OCRU'M staf that. if
a nuclear utility licensee were to default
on its one-time contribution to the NWF.
DOE is not precluded from accepting for
disposal all spent fuel from that utility.
Thus, the NRC does not view this Issue
as affecting its confidence that the spent
fuel will be disposed of Rather, the
issue Is one of equity-that Is, will a
utility and Its customers and Investors
or US. taxpayers and/or other utilities
ultimately pay for disposal of spent fuel
generated prior to April 1983. The
Commission does not believe that a
licensee's potential default has a direct
bearing On the Commission's Waste
Confidence Decision.

The full impact of the program
redirection resulting from the NWPAA
and the outlook for tIe timing of
repository availability will continue to
be assessed annually. If it does appear
that costs will exceed available funds,
there Is provision in the NWPA for DOE
to request that Congress adjust the fee
to ensure fii-cost recovery. Thus, the
Commission finds no reason for
changing its basic conclusion that the
long-term funding provisions of the Act
should prde adequae finania
support for the DlOE program

I1.A.S4. DO~s schedule for repository
development

At the time that the 1984 Waste
Confidence Decision was Issued, the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 198Z
enacted in January 1983, had been In
effect for less than 20 months. The
NWPA bad established numerous
deadlines for various repository
program milestones. Under section
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112(b)(1)(BJ. the NW&PA set the schedule
for recomnendation of sites for
characterization no later than January 1,
1985. Section 1141s)(2) specified that no
later than March 31. 1987, with provisiont for a 12-month extension of this
deadline, the President was to

; recommend to Congress one of the three
characterized sites qualified for an

; application for repository construction
authorization. Under section 11Ifd),

s NRC was to issue Its decision approving
or disapproving the issuance of a
construction authorization not later than
January 1. 1989. or the expiration of

J three years after the date of submission
of the application whichever occurs
later. Section 302(a)(5)(BJ required that
contracts between DOE and utilities for
payments to the Waste Fund provide
that DOE will begin disposing of spent
fuel or high-evel waste by January 31,

In little more than a year after
enactment the schedule established by
the KWPA began proving to be
optimistic. In the reference schedule for
the repository presented in the April
1984 Draft Misslon Plan. for example.
DOE showed a slip from January 9 to
August 1993 for the decision on
construction authorization.

In the 1984 Waste Confidence
Decision. the Commission recognised
the possibility of delay in repository
availability beyond 1998, and did not
define Its task as finding confidence that
a repository would be available by the

98 milestone in the NWPA. The
Commission focused instead on the
question of whether a repository would
be available by the years 2007-2009. the
date ited In the court remand as the
expiration of the OLs for the Vermont
Yankee and Prairie Island reactors. The
NRC believed that the NWPA increased
the chances for repository availability
within the first few years of the twenty-
first century, by specifying the means for
resolving the institutional and technical
Issues most likely to delay repository
completion. by establishing the process
for compliance with NEPA. and by
setting requirements for Federal
agencies to cooperate with DOE In
meeting program nilestones. Finding
that no fundamental technical
breakthroughs were necessary for the
repoitory program the Commission
predicted that -"election and
characterization of suitable sites and
construction of repositories will be
accomplished within the general time
frame established by the Act 119981 or
within a few years thereafter."

In anuary 1987, DOE Issued a Daft
Mission Plan Amendment to apprise
Congress of significant developments

and proposed changes in the repository
program. In the Draft Amendment DOE
announced a five-year delay n its
schedule for repository availability from
the first quarter of 1998 to the first
quarter of 2003. DOE's reasons for the
delay included the need for more time
for consultation and interaction with
States and Tribes, the requirement n
DOE's 1987 budget that funds not be
used for drilling exploratory shafts in
1987. and the need for more information
than previously planned for site
selection and the license application.
The 1987 Draft Mission Plan
Amendment set the second quarter of
1988 as the mew date for exploratory
shaft construction at the Yoca
Mountain site. When the final 1987
Mission Plan Amendment was
submitted to Congress n June 1987, the
schedule for shaft sindng at the Yucca
Mountain site had slipped six months to
the fourth quarter of 1988 Congress did
not take action to approve the June 1987
Mission Plan Amendment as DOE had
requested.

On December 22.1987. the NWPAA
was enacted. The NWPAA had ts major
impact on the repository program In
suspending site characterization
activities at the Hanford and Deaf Smith
County sites and authorizing DOE to
characterize the Yucca Mountain site for
development of the first repository.

DOE subsequently Issued the Draft
1988 Mission Plan Amendment in June
198& to apprise Congress of its plans for
Implementing the provisions of the
NWPAA. In the Draft 1988 Mission Plan
Amendment, DOE's schedule for shaft
sinking at Yucca Mountain had slipped
another six months to the second
quarter of 1989. Since the NRC
published the Proposed Waste
Confidence Review (5{ FR 39787) for
comment, thec schedule for shafl sikng
has been changed from November 1989
to November 1992. Issues requiring DOE
attention before site characterization
can begin have been identified and it is
possible that additional issues affecting
DOEs readiness will come to light.
However, DOE has made progress in
completing QA plans since September
199. and It Is reasonable to expect that
study plans and technical procedures
needed for surface-based testing w be
ready in time for testing to begin by
January 191.

Heretofore, the repository schedule
has always been agmsve and highly
srcess-oriented. In comments on the
Draft 18 Miulon Plan Amendment, the
Commission noted that the Schedule has
not allowed adequately for
contingeacies and that, given the
compression in the schedule for near-

term progra milestones, DOE had not
shown how t would be able to meet the
203 mllestone for repository operation.
The revised schedule announced in the
November 1989 Reassessment Report
includes a new reference schedule for
the restructured repository. MR and
transportation programs. Under the
restructured program. te schedule for
submittal ofa costruction authorization
application to NRC bas been extended
from 1B5 to ge0, and the hedule for
repository operatin at Yucca Mountain.
if that site is found to be suitable. Is
2010. DOE believes that this reference
schedule is the first repository program
schedule since passage of the NWPA
that Is based on a 'rcalstic assessment
of astivity duration ana past
experience." The new schedule allows
more time for scientific investigatins
than earlier *ledules. KRC Ieves
that the restructured program has been
responsive to NRC concerns that the
quality and completeness of site
investigations were being compromised
in order to Batisfy unrealistic schedule
requirements.

Another potential source of delay in
repository availability may arise from
NRC regulations. Given the revised
schedule, however, the NRC does not
believe this is likely. The Commission
believes that current N1RC rules are fully
adequate to permit DOE to proceed to
develop and submit a repository license
application, but further c;.rflfcation of
these rules Is desirable toredce the
time needed to conduct the licensing
proceeding Itself In order to meet the
three-year ochedute provided in the
NWPA for a Commission decision on
repository construction authorization,
the NRC taffhas undertak~en to refine
its regulatory framewvork on a schedule
that would permit DOe to p reaned
submit an application for repository
construction authorization under Its
current schedule. The Commission fully
Intnds to avoid delaying DOrm
program. while working to reduce the
uncertainties in NRC regulatory
requiremenits that could become
contentions in the licensing proceeding.
Even if there are any delays resulting
from a n~eed for DOE to accommnodae
more specific regulatory requirements In
Its site characterization or waste
package development programs. the
Commission is confident that the time
savings In the licensing pro will
more t compenste for them.

In view of the delays In explorator
shaft excavation since the 003 datefor
repository avilbility wvas set, the
Comnmisin believred It was optimistic
to expect that Phase 1 of reposto
operations would be able to begin by.

a 111111
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2003 As DOEs schedule for repository
availability has slipped a year and a
half since the date was changed from
1998 to 2003. the earliest date for
repository availability would probably
be closer to 2005. Given additional
delays in shaft sinking and DOEs
revised program schedule, NRC believes
that Z010 s the earliest date for
repository availability at Yucca
Mountain. Yet, the Commission
recognizes that DOE Is committed to
improving the schedule where possible
without sacrificing quality and
completenessaf scientific
investigations.

An nstitutional issue that may further
affect DOEs schedule is the status of
EPA standards for disposal of spent fuel
and high-level waste. These standards
are required under section 121(a) of the
NWPA. Under 10 CFR section 60112,
NRC's overall postclosure system
performance objective, the geologic
setting shall be selected and the
engineered barrier system which
includes the waste package, must be
designed to assure that releases of
radioactive materials to the accessible
environment, following permanent
dosure, conform to EPA's standards. 40
CFR part 191. the EPA standards, first
became effective in November 198 In
July 1987. the US. Court of Appeals for
the First Circuit vacated and remanded
to EPA for further proceedings subpart B
of the high-level radioactive waste
disposal standards. As noted under the
aforementioned LA.12 the standards
have not been reissued.

A significant modification in the
reissued EPA standard may affect the
schedule for completing the design of
the waste package and engineered
barrier to the extent that design testing
Is planned to demonstrate compliance
with the standards. DOE. current site
characterization plans for demonstrating
compliance with 40 CFR part 192 are
based on the standards as promulgated
in 1985. DOE is proceeding to carry out
Its testing program developed for the
original EPA standards. DOE has stated
that If the EPA standards are changed
significantly when they are reissued
DOE will reevaluate the adequacy of its
testing program.

The Commission believes that DOE's
approach is reasonable. Much of the
information required to demonstrate
compliance with the EPA standards s
expected to remain the same regardless
of the numerical level at which each
standard Is set. Considering the
importance of developing the repository

for waste disposal as early as safely

racticable It would be inappropriate
for DOE to suspend work on
development of engineered barriers
pending reissuance of the standards
unless EPA had given clear indications
of major changes in them

Another possibility is that, regardless
of any changes in the repromulgated
EPA standards. they will be litigated in
Federal court. Even If this proves to be
the case, however, the Commission
believes that any such litigation will still
permit EPA to promulgate final
standards well within the time needed
to enable DOE to begin repository
operations at any site within the first
quarter of the twenty-first century.

Given the current DOE program
schedule, and assuming that the QA
program can be qualified and surface-
based testing begun within the next
year, the Commission finds that
although it is not impossible that a
repository at Yucca Mountain will be
available by 2007-2009 it is more likely
that the earliest date for a repository
there is 200. If DOE determines that the
Yucca Mountain site is unsuitable, and
if DOE makes this determination by the
year 2000 the NRC believes that a
repository at another site could be
available within the fist quarter of the
next century. The Commission will
reevaluate these dates during the next
scheduled Waste Confidence Review In
1999.
11.8. Relevant Issues That Have Arisen
since the Commissions rigino
Decision

R.B.1. ARCstatedlIn 9-14-87
correspondence to Sen. Breaux on
pending udear waste legislation that
under progrom of slfte site
characterization, -- there maybe a
greaterpotentialfor delay of ultimate
operation of a repository than there is
under the current regime where three
sites will undergo at-depth
characterization before a site is
selected" To what extent does the
NWPAA raise uncertainty about the
Identification of a technically
occeptoble site andpotential delay n
reposfory availability by limting site
characterization to a sinale candidate
site (Yucca ML) and by rising the
possibfiity that o zagotatedogreement

ight Influence repository site 
selectionDoes this uncertainty offect
confidence in the availabilityof a
repositoryby2007-M2X?

Ln providing comments to Congress on
proposed amendments to the NWPA.
NRC took the position that simltaneous
stte characterization of three sites, as
required by the NWPA. was not

necessary to protect public health and
safety. NRC further stated that the
adequacy of a site for construction
authorization would ultimately be
determined In a licensing proceeding.
and that NRC would only license a site
that satisfied NRC licensing
requirements. As described next, the
Commission believes that the NWPAA
contains numerous provisions to ensure
that a technically acceptable site will be
identified.

The NWPAA does not reduce the
scope of site characterization activities
that DOE is authorized to undertake.
The Amendments Act establishes a
Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board
composed of individuals recommended
by the National Academy of Sciences
and appointed by the President to
evaluate the scientific validity of DOE
activities including site characterization
activities, and to report its findings at
least semiannually to Congress and
DOE. The Amendments Act also
provides funding for technical
assistance to States, tribes, and affected
units of local government. Finally,
section 160(1) of the NWPAA ptovides
that "Nothing in this Act shall be
construed to amend or otherwise detract
from the licensing requirements of the
NRC established in itle of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974(42 US.C.
5841 et seq.)." In providing for these
reviews and in reaffirming NRC's
licensing authority. the NWPAA ensures
that a candidate site for a repository
must satisfy all NRC requirements and
criteria for disposal of high-level
radioactive wastes In licensed geologic
repositories.

Section 402 of the NWPAA
establishes the Office of the Nuclear
Waste Negotiator. The duty of the
Negotiator is to attempt to find a State
or tribe willing to host a repository or
MRS at a technically qualified site. The
Negotiator may solicit comments from
NRC or any other Federal agency, on
the suitability of any potential site for
site characterization. Section 403(d)14)
strengthens the Commission's
confidence that a technically acceptable
site will be identified by providing that
DOE may construct a repository at a
negotiated site only If authorized by
NRC. Given these safeguards on
selection of a technically acceptable
site, the Commission does not consider
that the possibity of a negotiated
agreement reduces the likelihood of
finding a technically qualified site.

The Commission raised the concern as
early as April 1987 that under a program
of single-site characterization. there
could be considerable delay while
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characterization was completed at
another site or slate of sites if the
initially chosen site was found
inadequate. By terminating site
characterization activities at aftenalive
sites to the Yucca Mountain site, the
KWPAA has had the effect of increasing
the potential for delay in repository
availability If the Yucca Mountain site
proves usuitable. le provision In the
NWPAA for a Negotiator could reduce
the uncertainty and associated delay in
restarting the repository program by
offering an alternate to the Yucca
Mountain site; but at the time of this
writing, a Negotiator has not been
appointed.

It should be noted here that the
repository program redirection under the
NWPAA does not. per se, have a
significant impact on the Comrission's
assurance of repository availability by
2007-2009 the relevant dates in the
original Waste Confidence Proceeding.
or on availability by 2010. DOE's current
date. The Commission's reservations
about affirming this timeframe derive
from other considerations, including
delays in inking shafts and the
potential for other delays in meeting
program milestones. that would have
arisen without the NWPAA.

* The Amendments Act does, however.
effectively make it necessary that Yucca
Mountain be found suitable if the 2007-
=200 or 2010 timeframe is to be met this

target period would almost certainly be
unachevable if DOE had to begin
screening to characterize and license
another site. Thus, confidence in
repository availability in this period
would Imply confidence in the
suitability of Yucca Mountain. The
Commission does not want Its findings
here to constrain in any way its
regulatory discretion in a licensing
pruceeding Therefore, the Commission
declines to reaffirm the 20074009
timeframe in the original decision or to
affirm the current 2010 date for
repository operation.

t U1. I the Draft 9f lMission Plan
Amendment, DOE stated Mot "-.he

data ndicate that the Yucca Mountain
site has the potential capacity to accept
at least 70,000 MTM (metric tons
heavy metal equivalentJ of waste, but
only fter site characterization will t be
possible to deterine the total quantity
of waste taat could be ccommodated at
this ste
a Do hi ssues of Yuceaspent el
copacity at ucca Mountain. ndefinite

suspension of the second repository
progmm. and the likelihood that no
more than one repository wil be
available by 207.207 undejrnixe the
NAC's 194 assurance that *swfficient
repository capacity will be available
within 30 years beyond expiration of
any reactor operating license to dispose
of exising commercial high level
radioactive waste and spent fuel
originating in such reactor and
generated up to that time?"
b. fs there sufficient uncertainty in total
spent fuelpofections (e.g.. from
extension-oflife license amendments.
renewal of operating licenses for an
additionalZo to SOyears. ore new
generation of reactor designs) that this
Waste Confidence review should
consider the institutional uncertainties
arising from having to restart a second
repositorypr 7r?

i.11La. Although it will not be
possible to determine whether Yucca
Mountain can accommodate 70000
MTHM or more of spent fuel until after
site characterization, the Commission
does not believe that the question of
repository capacity at the Yucca
Mountain site should be a major factor
in the analysis of Finding 2 This Is
because it cannot be assumed that
Yucca Mountain will ultimately undergo
development as a repository. e
8eneric issue of repository capacity does
add to the potential need for more than
one repository. however.

As noted earlier the NWPA
established deadlines for major
milestones in the development of the
first and the second repository
programLs The Act also required RlRC to
issue a final decision-on the
construction authorization application
by January 1 1989 for the first
repository and January 1,1992 for the
second (or within three years of the date
of submission of the applications.
whichever occurred later) The July 1984
Draft DOE Mission Plan set January
1998 and October2004 as the dates for
commencement of waste emplacement
in the fint and second repositories.
assuming that Congressional
authorization was obtained to construct
the second repository.

Thus. at Oe time the 1934 Waste
Confidence Decision was isued DOE
was authorkied and directed to carry out
two repository rograms under a
schedule to make both fadlities
operational by 2007-Z009. DOE and NRC
were also working under the constraint.
still in force under the NWPA as
amended. that no more than 70.000
MTHM inay be emplaced in the first
repository before the second is In

\ rtion. Because DOE estimated at
the time that commercial US. nuclear
power plants with operating licenses or
construction permits would discharge a
total 180o0 MTHM of spent fuel. it
appeared that at least two repositories
would be needed.

In the 19O4 Waste Confidence
Decision, reactors were assumed to
have a 40-year operating lifetime, and
because the earliest Licenses were
Issued in 199 and the early 1160's. the
oldest plants' licenses were due to
expire as early as 199 and 2000 as
discussed in more detail below.
Although it was expected that at least
one repository would be available by
this time, there was also a limit as to
how quickly spent fuel could be
accepted by the repository. DOE had
estimated that waste acceptance rates
of 3400 MTHM per year could be
achieved after the completion of Phase 2
of the first repositorg. This rate could
essentlally double two repositories
were in operation. At 6000 MTHM/year.
It was estimated that all the anticipated
spent fuel could be emplaced in the two
repositories by about the year 206 This
was the basis for the Commission's
position that sufficient repolto
capacity would be available wh 30
years beyond expiration of any reactor
OL to dispose of existng commercial
high level waste and spent fuel
originating In *uch reactor and
generated uip to that time.

In May 986. however. DOE
announced an Indefuite postponement
of the second repository program. The
reasons for the postponement included
decreasing forecasts of spent fuel
discharges as well as estimates that a
second repository would not be needed
as soon as originally supposed. With
enactment of the NWPAA in December
1987. DOE was required to terminate all
sitepecific activities With respect o a
second repository unless such activities
were specifically authorized and funded
by Congress.TheNWPAA required

DOE to report to Congress on the need
for a second repository on or after
January 1,2007. but not later than
January 1, 2010.

Current DOE spent fuel projections.
based on the assumption of no new
reactor orders, call for 87,W00 MTHM to
have been generated by the year 203B,
including approximnately 9000 MTM of
defense high-level waste. Wlth the
likelihood tlat there will be reactor
lifetime extensions and renewals.
however, the no-new-orders case
probably underestimates total peit fuel
discharges. Also, the NWPAA did not
chang e requirement that no mre
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than 70.000 MTHM could be emplaced in
the first repository before operation of
the second. It therefore appears likely
that two repositories will be needed to
dispose of all the spent fuel and high.
level waste from the current generation
of reactors. unless Congress provides
u atatory relief from the 70.000 MTIM
limit, and the first site has adequate
capacity to hold all of the spent fuel and
high-level waste generated. The
Commission believes that if the need for
an additional repository is established,
Congress will provide the needed
institutional support and funding. as it
has for the first repository.

For an but a few licensed nuclear
power reactors. OLs will not expire until
some time in the first three decades of
the twenty-first century. Several utilities
are currently planning to have their OLs
renewed for ten to 30 years beyond the
original license expiration. At these
reactors, currently available spent fuel
storage alternatives effectively remove
storage capacity as a potential
restriction for safe operations. For these
reasons, a repository is not needed by
2007-209 to provide disposal capacity
within 30 years beyond expiration of
most OLa. If work is begun on the
second repository program in 2010. the
repository could be available by Z035
according to DOE's estimate of 25 years
for the time it will take to carry out a
rrogram for the second repository. Two
repositories available in approximately
Z=02 and 2035 each with acceptance
rates of 3400 MTHM/year within several
years after commencement of
operations, would provide assurance
that sufficient repository capadity will
be available within So years of OL
expiration for reactors to dispose of the
spent fuel generated at their sites up to
that time.

There are several reactors, however.
whose OLe have already expired or are
due to expire within the next few years
and which are now licensed or will be
licensed only to possess their spent fuel.
Ira repository is not available until
about 2rZ.S these reactors may be
exceptiotib to the second part of the
Commission's 184 Finding 2 which was
that sufficient repository capscity will
be available within 30 years beyond the
expiration of any reactor OL to dispose
of the commercial high-level waste and
-spent fuel orignating in such reactor
and generated up to that time.

The basis for this second part of
Finding I has two components: ( a
technical or hardware component: and
(2) an Institutional component. The
technical component ates to the
reliability of storage hardware and
engineered structures to provide for the

safe storage of spent fuel. An example
would be the ability of spent fuel
assemblies to withstand corrosion
within spent fuel storage pools, or the
ability of concrete structures to maintain
their integrity over long periods. In the
1984 Decision. the Commission found
confidence that available technology
could in effect provide for safe storage
of spent fuel for at least 70 years.

The Commission's use of the
expression "3D years beyond expiration
of any reactor operating license" in the
2984 Finding was based on the
understanding that the license
expiration date referred to the
scheduled expiration date at the time
the license was Issued. It was also
based on the understanding that, in
order to refuel the reactor, some spent
fuel would be discharged from the
reactor within twelve to eighteen
months after the start of full power
operation.

Thus, the Commission understood
that, depending on the date of the first
reactor outage for refueling, some spent
fuel would be stored at the reactor site
for most of the 40-year term of the
typical OL In finding that spent fuel
could be safely stored at any reactor site
for at least 30 years after expiration of
the OL for that reactor, the Commission
indicated its expectation that the total
duration of spent fuel storage at any
reactor would be abtout 70 years.

Taking the earliest licensed power
reactor, the Dresden I facility licensed
In 1959, and adding the full 40-year
operating license duration for a
scheduled license expiration In the
19g. the Commission's finding would
L'erefpre entail removal of all spent fuel

from that reactor to a repository within
the succeeding 30 years, or by 2029.
Even ifa repository were not available
until the end of the first quarter of the
twenty-frst century. DOE would have at
least four years to ship the reactor's 683
spent fuel assemblies, totalling 70 metric
tons Initial heavy metal (MTMI), from
Dresden I without exceeding the
Commission's 30-year estimate of the
maximum time It would take to dispose
of the spent fuel generated in that
reactor up to the time its OL expired.
(OfHM Is a measure of the mass of the
uranium In the fuel (or uranium and'.
rlutonium If it Is a mixed oxide fuel) at
the time the fuel Is placed in the reactor
for irradiation.)

Considering the experience from the
1984 and 1985 campaigns to return spent
fuel from the defunct West Valley
reprocessing facility to the reactors of
origin. 70 metric tons of BWR spent fuel
can easily be shipped within four years.
The first campaign, involving truck

shipments of 20 metric tons from West
Valley. NY. to Dresden I in Morris IL
took eleven months. The second.
involving truck shipments of 43 tons
from West Valley to the Oyster Creek
reactor In Toms River, NJ. took six
months. (See Case Histofies of West
Valley Spent Fuel Shipments, Final
Report. NUREG/CR4847 WPR-68t6811)
1. p. 2-2) This estimate assumes,
moreover, that no new transportation
casks, designed to ship larger quantities
of older, cooler Spent fuel. for example.
would be available by 2025.

The institutional part of the question
concerning the availability of sufficient
repository capacity required the
Commission to make a finding as to
whether spent fuel in at-reactor storage
would be safely maintained after the
expiration of the facility OL This
question related to the financial and
managerial capability for continued safe
storage and monitoring of spent fuel,
rather than to the capability of the
hardware involved. The Commission
determined, in Finding of its 1984
Decision, that spent fuel will be
managed in a safe manner until
sufficient repository capacity is
available to assure safe disposal, which
was expected under Finding 2 to be
about 30 years after the expiration of
any reactor OL (See discussion of
Finding below for additional
discussion of the institutional aspects of
spent fuel storage pending the
availability of sufficient disposal
capacity.)

The availability of a repository within
the first quarter of the twenty-first
century holds no significant adverse
Implications for the Commission's
Insttutinal concernthat there be an
organization with adequate will and
wherewithal to provide continued long-
term aurage after reactor operation.
This couLk be a concern if a significant
number of reactors with significant
Quantities of spent fuel onsite were to
discontinue operations indefinitely
between now and 1995. and the utility-
owners of these reactors did not appear
to have the resources to manage them
safely for up to 30 years pending the
assumed availability of a repository in
202L.. 

No such development is likely. No
Licenses for currently operating.
commercial nuclear reactors are
scheduled to expire until the year 2000
and most such licenses will expire
during the first two decades after 2006.
(See Nucleor feulvtoMr Comission
1989 Information Digest NUREG-13O0.
Vol. 1 p. 33.) The availability of the frst
repository by 2025 and of a second
repository within one or two decadps
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thereafter would provide adequate
disposal capacity for timely removal of
the spent fuel generated at these
reactors.

There are several licensees, however,
whose authority to operate their
commercial reactors has already been
terminated. These are Indian Point 1.
Dresden 1. Humboldt Bay, and Lacrosse.
They are also the only licensed power
reactors that are retired with spent fuel
being stored onsite. Assuming
conservatively that a repository does
not become operational until 2025. It
appears likely that spent fuel will
remain at these sites for more than 30
years beyond the time their reactors
were indefinitely shut down, at which
point their operating licenses could be
considered to have effectively expired.
although they will continue to bold a
possession license for the storage of the
spent fuel.

In considering the means and
: motivation of the owner of an

indefinitely retired reactor to provide
safe long-term storage, the Commission
believes It is useful to distinguish
between the owner with only one
reactor, and the owner of a reactor at a
multi-unit site or an owner with
operating reactors at other sites. In the
case of a retired reactor at a multi-unit
site, the owner would have a clear need
to maintain the safety of storage at the
retired reactor sufficiently to permit
continued generation at the site. If the
owner of the retired reactor also owned
other reactors at other sites, the spent
fuel at the retired reactor could be
transferred. if necessary, to the storage
facilities of other units still under active

i management. Of the four reactors just
cited, Indian Point 1 and Dresden I fit
this description, and the sibling reactors
at their sites are operating under
licenses that do not expire until well
beyond the year 2000-that is, well
within the post-OL period during which
the Commission has found that spent
fuel could be safely stored pending the
availability of a repository.

T - For the Lacrosse and Humboldt Bay
: reactors, the Commission Is confident

that, even If a repository is not available
within 30 years following their
retirement, the overall safety and
environmental acceptability of extended
spent fuel storage will also be
maintained for these exceptional cases.
Because there will still be an NRC
possession license for the spent fuel at
these facilities, the Commission will
retain ample regulatory authority to
require any measures,'such as removal
of the spent fuel remaining In storage
pools to passive dry storage asks, that
might become necessary until the tlme

that DOE assunes title to the spent fuel
under contracts pursuant to the N`WPA.
It should also be borne in mind that
Humboldt Bay and Lacrosse are both
small early reactors, and their combined
spent fuel Inventory totals 67 metric tons
of Initial heavy metaL (See Spent Fuel
Storage Requirements (DOE/RL 88-34)
October 198& Table A.3b., pp. Al1S-'
A.17.) If for any reason not now
foreseen, this spent fuel can no longer
be managed by the owners of these
reactors, and DOE must assume
responsibility for its management earlier
than currently planned, this quantity of
spent fuel Is well within the capability
of DOE to manage onsite or offsite with
available technology.

Nor does the Commission see a
significant safety or environmental
problem with premature retirements of
additional reactors. In the Commission's
original Waste Confidence Decision. It
found reasonable assurance that pent
fuel would have to spend no more than
30 years in post-operational storage
pending the availability of a repository.
For a repository conservatively assumed
to be available In 2025, this expected 3O-
year maximum storage duration remains
valid for most reactors, and would be
true for all reactors that were
prematurely retired after 1995. Based on
the past history of premature
shutdowns, the Comnmission has reason
to believe that their likely incidence
during the next six years will be small
as a proportion of total reactor-years of
operation.

Historically, 14 of the 125 power
reactors that have operated In the Us.
over the past SO years have been retired
before the expiration of their operating
licenses. These early retirements
included many low-power
developmental reactors, which may
make the ratio of 14 to 125
disproportionately ligh as a basis for
projecting future premature shutdowns.

The Commission Is aware of currently
operating reactors that may be retired
before the expiration of their OL.
including the recently-licensed
Shorem reactor, wich has generated
very little spent fuel; the Fort St Vrain
high-temperature gas-cooled reactor.
which Its owner plans to decommnission;
and the Rancho Se reactor, which has
operated for the past 12 years and may
or may not be retired. Assuming that
these and perhaps a few more reactors
do retire In the next several years, their'
total spent fuel storage requirements
would not impose an unacceptable'
safety or environmental problem. even'
in the unlikely event that all these
reactors' owners were rendered '
financially or othirie unibl to

' 1rovide adequate care, and DOE were
required to assume custody earlier than
currently envisioned under the NWPA.

Licensed non-power research reactors
provide an even more manageable case.
DOE owns 'the fuel for almost all of
these reactors, many of which have
been designed with lifetime cores that
do not require periodic refueling. For
those reactors that do discharge spent
fuel. DOE accepts It for storage or
reprocessing, and not more than an
estimated S0 kilograms of such spent
fuel are generated annually.

Thus, given these worst-case
projections, which are not expectations
but bounding estimates, the Commission
finds that a delay in repository
availability to 2025 will not result in
significant safety or environmental
impacts due to extended post.
operational spent fuel storage. To put It
another way, the Commission is
confident that, even if a repository were
not available within 3D years after the
effective expiration of the OL for both
currently retired reactors and potential
future reactor retirements through 1995,
the overall safety and environmental
impacts of extended spent fuel storage
would be Insignificant.

IMB2b. Although It is clear that there
Is uncertainty in projections of total
future spent fuel discharges, it is not
dear that the institutional uncertainties
arising from having to restart a second
repository program should be
considered in detail In the current
Waste Confidence Decision review.

License renewals would have the
effect of Increasing requirements for
spent fuel storage. The Commission
understands that some utilities are
currently planning to seek renewals for
SO years. Assuming for the sake of
establishing a conservatve upper bound
Ptat the Commission does grant 50-year
license renewal the total operating life
of some reactors would be 70 years, so
that the spent fuel IWitialy generated I
them would have to be stored for aout
100 years If a repository were not
available until 30 years after the
expiration of their last Olz.

Even under the conservative bounding
assumption of 30-year license renewals
for all reactors, however, If a repository
were available within the first quarter of
the twenty-first century, the oldest spent
fuel could be shipped off the sites of all
currently operating reactors well before
the spent fuel initially generated In them
reached the age of 100 years. Thus, a
second repositoij, or additional
capacty at the first, would be needed
oily to accommodate the additicn4.
quantity of spent fuel generated ting
the ater years of these reactors

e
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operating lives. The evilabfifty of a
secvnd repository wo2d permit spent
fuel to be shipped offurite well within 30
years after expiration of these reactors'
0IA. The same would be true Of the
spent fuel discharged fmn airy new
generation of reatior designs.

In nn although some uncertainty in
total spent fuel projections does arise
from such developments as utibties'
planning renewal of OLs for an
additional 20 to 30 years, the
Commission believes that this Waste
Confidence review med not at this time
consider the Instiutional uncertainties
arising from havirg to restart a second
repository program Even if work cn the
second repository program is not begun
until2Oi as cotemplated undercurrzt
law, there is sufficent assrance that a
second repository will be available in a
teframe that would not constrain the
removal of spent fuel om any reactor
vdthin 30 years of its licensed life for
operation.
11..3. Are early slippages in the DOE
repository program milestones

siunfcant enough to affect the
Comission's confidence that a
repository will be available when
needed for health and safety reasons?

The 2OD7-2009 timeframe mposed on
the Commission by the May 23,197
remand by the Court of Appeals was
based on the scheduled expiration of the
OL for the Vermont Yankee and Prairie
Island nuclear reactors. The spedfic
Issues remanded to the Commission
were: (1) whether there Is reasonable
assurance that an offsifte storage
solution will be available by the year.
200-2009 (the expiration of the plants'
operating licensesr and, if not, (21
whether there is reasonable assurance
that the fuel can be stored safely at the
sites beyond those dates.

There was no inding by the Court
that public health and safety required
ofifte storage cr disposal by 20074009.
In directing the Commission to address
the safety of at-reactor storage beyond
2007.2ffV, the Court recognized the
poss'hiliy that an offsite storage or
disposal facility might not be avaiable
by then.

The Commfssion has not Identified a
date by which a repository must be
available for health and safety easons.
Taking into account institutional
requfrements for spent fuel storage. the
Conmislon found. under Finding I ln
the ION Waste Confidence Decisid
that spent fuel would be safely managed
until sufficient repository capacity Is
available. The Commission also founA
however. that in effect, under the second
put of Finding safe nanafelment
would not need to conhme or snore

tian 30 years beyond expiration of any
reaetor's OL because sufficient
repository capacity was expected to
become available within those 30 years.
Considering that spent fuel would not
have to be stored mor than 30 years
after any reactor's 40-year 0
expiration. and taking nto ccount the
technical requirements for such storage.
the Commission went on to determine
under Fmding 4 that, In effct spent fuei
could be safely stored for at lat 70
years after disclarge from a reactor.
Thus, the Commission' 2954 Decsin
did not establish a time when sufficient
repository capacity would be required; ft
established a mInimum period during
which storage would continue lo be safe
and environmentally acceptable pending
the expected availability of sficient

'arin in inthat reactor facilities
were originally designed and OLs issued
for a liensed life for operation of 40
years. Commission is proposing
elsewhere in tis Federal Register notice
a darifying revision of Findig 4 to say
that spent fe can be saly se at a
reactor for at least 30 yeas afte the
"icensed ife for operation" of that
reactor. Implidty, the propsed se of
the phrase ' cened life i operation"
clarifies that the Commi n found in
1984 that NRC licensing requiremnts
for ctr facility design. constructio,
a*id operation provide reasonable
assurance that spent fuel can be stored
safely and witxut significant
environmental impacts for at least the
first 40 years of the reactor's life. The
Co=Inssices, proposed finding also
Implies that. barring any significant and
pertinent unexpected developments,
neither technical nor Institutianal
constriints would adversely affect this
assurance for at lust another 30 years
after that first 40 years. Another
implication of this revised finding Is
that, where a utility Is able to meet NRC
requirements to extend that reactor's
operating lifetime by ine renewaL
spent fuel storae for at least S0 years

beyond the end of the perint! of
extended lfe wil also be safe and
without significant environmental
tin pacts.

In ssessing the effect of early
elippages In DOE repository program
mlestones, therefore, the mosi
important consideration Is not the
earliest date that an operating license
actually expired. but the earliest date
that an OL was issued. he earliest OL
to be issued was for Dresden 2 In UN.
followed bya number of reactors
licensed for operation to 192. The 0*
for all of the U1 power reactors now
licensed to operate are currently
scheduled to xpire sometime within the

first three decades of the twenty-first
century. wbich s also the period In
which their currently licensed life for
operation would end (See Nuclear
Regulatory Comnmission mwa
Jnfornation DigesL~ tNllREC43, VoL 1.
P. = 1 Thus, conservatively assungs
here that tere wlI be no liese
renewals, the earliest timeframe when a
repository might be needed to dispose of
spent fuel from the majority of reactors
is 2029-2050.

As proposed In the frst part of
Finding 2. the Cdwsolssion has
reasonable assurance that a repository
will be available within the first quarter
of the twenty-first century. Even if a
repository were not available until 2025.
this would be several years beore the
beginning of the earliest timebsme
within which. based cn an assumed 30-
year storage after an assumed 40-ear
licensed life of reactor operation, a
repository might be needed fhr spent
fuel disposal. ThUs early slippages i
DOE& program milestones do not affect
the Commission's confidece tbat a
repository will be available within that
timeframe.
11.4. NWC has utatedthao tie 5- to -
year hcense applico01 re
schedule is aptimistic and dtha for NR C
co meet gis scedu.e. DOEat subrit
o complete and high-quoity license
opplicoton. In te Sptember6; IW
NURC commenIs to DOE on the Droft
I Misn Plat Amendmert. the
Commissim7 requsted that DOE
ocknowledge Its cammament to derep
this courpleetc ndhi-qm rIityr
apiction. 6wn f sA t wld rsu hi
longer times to wilect the neemry
informton and mchsequet delays hr
uhming Lr Jicense application."

IM AMC's emphasis a nhe,
completenen and qmrfiryof the license
opcotion be a sgfficant effect on

Libs of the submitto) of the license
application and subseqUem li~ceng
proceeding to grant construction
authorizatfon n me fr"positoay
availablty by 200ZW7.?

As the NRC Ihkdcated to DOE in
NRC's October 25. 2985 comments on
the draft PDS. the three-year statutory
schedule for the NRC ifcensing
proceeding on the application for
constraction authonsation Is optimitc.
The Commission has sought ways to
improve the prospects for meeting this
schedule. for example by developing the
ISS for expedited doment discovery
during the licesing proceeding.

In the same correspondene on the
PDS, NRC also stated that the adequacy
of the three-year revew period depends
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on DOE's submittal of a complete and
high-quality application. A license
application supported by inadequate
data may lead to findings during the
licensing proceeding that the results of
certain tests cannot be admitted as part
of the license application, it is not
possible to repeat the tests in question.
NRC may have no alternative but to
deny the application-with a consequent
loss of program momentum and
considerable financial cost.

In the November 1989 Reassessment
Report. DOE announced extensions in
all major repository program milestones.
The current target date for repository
availability is 2010. In a speech before
the 1989 Nuclear Energy Forum. W.
Henson Moore. Deputy Secretary of
Energy, stated that a permanent
repository at Yucca Mountain could not
be operational before 2010, under
optimum circumstances. The 2010 at-the-
earliest timeframe falls outside of the
2007-2009 timeframe for an "offsite
storage solution" in the 1979 Court
remand which precipitated the NRC'a
Waste Confidence Proceeding. In the
Reassessment Report. DOE noted that In
developing Its current schedule, certain
activities, one of which was NRC's
review of the license application, were
outside of DOE's control. However, DOE
also stated that it would continue its
ongoing interactions with NRC and EPA
"to reduce the number of unresolved
Issues remaining at the time of licensing,
which should enhance confidence that
the license application can be reviewed
In three years, as called for in the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act." The NRC
does not believe that It s likely that
NRC.s emphasis on completeness and
quality of the license application will
contribute to substantial delays in
submitting the license application and n
the licensing proceeding that would
delay repository availability much
beyond 2010 at the Yucca Mountain site.

In any case. the Commission remains
convinced that the benefits to the
repository program of submitting a high-
quality license application would
outweigh the cost of delay in preparing
the application. NRC has always placed
great emphasis on early resolution of
potential licensing issues in the interest
of expeditious review of the license
application and timely repository
availability. It Is in the same spirit of
timely repository operation that the
Commission is urging greater attention
to quality than to meeting the schedule
for submittal of the license application.
NRC believes that a complete and high-
quality license application offers the
best available assurance that timely

repository licensing and operation can
be achieved.

In addition to expediting the review of
the application. highquality license
application and site characterization
program should enhance overall
confidence that any site granted a
construction authorizaion will prove to
be reliable during the period of
performance confirmation It will also
icrease public confidence that the
program is being carried out In a
thorough and technically sound manner.
IJ.C. Conclusion on Finding 2

In reexamining the technical and
institutional uncertainties surrounding
the timely development of a geologic
repository since the 1984 Waste
Confidence Decision the Commission
has been led to question the
conservatism of its expectation that a
repository would be available by 2007-
2009..

At the time of the 1984 Decision, the
Commission said that timely attainment
of a repository did not require DOE to
adhere strictly to the milestones set out
in the NWPA. and there would be
delays in some milestones. It did not
&ppear to the Commission at the time
that delays of a year or so in meeting
any of the milestones would delay the
date of repository avilability by more
than a few years beyond the 1998
deadline specified in the Act.

Since then. however, several
developments have made it apparent
that delays of more than a few years are
to be the norm rather than the exception
in the early years of this program. There
has been a twelve-year slip in DOEs
estimate of repository availability from
1998 to 2010, and DOE has been unable
to meet such near-term repository
program milestones aS excavation of the
exploratory shaft and the start of in-situ
testing. There remains the possibility
that potential repository availability at
the Yucca Mountain site will be further
delayed due to unforeseen problems
during site characterzaion n

In predicting the timing of repository
availability the suitability of Yucca
Mountain should not be assumed. Yucca
Mountain Is now the only candidate ste
available; the NWPaA equired that
DOE termina site characterization
activities at all sites other than the
Yucca Mountain site In effect, the 2007-
09 schedule for repository availability In
the original Waste Confidence Decision
could have been met only If Yucca
Mountain survived the repository
development process as a licensed site
without major delays In site
characterization and licensing. If this
site were found to be unlicenseable or
otherwise unsuitable, characterization

would have to begin at nother site or
suite of sites, with consequent further
delay in repository availability. The
final decision on the suitability of the
site to proceed to licensing and
repository development will rest with
DOE, but the position of the NRC staff
will figure In that decision. The staff will
not be able to make a recommendation
to a licensing board to authorize
repository construction at Yucca
Mountain until all site characterization
activities have been completed. DOE
might thus be unable for several more
years to determine whether there will In
fact have to be a delay to find and
characterize another site.

Another reason the Commission is
unwilling to assume the suitability of
Yucca Mountain is that NRC must be
mindful of preserving all Its regulatory
options-including a recommendation of
license application denial-to assure
adequate protection of public health and
safety from radiological risk. In our
view. It is essential to dispel the notion
that for schedular reasons there Is no
alternative to the currently preferred
site. This view is consistent with past
Commission statements that the quality
of DOE's preparations for a license
application should take precedence over
timeliness where the two conflict. It is
also consistent with the view that -
because we are making predictions
about completion dates for a unique and
complex enterprise at least some 20
years hence, It Is mnore reasonable to
express the timescale for completion In
decades rather than years.

In order to obtain a conservative
upper bound for the timing of repository
availability the Commission has made
the assumption that the Yucca Mountain
site wil be found to be unsuitable. If
DOE were authorized to initiate site
screening for a repository at a different
site In the year 2000, the Commission
believes It reasonable to expect that a
repository would be available by the
year 2025. This estimate is based on the
DOE position that site screening for a
second repository should begin 25 years
before the start of waste acceptance.

The consideration of technical and
Institutional Issues presented here has
found none that would preclude the
availability of a repository within this
timeframe. Civen DOE's revised
schedule, which provides 11 years for
site characterization activities nstead of
six. It Is possible that the Yucca
Mountain site could be found unsuitable
after the year 2000. In this case. DOE
would have fewer than 25 years to
initiate site screening and develop a
repository for availability by 2025. The
NRC will evaluate the likelihood of this

I
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development during the next scheduled
review of the Waste Confidence
Decision In 1999.

For the second part at Its 1U4 finding
on repository availability, the
Commission found rasonatle
assurance that sufficient repository
capacity will be available within 30
years beyond exparati of any reactor
OL to dispose of exsting commercial
high level wasle and spent fuel
ariginat ton that *eactar and gen te
up to that time. The Com mis Ion e
bele e that this ~dn8 sho ld as be
mdified hn light of developments since

2984.
When the Commission made this

finding. t took into consideration both
technical and institutional concerns. The
technical concern centered an the ability
of the spent fuel and te engineered at-
reactor storage facilities to meet the
requirements fr extended post-
operational storage before shipment for
disposal. The institutional question
concerned whether the utiity currently
responsible for post-operational at-
reactor storage, or some substitute
organization, would be able to assure
the continued safety of this storage.

The principal new developments since
1984 that bear on these questions are: (1)
that dry spent fuel storage technologies
have become operational on a
commercial saie; and (2) that several
utilities ae proceeding with plans to
seek renewals of their OL. with
appropriate plat upgrading, for a
addtional perod up to 30 years beyond
the 40-year term of their currnt
licenses. The accumulation of operatin g
experience with dry-cads storage, a
technology requiring little active lng-
term maintenance, provides additional
assurance thal both the technical and
institutional requirements for extended
post-operational spent fuel storage will
be metLUcense renewals, however,
would have the effect of Increasing
requirements for both the quantity and
possibly the duration of storage. If the
Commission were to grant 30-year
license renewals, the total operating life
of some reactors could be 70 years. so
that the spent fuel initially generated in
such reactors would have to be stored
for about 100 years. If a repository were
not available until 30 years after the
expiration of their last OLa. Tis raises
the question as to whether that spent
fueL and the hardware and civil
enneering structures for storing t. can
continue to meet JRCrequm ents for
an additional 30 years beyond the
period the Comnission supported in

Foral the reasons cited in the
scussion of Fiding 4. the Commission

beliee there Is ample technical basis

for confidence that spentfuel can be
stored safely and without rignificant
etnrraonental impad at these metors
for at least 100 yers. If a repository
were available within the first quarter of
the twenty-first century. the oldest spent
fuel could be shipped off the sites of all
currently operating reactors well before
the spent fuel initially generated In them
reeded the age of 1OD years.

The need to consider the Institional
aspects of storage beyond 3 years after
OL expiration was not In evidenc in
1984 because the Commisson, was
confident that at least one repository
would be available by 2007-20. On
that schedule waste acceptance of
spent fuel from the fist reactor whose
operating license had exptred Wan
Point 1, terminated in 1980) could have
begun within 30 years of expiration of
that license. f a repository does not
prove to be available until 2025,
However, It would not be available
within 30 years of the time that OLs
could be considered effectively to have
exptred for Indian Point 1 and the three
other pants with spent fuel onsite that
were retired before the end of their
licensed life for reactor operation. The
same would be true of any additional
reactors prematurely, retired between
now and 195, when the -year clock
starts for the availability of a repository
by 202. Premature shutdowns
notwithstanding, the Commission has
reasons to be assured that the spent fuel
at all of these reactors will be stored
safely and without significant
environmenlal impact until sufficient
repository capacity becomes available.

Considering fist the technical reasons
for this assurance, it is important to
recognize that each of these reactors
and Its spent fuel storage installation
were orinally licensed in part on the
strength of the applicant's showing that
the systems and componenlts of onoem
were designed end built to assure safe
operation for 40 years under expected
normal and transient severe conditions.
All of the currently retired reactors have
a ignificant poron of that 40year
expectedS life remalrdlng and al have
only smai quantities of pent fuel onite
in storage Installations that were
licensed to withstand considerably
larger thermal and radiation loadings
from much greater quantities of spent
fueL Of the four reactors currently
etred with spent fuel onaite, the two

with far the longest terms of operation.
Lacrosse and Dresden, were operated
for 19 and 11 years. respectively.

For the continued sale management of
the spent fuel in storage installations at
any existing or potential prematurely
retired plant the Commission believes It
can reasobly rely on the continued

structural and fnctiodal itegrity of the
plant's enmneered storage installations
for at least the balance of its originally
licsed rife as if the OL were still in
effect. This is to say that for the
purposes of Finding Z no foreseeable
technical constraints have risen to
distrb the Canminion's assurance that
spent fuel storage at any reactor wm
rmain safe and environmentally
acceptable for at least O years after Its
licensed life for operation regardless of
whether its OL hbu bten w ated at
an earlier date.

The Cmii also se no
Ind mrikable Institutinal obstacles
to the contined safe 8 et of
pent fuel during the Temaier of any

Miown reactor's initially licensed ile
for operatio. or for at least S0 ynrs
thereafter. Because there wil ti be an
NRC poeses in license for the spent
fuel at ay reactor that ham idefinitely
suspended operations. the Commission
will retain ample regulatory authort to
require any measures, such as removal
of the spent fuel remaining in storage
pools to passive dry storage casks. that
might appear necessary after an OL
expires. Even if a licensed utility were to
becorne tnsolvent, and responsibility for
spent fuel management were transferred
to DOE earlier than is currently planned.
the Commission has no reason to
believe that DOE would be unable to
carry cut any safety-related measures
NRC csiders necessary- Thus. In the
cae of a premature reactor retirement.
the Commission has an adequate basi&
on both technical and institutional
grounds. for reasonable assurance that
spent fuel can be stored safely and
without significant environmental
inacts for at least so years beyond not
only the actual end of that reactAor's OL
but the end of ts originally licensed life
for operation.

In m. considering developments
since 1984 In the repository development
program. In the operating performance
of U.S. power reactors. and in spent fuel
storage technology, the Commission
finds that. (1) the overall public health,
safety, and environmental impacts of
the possible unavailabSlity of a
repository by m200720 would be
Insignificant;~ and (2) neither 30-year
tenewals otreactor lIcenses nor a delay

tn tpos~oryavailability to 22 wll
result ln slgnficant safety or
environmental impacts from extended
post-operational spent fuel storage.

Ike Commission finds ample pounds
for ts proposed revised findg on e
expected availability of a repository.
The nstitutional support for the
repository program Is well-established.
A mechanism for funding reposItory
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program activities is in place. and there
is a provision in the NWPA for
adjusting. i necessary, the fee paid by
utilities into this fund. Congress has
continued to provide support for the
repository program in setting milestones.
delineating responsibilities, establishing
advisory bodies, and providing a
mechanism for dealing with the
concerns of States and affected Indian
tribes.

Technical support for extended spent
fuel storage has improved since 1984
Considering the growing availability,
reasonable cost. and accumulated
operating experience with new dry cask
spent fuel storage technology since then.
the Cosmmission now has even greater
assurance that-spent fuel can be stored
safely and without ificant
environmental impact for at least 30
years after the expected expiration of
any reactor's OL Where a reactor's OL
has been terminated before the expected
expiration date. the Commission has an
adequate basis to reaffirm what was
Implicit in its initial concept, namely:
that regardless of the actual date when
the reactor's operating authority
effectively ended spent fuel can be
stored sely nd without signlficant
enviromental impacts for at least 30
years beyond that reactor's licensed life
for operation.

There s thus no foreseeable health
and safety or environmental
requirement that a repository be made
available within the 2007-2009
timeframe at ssue In the Commission's
original proceeding.

Indeed, the Commisslon sees
important NRC mission-related grounds
for avoiding any statement that
repository operation by 2007-2009 is
required. Geologic disposal of high-level
radioactive wastes is an unprecedented
endeavor. It requires reliable projections
of the waste solatlon performance of
natural and engineered barriers over
millennia. After the repository is sealed.
retrieval of the emplaced wastes will no
longer be practicable, and the
commitment of wastes to that site will.
by design, be eversible. In DOE'c
testing, both In the laboratory and at the
candidate repository site. In its
development of facility and waste-
package designs. and in all other work
to demonstrate that NRC requirements
will be mit for a repository at Yucca
Mountain, the Commission believes that
the confidenc of both NRC and the
public depends less on meeting the
schedule for repository operation than
on meeting safety requirements and
ing the pb right the fit me Thus.

given the Commissio's assuance that
spent fuel can safely be stored for at
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least 100 years if necessary. It appears
prudent for all concerned to prepare for
the befter-understood and more
manageable problems of storage for a
few more years In order to provide
additional time to assure the success of
permanent geologic disposal.

This Is not to say that the Commission
is unsympathetic to the need for timely
progress toward an operational
repository. It is precisely because NRC
is so confident of the national
commitment to achieve early repository
operation that the Commission believes
it to longer need add its weight to the
considerable pressures already bearing
on the DOE program. There Is ample
institutional impetus on the part of
others, including Congress, the nuclear
power industry, State utility rate
regulatory bodies, and consumers of
nuclear-generated power, toward DOE
achievement of scheduled program
milestones. With continuing confidence
In the technical feasibility of geologic
disposal. the Comissi has no reason
to doubt the institutional commitment to
achieve It in a tmeframe well before it
might become necessary for safety or
environmental reasons. Indeed, the
Commission believes it advisable not to
attempt In this review a more precise
NRC estimate of the point at which a
repository will be needed for
radiological safety or environmental
reasons, lest this estimate itself
undermine the commitment to earlier
achievement of repository operations.

To find reasonable assurance that a
repository will be available by 2007-
2009, however, is a different and more
consequential proposition In the context
of this review. In light of the delays the
program has encounteted sice Its
inception, and the regulatory need to
avoid a premature commitment to the
Yucca Mountain site, the Commission
could not prudently describe a basis for
assurance that the previous DOE
schedule for repository operation in 200
would not slip another four to six years
under any reasonably foreseeable
cirCUmstanceL The NRC believes It Is
more realistic to expect that a repository
at the Yucca Mountain site could be
available by the year 2010 or a few
years thereafter, if the Yucca Mountain
site Is found to be suitable. This revised
estimate, however could too easily be
misinterpreted as an NRC estimate of
the tine at which continued spent fuel
etorage at these sites would be unsafe or
environmentally sinficant The
Commissions enhanced confidence in
the safety of extended spent fuel storage
provides adequate grounds for the view
that NRC need not at this time define
more preisely the period when, for

reasons related to NRCa mission a
permanent alternative to post-
operational spent fuel storage will be
needed. The Commission therefore
proposes the following revision of its
original Finding on when sufficient
repository capacity will be available:

Comission Ends reasonable
assurance that at least one mined geoogi
repository will be available within the first
quarter of the twenty-first cantury. and
sufficient repository capacity will be
available within 0 years beyond the licensed
life for operation ( ch may Include the
term of a revised or renewed license)l of any
reactor to dispose of the cormercial high-
lvl radiactive waste and spent fuel
originating in such mactar and generated up
to that time.

ReaffirmedFindi S: The
mmission finds reasonable assurance

that high-level radioactive waste and
spent fuel will be managed. in a safe
manner until sufficient repository
capacity is available to assure the safe
disposal of all high-level waste and
spent fuel.
HIA Isnes Considered in
Commission 198 Decision on Finding

In the Commission's discussion of
Finding S in Its Waste Confidence
Decli (49 FR 34658 August 31 1984)
in Section 2a )Third Commission
Finding' the Commission stated.

Nuclear power plants whose operating
licenses expire after tie years 2=49 will be
subject to ?RC regulation durin the entire
period between their initial operation and the
availability of a waste repository. 7he
Commission has easonable u hat
the spent fel generated by these licensed
plants will be managed by the licensees in a
safe manner. Compliance with the NRC
regulations and any specific license
conditions that may be imposed on the
licensees will asure adequate protection of
the public kealth and safety. Regulations
primarily addressing spent fhl storage
include 10 C'R Pat 50 fo? storage at the
reactor facility and 10 OR Part 72 for storage
In independent spent fuel stoag
installations PSFs 6fety and
environmental issues Involving uch storage
are addrmed in licensing reviews ndter
both Pans 50 and 7n and continued storage
operations re audited and kspected by
NRC. NRCs experience in more than 50
Individual evaluations of the safety of spent
ful storage shows tht significant releases of
radioactivity from spent fuel under licensed
storage conditions are extremely anote.

Some nuclear power pat operating
licenses expire before the year 007.. For
techni e lonomi or other reasons. other
plants may choose. or be forced to terminate
operation prior to 207.09 even though their

ne pau1fhedw phrsu Wkich my heleda ds
kim e risesd or renewed wtme km bew
added to ueviued 2inding tt make It innstt
with revised Finding4.

---
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operating licenses have not expired. For
example. the existence ore safety problem
for a particular plant could prevent further
operation of the plant or could require plant
modifications that make continued plant
operation uneconomic. Ihe licensee, upon
expiration or termination of its license. may
be granted (under 0 CFR Part S0 or Part 721 a
license to retain custody of the spent fuel for
a specified lerm (until repository capacity is
available and the spent fuel can be
transferred to DOE under Sec 123 of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982) subject to
NRC regulations and license conditions
needed to assure adequate protection of the
public. Alternatively, the owner of the spent
fueL as a last resort may apply for an interim
storage contract with DOE under Sec. 135(b)
of the Act. until not later than years after a
repository or monitored retrievable storage
facility is available for spent fuel. For the
reasons discussed above, the Commission i
confident that in every case the spent fuel
generated by those plants will be managed
safely during the period between license
expiration or termination and the availability
of a mined waste repository for disposal.

Even If a repository does not become
available until 2025. nothing has
occurred during the five years since its
original Decision to diminish the
Commission s confidence that high-level
waste and spent fuel will be managed in
a safe manner until a repository is
available. The same logic just stated
continues to apply through the first
quarter of the twenty-first century. NRC
regulations remain adequate to assure
safe storage of spent fuel and
radioactive high-level waste at reactors.
at independent spent fuel storage
Installations (lSFSls), and In an MRS
until sufficient repository capacity is

10 CFR subsection 242(a) provides
for renewal of licensed storage at IFSs
for additional 20-year periods for interim
storage, or for additional 40-year periods
for monitored retrievable storage of
spent fuel and solidified radioactive
high-level waste if an MRS facility is
constructed. licensed, and operated.
This would ensure that spent fuel and
solidified high-level waste, if any were
to be delivered to an MRS facility.
would remain in safe storage under NRC
regulation throughout its storage..The
Commission has also published for
public comment a proposed amendment
to part 72 to ssue a general license to
reactor licensees to use approved spent
fuel storage casks at reactor sites.
Currently, the Commission is
considering the draft final amendment
for this rulemaking action. 1 this
amendment is promulgated. no specific
part 72 license would be required
Operating license holders would register
with NRC to use approved cask on
theba hItes

Spent fuel may continue to be stored
in the reactor spent fuel pool under a
part 50 "possession only" license after
the reactor has ceased operating. In
addition. DOE's policy of disposing of
the oldest fuel first, as set forth in its
Annual Capacity Report. makes it
unlikely that any significant fraction of
total spent fuel generated will be stored
for longer than the 30 years beyond the
expiration of any opera tng reactor
license. This expectation, established in
the Commission's original proceeding,
continues to be reasonable, even in the
event that a repository is not available
until some time during the first quarter
of the twenty-first century. Even in the
case of premature shutdowns, where
spent fuel is most likely to remain at a
site for 30 years or longer beyond OL
expiration (see Finding 2. previously
discussed), the Commission has
confidence that spent fuel will be safely
managed until safe disposal is available.

Until the reactor site has been fully
decommissioned, and spent fuel has
been transferred from the utility to DOE
as required by NRC regulations, the
licensee remains responsible to NRC.
Furthermore, under 10 CFR subsection
50.54bb. originally Issued in final form
by the Commission with Its 1984 Waste
Confidence Decision, a reactor licensee
must provide to NRC, five years before
expiration of an OL. notice of plans for
spent fuel disposition Accordingly, the
Commission concludes that nothing has
changed since the enactment of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and
the Waste Confidence Decision in
August 1984 to diminish the
Commission's -reasonable assurance
that high-level radioactive waste and
spent fuel will be managed in a safe
manner until sufficient repository
capcity is available-.."

Pu=aunt to the NWPA thte
Commission Issued in final form 10 CFR
part 63. Criteria and Procedures for
Determining Adequacy of Available
Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Capacity,"
addressing the determination of need. If
any. for DOE interim storage. No
applications were received by the June
30. 1989 NWPA deadline incorporated
into the Commission's rule, and It seems
unlikely that any applications will be
made to NRC for Interim storage by
DOE. Even If NRC had made an
exception for a late application, a
determination would have to have been
made before January 1.1 90 to comply
with the NWPA.
IJ1.B. Relevant ksues That Hav Arisen
since the Commirsion's Orof8inl
Decision on Findin a

Although a DOE facility may not be
available to enable the Department to

begin accepting spent fuel in 1998 as
currently provided in the contracts
under the NWPA. the Commission's
confidence in safe storage is unaffected
by any potential contractual di pute
between DOE and spent fuel generators
and owners as to responsibility for
spent fuel storage. In the event that DOE
does not take title to spent fuel by this
date, a licensee under either 10 CFR part
50 or part 72 cannot abandon spent fuel
in its possession.

The Commission recognizes that the
NWPA limitation of 70,000 MTHM for
the first repository will not provide
adequate capacity for the total amount
of spent fuel projected to be generated
by all currently operating licensed
reactors. The NWPAA effectively places
a moratorium on a second repository
program until 27-Z010. Either the first
repository must be authorized and able
to provide expanded capacity sufficient
to accommodate the spent fuel
generated. or there must be more than
one repository. Since Congress
specifically provided in the NWPAA for
a frst repository. and required DOE to
return for legislative authorization for a
second repository, the Commission
believes that Congress will continue to
provide institutional support for
adequate repository capacity.

The Commission's confidence about
the availability of repository capacity is
not affected by the possibility that some
existing reactor licenses might be
renewed to permit continued generation
of spent fuel at these sites. Because only
two reactor licenses are scheduled to
expire before 2003, the impact of license
renewals (a matter not considered in the
Commision's 1984 Decision) will have
no significant effect within the first
quarter of the twenty-fist century on
scheduling requirements for a second
repository. Renewals may slightly
alleviate the need for a second
repository in the short term. because
spent fuel storage capacity will be
expanded for extended storage at these
reactor sites. Over the longer term.
renewals might increase spent fuel
generation wel Into the latter half of the
twenty-first century. Nonetheless,
nothing In this situation diminishes the
Commission's assurance that safe
storage will be made available as
needed.

In summary. the Commson fnds no
basis for changing the Third Fnding in
its Waste Confidence Decislon. The
Commission continues to find
'-.reasonable assurance that high-level
radioactive waste and spent fuel will be
managed in a safe manner until
sufficient repository capacity Is
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available to assure the safe disposal of
all high-level waste and spent fhel."

Orginol Finding 4: The Commission
finds reasonable assurance that, If
necessary. spent fuel generated in any
reactor can be stored safely and without
significant environmental impacts for at
least 30 years beyond the expiration of
that reactor's operating license at that
reactor's spent fuel storage basin, or at
either onsite or offsite independent
spent fuel storage installations.

Revised Fn ding t The Commission
finds reasonable assurance that It
necessary, spent fuel generated in any
reactor can be stored safely and without
significant environmental Impacts for at
least 30 years beyond the licensed ife
for operation (which may include the
term of a revised or renewed license) of
that reactor at ts spent fuel storage
basin, or at either onsite or offilte
independent spent fuel storage
installations.
IVA Issues Considered in
Comtrmission's 18M4 Decision on Finding
4

In the Commission's discussion of
Finding 4 in Its Waste Confidence
Decision (49 FR 34658 August 31 IU)
section 24 "Fourth Commission
Finding." the Commission said that

Although the Commission has reasonable
assuance that at Last one mined eologic
epostory be available by the years

ZWtS the Commission also realizes that for
various reasons, including insufficient
capacity to mmediately dispose of all
existing spent fuel, spent fuel may be stored
in existing or new storage facilities for some
periods beyond 2O7 The Commission
believes that this extended storage will not

-be necessary for any period longer than o
yar beyond the tem of an operating
lcense. For ths nm the Commission has
addressed n generic basis In this decisio
the safety and environmental Impacts of
extende spent fuel storage at reactor spent
fuel basins or at either onsite or oflste spent
fuel storage Instailations. The Cmmisalon
finds that spent fuel can be stored safely and
without sgnifcant environmental Impacts for
at lst 30 years beyond the expiration of
reactor operating licenses. To enire that
spent fuel which remains In storage will be
managed properly ttl transferred to DOE
fL disposal, the Commission Is proposing an
amendment to Its regulations (10 CFR Par
S). The amendment will require the licensee
So notify the Commission, five years prior to
expiration of Its reactor operating license,
how the spwent fuel will be naged until
disposaL

The Comisson's finding Is based on the
record of this proceeding which ndicates hat
significast releases of radioactivity from
spent fuel under licensed storage conditions
are hl ik. It is also supported by the
Commisson's experience n conducting more
than 5 Individual safety evaluti of
storage facilities.

The safety of proloned spent fuel storage
can be considered in terms of four major
Issues: (a) The long-term integrity of pnt
fuel under water pool storage conditions. (b)
stuture and component safety for extended
facility operatfon (c the safety of dry
storage. and (d) potential risks of accidents'
and acts of sabotae at spent fiel storage
fclities.

For reasons discussed aboe the
Commission arrived at a provisional
figure of 70 years or more for storage
(iLe. a 40-year reactor OL span, plus 30
years or more).

The 70-year-plus estimate Is supported
by oral testimony from the nuclear
industry to the Commission In the
Waste Confidence Proceeding. (See
Transcript of Commission Meeting "In
the Matter of: Meeting on Waste
Confidence Proceeding," January 11
1982 Washington. DC. pp. 48-100). Ths
testimony specifically addressed safety
issues related to water pool storage of
spent fuel and supported the position

that spent fuel could be stared for an
indefinite periodtingm the industry's
wrtten submittal to the Commission in
the proceeding. (See 'Me Capability for
the Safe Interim Storage of Spent Fuel"
(Document 4 of 4), Utility Nuclear Waste
Management Group and Edison Electric
Institute, July 1950). Some of this
material alluded to in the oral testimony
was subsequently referenced by the
Commission in its discussion of water
pool storage issues and Its Fourth
Finding of reasonable assurance that
spent fuel and high level waste "-ill
be managed in a safe rnanner." (See 49
FR 34858 at pp. 81-2. August 11984).

Ifa reactor with a 40year inital
1icense were to have that license
renewed for another S0 years the
Commission believes that the spent fuel
generated at that reactor can be safely
stored for at least several decades past
the end of the 70-year operating period.
Adding to these 70 years the expected
30-year post-OL period during which the
Commission believes, under Finding 3
that sufficient repository capacity wi
be made available for any reactor's
spent fueL the total storage time would
be about 100 years.

In maldng the' igntl FourhFfi Nnding.
the Comnmission did not determine that
for technical or regulatory reasons,
storage would have to be limited to 70
years. Tis is apparent from the
CommiSon's use of the words "Jor of
kest 30 years beyond the expiration of
that reactor's opratin
license.lemphsls added.l Similarly in
using the words "at leastr In its revised
Finding Four. the Commission Is not
suggesting 30 years beyond the licensed
life for operation (which may include the
term of a revised or renewed license)
represents any technica limitation for

safe and environmentally benign
storage. Degradation rates of spent fuel
In storage. for example. are slaw enough
Gat It is hard to distinguish by
degradation alone between spent fuel In
storage for less than a decade and spent
fuel stored for steral decades.

The Commission's revised Finding
here Is meant to apply both to wet
storage in reactor pools and dry storage
in engineered facilities outside the
reactor containment bullding Both dry
and wet storage will be discussed in
detail next.

Since the oziginal Waste Confidence
Deciion which found that material
degradation processes in dry storage
were well-understood. and that dry-
storage systems were simple passive
and easily maintained. NRC and ISFSI
operators have gained experience with
dry storage which confirms the
Commission's 19e4 conclusions. NRC
staff safety reviews of topical reports on
storage-system designs. the licensing
and inspection of storage at two reactor
sites, and NRC promulgation of the part
72 amendment for MRS. have
significantly increased the agency's
understanding of and confidence in dry
storage.

Under NWPA Section 21(al DOE has
carried out spent fuel storage research
and development as well as
demonstration of dry cask storage at its
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.
Demonstration has been carried out for
metal casks under review or previously
reviewed by NRC otalI D)OE has lso
provided support to utilities in dry
storage licensing actions (se
Godlewaki. NE. "Spent Fuel Storage-
An Upteb JNuclearNews Vo 30 No.
S Mar1987 pp47452)

Dry storage of spent fuel has become
an available option for utilities, with at-
reactor dry storage liceused and
underway at three stes: the }K B.
Robinson Steam Electric Plant. Unit 2 in
South Carolins and the Surry Nuclear
Station in Virginla. A license was
recently granted for a inodular system at
Duke Power Company's Oconee Nuclear
Station site. New applications have
been received in 1989 for CPF&s
Brunswick site for the Baltimore Gas
and Electric Company's Calvert Clff
site, and In 1M for Consumer Power
Companys Palisades site. Based on
utility tatements of intent and
projections of need for addtional
storage capacity at reactor sites. the
NRC staff-expects numerous
applications from utilities over the next
decade (sea 'Final Version Dry Cak
Storage Study," DOEIRW42=,
Febuary 19).
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Since the original Waste Confidence
finding, the Commission has reexamined
long-term spent fuel storage In Issuing
en amendment to 10 CFR part 72 to
address the storage of spent fuel and
high-level radioactive waste in an MRS.
as envisioned by Congress in Section
141 of the NWPA. Under this rule,
storage In an MRS Is to be licensed for a
period of 40 years, with the possibility
forrenewal. The Commission
determined not to prepare an
environmental impact statement for the
proposed amendments to 10 CFR part
72 owever. (See 53 FR 31651. p. 31657;
August 19,1988.) An environmental
assessment and finding of no significant
impact were ssued because the
Commission found that the
consequences of long-term storage are
not significant. The environmental
assessment for 10 CFR part 72.
*11censing Requirements for the
Independent Storage of Spent Fuel and
High-Level Radioactive Waste."
NUREG-1092 assessed dry storage of
spent fuel for a period of 70 years after
receipt of spent fuel from a reactor.

The basis chosen for evaluasting license
requirements for the long-term sorage of
spent nuclear fuel and hgh-level radioactive
waste in an MRS Is an installation having a
7-year design lifetime nd a 70.000 Mu
sorage capability. This assessment focuses
on the potental environmental consequences
for a long-term storage period, a period for
which the Commission neds to assure Itself
of the continued safe storage of spent el
and high-level radioactive waste and the
performance of materials of construction.
This intans the reliability of ystems
important to safety needs to be established to
ensure that long-term storage of spent uel
and LW does-not adversely Impact the
environment.

For example, the staff needs to establish 
that systems, such as concrete shielding.
have been evaluated to determine how their
physical properties withstand the
consequences of Irradiation and eat flux for
about a 70 year period. The Commission
addressed tructure and component safety
for extended operation for storage of spent
fuel n reactor water pools n the matter of
waste confidence rulemaking proceeding. The
Commission's preliminary conclusion Is that
experiene with spent fuel storage provides
an adequate basis for confidence In the
ontinued safe torage of spent fue for at

* leaut 20 years after expration of a plant's
license. The Commisson bs tsheres'ore
confident of the safe torage of spent fuel for
*t least 70 years In water pools at facilidts
designed for a 40-year lifetime. The
Commission also stated that Its authority to:
require continued safe management of spent:
fuel generated by licensed plants rotects the
public and asures them the rsk remaln
aeceptable. In consideration of the safety of
dry storage of spent fuel, th Commission's
preliminayconcuslons.were.that itsI
confidence In the extended dy nrage pf
spent fuils based On a reasnablq ,

understanding of the material degradation
processes together with tshe recognition that
dry storage systems are simpler and more
readiy maintaine In reponse to Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of ;t982 authorzations the
Commssion noted: >_the Commission
believes the Information above on dry spent
fuel storage research and demonstration) is
sufficient to reach a conclusion on the safety
and environmental effects of extended dry
storage. All areas of safety and
environmental concern (eg., maintenance of
systems and comtponents, prevention of
material degradation protection against
accidents and sabotage) have been
addressed and shown to present no more
potential for adverse impact on the
environmental and the public health and
safety than storage of spent fuel In water
pools.' At this time, the Commission Is
confident It can evaluate the long-term
Integrity of material for co an
Installation and provide the neede
assurance for safe storage of spent fuel and
HLW to establish the ilcensibility of an MRS
over extended periods of time. The MRS fuel
storage concepts discussed here for revision
of 10 CFR Part n covers only dry storage
concepts. (References omitted)

The Commission believes that Its 1584
Fourth Finding should be changed to
reflect the environmental assessment In
the 10 CFR part 72 MRS rulemaking and
other evidence that spent fuel can be
stored, safely and without significant
environmental impact. for extended
periods. Although the Commission does
not believe storage In excess of a
century to be likely, with or without an
MRS. there Is the potential for storage of
spent fuel for times longer than 30 years
beyond the expiration of an initiaL
extended, or renewed reactor OL If a
reactor operantg under such a license
were prematurely shut down Thke
Commission does not, however see any
significant safety or environmental ' '
problems associated with storage for at'
least 30 years after the licensed life for

of any reactor; even If th
ly means storage for at least 100

years. In thle case of a reactor with a 70-.
year licensed life for operation.

Under the environmental assesient'
for the MRS rule, the Commission has
found confidence In the safety and
environmental Insignificance of dry
storage of spent fuel for 70 years
following a eriod of 70 years of storage
In spent el storage pools. Thus this
environmental assessment supports the
proposition that spent fuel may be
stored safely and without significan't
environmental Impact for a period of up,
to 140 years If storage In spent fuel pools
occurs first and the perod of dry tor B
does not exceed 7Q years..
'The Commission as also foundit ;

experience with water-pool storage of
apen'tfuel continues to confirm that pool
storage s benign enironment for.
spent fued thait vos not leap to .

significant degradation of spent fuel
integrity. Since 1984, utilities have
contin4ed to provide safe additional
reactor pool storage capacity through
reracing, with over 110 such actions
now completed. The safety of storge in
pools I4 widely recognized amnong
cognizant professionals. Specifically the
Commission notes one expert's view
that:

During the last 40 years there has been
ver positive experience with the handling
and storing of irradiated fuel in water thus
wet storage Is now considered a proved
technology. There is a nbstantial technical
basis for allowing spent fuel to remain in wet
storage for several decades. For the past two
decades. irradiated Zircaloy'clad fuel has
been handled and stored in water. There
continues to be no evidence that Zircaloy-
clad fuel degrades significantly during wet
storage-this includes: el with burnups as
high as 41000 MWd/MTU: continuous
storage of low-burnup fuel for as long as 25
years; and Irradiation of fuel In reacors for
periods upto 22 years. Cladding defects have
had Btle Ipact during wet storage. even f
the fuel Is uncanned. (References omitted)
(See Bailey WJ. nd ohnston Ir . .. c cl
"Surveillance of LWR Spent Fuel in Wet
Storage." NP-t65. Electric Power Research
Institute EPRI). October 198 pp. 210.1

This last conclusion has been
reaffirmed by the same authors, who
recently wrote: "There continues to be
no evidence that LWR spent fuel with
Zircaloy or stainless steel cladding
degrades significantly during wet
storage EPRI 1988; International Atomic
Energy Agency (LAEA) 1982]."-(See
"Results of Studies on the Behavior of
Spent Fuel in Storage." Journal of the
Institute of Nuclear Materials'
Management. Vol. XVL No.2 Aril''
1988 p. 7JV A):

In addition to the confidence that the
spent fuel assemblies themselves will
not degrade significantly in wet storage.
there is confidence that the water pools
In which the assemblies are stored will
remain safe for extended periods:'

As noted In the recent 1AEA world survey,
the 40 years of positive experiehce with wet
storage Illustrates that It Is a fully-developed
technology with no associated mnalor
technological problems. Spent fuel storage
pools are operaed without substantial rik to
the public or th plat personanel. There Is
substantial technical bass for allowing spent
fuel to reaitn wet storage for several
decades. Mnor. but repairable. problem
have occurred with spent fuel torage podl
components such as liners, racks. md piping
(See Daiey. W.Jl and Johnson, Jr.,A.L et di
"Surveilance of LWR Spent Fuel hn Wet
Storage," E~PJU S prepared by Dttella
Pacific Northwest Laboratories. Fna Report.

October 9s4.p S-1. .. : t
The qtudies just cited also suppottIhe

view that rates o uniorm corrosion o
spent flel cladding In storage podlrue
low aerr tIme. Localized corrosion on.

'Surveillance of l.WR Spent Fuel In Wet~~~~~~~~~
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cladding surfaces has also been gradual
and can be expected to remain so.
Cladding that has undergone damage
while in the reactor core has not
resulted in significant releases of
radioactivity when stored in pools.
Furthermore, the operational experience
accumulated since the 194 Waste
Confidence Decision and NRC
experience In licensing *lnd inspection
reinforce the conclusions in that
Decision that wet storage involves a
relatively benign environment. There are
no driving mechanisms, such as
temperature and pressure. to degrade
-storage structures or components or the
fuel itseli or to spread contamination.
Degradation mechanisms are gradual
and well understood; they allow ample
time for remedial action, ncluding
repair or replacement of any failing
systems. This extensive experience
adequately supports predictions of long-
term integrity of storage basins.

The Commission also notes the
endorsement of this basic confidence by
cognizant professional organizations:

The American Nuclear Society isued a
Folicy statement (ANS 198 in 1988
regarding storage of spent nuclear fuel. The
statement indicates that continued wet
storage of spent fuel at nuclear power plant
sites until the federal government accepts it
under existing contracts with the utilities Is
safe, economical and environmentally
acceptable. (See Gilbert. EL. BaDiley, W..
and ohnson. A.B., Results of Studies on the
Behavior of Spent Fuel in Storage," journal of
the Institute of Nuclear Materials
Mangement. VoL VL No. 3. April 988 p.

7JV 41
The Commission is aware that in

December 1988 at the Hatch nuclear
power plant radioactive water leaked
out of a spent fuel transfer canal
between spent fuel pools. Contaminated
water drained into a swamp and from
there Into the Altamaha River. Also.
more recently, on August 1,1988, a
spent fuel pool cooling pump failed at
the Turkey Point nuclear power plant.
causing about 000 gallons of
radioactive water to leak into the spent
fuel pool heat exchanger room.
Approximately 1500 gallons leaked from
that room to adjacent areas.
Approximately six to seven gallons
entered the plant intake canal via storm
drains. There was no adiation release
offslte n this event. However, the shoes
and clothing of approximately 55
workers were contaminated.

The occurrence of operational events
lie these have been addressed by the
NRC staff at the plants listed. The staff
has taken Inspection and enforcement
actions t educe the potential for such
operational occurrences In the future.

The NRC staff has spent several years
studying In detail catastrophic loss of

reactor spent fuel pool water possibly
resulting n a fuel fre in a dry pool. and
recently participated in litigation over
this issue relative to Vermont Yankee.
The 1987 report, "Severe Accidents in
Spent Fuel Pools in Support of Generic
Safety Issue 02" (NUREG/CR-4982).
referred to In Public Citizen's comment
represents an early part of the NRC's
study. Subsequent study of the
consequences and risks due to a loss of
coolant water from spent fuel pools was
conducted by the NRC. and the results
were published in NUREG/CR517&
Seismic Failure and Cask Drop

Analysis of the Spent Fuel Pools at Two
Representative Nuclear Power Plants."
January 1989, and NUREG-13S3,
"Regulatory Analysis for the Resolution
of Generic Issue 82, )Beyond Design
Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools',"
April 1989. These reports were cited In
the Commission's Proposed Waste
Confidence Decision Review (54 FR
39767-9797, at p.39795. September 28
1989). Also Issued in 1989, as part of the
IRC staffs study, was "Value/Impact
Analyses of Accident Preventive and
Mitigative Options for Spent Fuel Pool
(NUEG/CR-M8).

The primary concern regarding
accidents in spent fuel pols is the loss
of water and its capability to cool the
radioactive fuel. Without sufficient
water cooling, some performance
assessment models suggest that the
fuel's zircaloy cladding may initiate and
sustain rapid oxidaffon Ifire) that may
spread to adjacent fuel assemblies, wvith
the potential of releasing large amounts
of radioactivity.

The nalyses reported in these
NUREGs indicate that the dorinant
accident sequence which contributes to
riskitna spent fuel p aol fIs ross
structural failure of the pool due to
seismi~c vents Riss due to other
accident scenarios (such as pneumastic
seal ifailurs, inadvertent dralnage, lOss
of cooling or makeup water, and
structural failures due to missiles.
aircraft crashes ad heavy load drops)
areartleast an order ofmagftde
unaller. For this study, older nuclear
power plants were elected, since the'
older plants are mnore vmznerable to
seismic-induced failures. The eltected
plants included the Vermont Yankee
and the HB.9 Robinson plants.

Athough these tudies conclude thit
most of the spent fuet pool risk Is
derived from beyond design basis
earthquakces, this risk hs no greater than'
the risk from core damage accidents due
to seismic events beyonA the e
shutdown earthquakce. Because of the
large Inherent safety margins in the
design and construction ofthe spent fueI
pool analyzed fIt was determined that

no action was ustified to further reduce
the risk (N1UG-1353J. As stated in the
Preface to NUREG-1353:

This report presents the regulatory
analysi: including decision rationale, for the
molutionof Generic Isue 02 )Beyond

Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools.'
'he object of t regulatory analysis Is to
determine whether the use of high density
storage racks for the storage of spent fuel
poses an unacceptable risk to the health and
safety of the public. As part of thi effort, the
sesmic hzard for two older spent fuel
pools were evaluated. The risk change
estimates. valuelimpact and eost-benefit
analyses. and other insights gained during
this efir harashown that no new
regulatory requirements ae warranted in
relation to this generic issue.

Thus, supported by the consistency of
NRC experience with that of others, the
Commission has concluded that spent
fuel can be stored safely and without
significant environmental impact. in
either wet storage or In wet storage
followed by dry storage. for at least 100
years. The Commission considers it
unlikely, however, that any fuel will
actually remain in wet storage for 100
years or even for 70 years. We
anticipate that, consistent with the
currently developing trend, utilities will
move fuel rods out of spent fuel pools
and Into dry storage to makte room n h
pools for freshly-discharged spent fuel.

Although the Commission has
concluded that reactor spent fuel pools
can safely be used to store spent fuel for
100 years, there Is no technically -
compelling reason to use them that long.
If reactor licenses are renewed for as
long as S0 years. maklng a total of 70
years of operation. It will be necessary
to store the spent fuel discharged at the
end of the reactor's operation in a spent
fuel pool for several years to allow for
radioactive decay and thermal cooling.
After ths period. the fuel could be
placedin dry storage and the spent fuel
poo3 decommissioned. Thus, for most
reactors, the most likely maximum
period of storage will be well within the
extended 30-year ost-pperational.
period under the Commission's
proposed revision to Finding 4
Moreover. considering that under
certain conditons spentfiel can be
stored afely and without significant
environmental mpacts for up to 140
years. the Commission believes there Is
ample bash for confidence in storage for
at least 100 yeara. :

In Its 1984 Waste Confidence
Decision, the Cbmmslon also-
concluded that .4here are no sgnificat
additionl non.adlologlcal Impacts
which could adversely fect the
environment spent fuel stored ;
beyoid the expiration of operating

I
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liccnses for reactors" (see 49 FR 34658 at
p. 3485 August 31, 1964). The
Commision did not find anything to
contradict this conclusion In its 1988
rulemaking amending 10 CFR part 72 for
long-term spent fuel and high-level
waste storape at an RS:

In August 1S84. the NRC published an
environmental assessment for this proposed
rvision of Part 72 hJRME-1O9Z
#Environmental Assesment for 10 CFR Part

72. Ucensing Requirements for the
Independent Storage of Spent Fuel and High-
Level Radioactive Waste. NUREG-1GZ
discuss. the malor issues of the rule *nd the
potential Impact on the environment. The

dindings of the environmental assessment are
(I) past experience with water pool storage

of spent fuel establihes the technology for
long-term storage of spent fuel without
affecting the health and safety of the public.
(2) the proposed rulemaking to include the
criteria of 10 CFR Part 72 for storing spent
nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waite
does aot significantly affect the envirounenL
(3) solid high-level waste i comparable to
spent fuel in its heat generation and In its
radioactive material content on a per metric
ton basis, and (4) knowledge of material
degradation mechanisms under dry storage
conditions and the ability to institute repairs
in a reasonable mannr without endanrering
the health land safetyl of the public shows
dry storage technology options do aot
sign*fntly impact the environment. The
assessment concludes that. among other
things, there are no significant environmental
impacts as a result of promulgation of these
revlsions of 10 CR Part 72.

Based on the above assessment, the
Commission concludes that the rulemaking
action will not have a significant Incremental
environmental Impact on the quality of the
human environment. 153 PR 51651 at pp..
81857416MS. August . 1988.J

Thus, the 1988 amendments to 10 CR
part 7 provide the bisi for the
Commission to conclude that the
environmental consequences of long-
tenrm spent fuel storage. ncluding non-
radiologtica Impacts, are not significant.

Finally. no conidertios have arisen
to affect the Commission's confidence
since 4 that the possibility of a major
accident or sabotage with offsite
radiological Impacts at a spent-fuel
storage facility is extremely remote.
NRC as ecently reexamined reactor
pool storage safety in two studies.
"Seismic Failure and Cask Drop
Analyses of the Spent Fuel Pos at Two
Representative Nuclear Power Plants".
NIJREG/CR-5178) and "&eyond Design

Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools"
(NUMEG-253) These studies aeafiirmned
that there are no sideit considerstions
that justify changes In regulatory
requireiment for iool storage. Boti Wet-
and dry-storage activities have
continued to be licensed by the 
Commission. In ts receni
amending 10 CFR part 72 to establish

licensing requirements or an MRS. the
Commission did choose to eliminate an
exemption regarding tornado missile
impact '-to assure designs continue to
address maintaining confinement of
particulate material." (53 FR 31651. p.
31655. August 19. 1988). However. NRC
staff bad previously considered tornado
missile impacts in safety reviews of
design topical reports and in licensing
reviews under 10 CM part 72.
W.E. Relevant Issues That Hove Arisen
since the Commission's Originlo
Decision on Finding 4

In its original Finding 4. the
Commission found reasonable
assurance of safe storage without
significant environmental impacts for at
least 30 years beyond reactor OL
expiration. Delays and uncertainties in
the schedule for repository availability
since the iPMa Decision have convinced
the Commission to allow some margin
beyond the scheduled date for
repository opening currently cited by
DOE As noted n Finding 2 the
Commission has reasonable assurance
that at least one repository will be
available within the first quarter of the
twenty-first century. For all currently
operating reactors, thib would still be
within the period of 30 years from
expiration of their OLs, which the
Commission previously found to be the
minimum period for which spent fuel
storage culd be considered sate and
without significant einvironmnental

hnde the ?WWPA as amended. DOE Is
authorized to dispose of up to.70OO
MTHM in the first repository before
granting a construction authorization for
a second. Under existing licenses,
projected spent fuel generation coud
exceed 70.000 MTHM as early as the
year 2010. Possible extensions Of
renewals of Oi also need to be
considered In assessing the need for and
scheduling the second repository. It now
appears that unless Congress lifts the
capacity limit on the fint repository-
and unles this repository has the
physical capacity to dispose of all spent
fuel generated under both the original
and extended or renewed licenses-it
wI be necessary to have at least one
additional rqpostory. Assuming bere
that the first repository Is vallable by
2025 and has a capacity on the order of,
70000 M l additional fisposal.
capacity would probably not bi needed
before about the year 20 to avold
storing pent fuela ateactor rs
than 80 yearq after expirationof reactor

Althouh action on secon
repository before the year 2007 woul
regjuire Congressioa approal t

Commission believes that Congress will
take the necessary action if it becomes
clear that the firit repository site will
not have the capacity likely to be
needed. Uf DOE were able to address The
need for a second repository earlier, for
example by initiating a survey for a
second repository site by the year 2000
DOE might be able to reduce the
potential requirement for extended
spent fuel storage In the twenty-first
century. The Commission does not,
however find such action necessary to
conclude that spent fuel can be stored
safely and without significant
environmental impact for extended
periods.

Tbe potential for generation and
onsite storage of a greater amount of
spent fIel as a result of the renewal of
existing OLs does not affect the
Commission's findings on environmental
impacts. In Fmding 4. the Commisbion
did not base Its determination or a

pecific number of reactors and amount
of spent fuel generated. ather, the
Commission took note of the safety of
spent fuel storage and lack of
environmental impacts overall noting
that individual actions involving such
storage would be reviewed. In the event
there were applications for renewal of
existing reactor OLs, each of these
actions would be subject to safety and
environmental reviews, with subsequent
lsiuanCe of an environmental
assessment or environmental imoact
statemint. whith would cover storage of
spent fiel at each reactor s9teduH4. the
period of the renewed license.

The Commission also notes that the
amount of sent fuel Expected to be
discharged by reactors has continued to
decline significantly, a trend already
noled tn the Commisslon s discussion of
Its Finding 5 (49 FR 34558 at p. 34887.
August 31, 984). At-the fme-of the
Commisslon's decision. '.4he 
cumulative amount of spent fuel to be
disposed of in the year 2000 Iwas)
expected to be 580ooo metric tons of.
uranium" (see Spent Fuel Storage
Requirements" (Update of DOERL-
7 DOEIRL-3-1, Januay 183). Today

that fiure has declned to 0200 metric
tons, die lower referencel caetvi
represents the consertative apper botind
of coumr6ial nuclear oWergrowtS
(see uWegrated Data Bate for.198. '

Spent Fuel .nd idioactive Wste
Inventories. Projections and. 
Characteristics." DOERW ,Re,
November 1989). The amoundfof pent'
fuel considered likely td be disged
by tOe year 200 inthe Commiion's
984 decilon will nof be attained until
the qqd of ialindar year 201, If then.
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The Commission believes that its 1984
Finding 4 should be revised to
acknowledge the possibility and assess
the safety and environmental impacts of
txtended storage for periods longer than
70 years The principal reasons for this
proposed revision are that: (1) the long-
term material and system degradation
effects are well understood and known
to be minor (2) the ability to maintain
the system Is assured. and (3) the
Commisslon maintains regulatory
authority over any spent fuel storage
Installation.

On the basis of experience with wet
and dry spent fuel storage and related
rulemaking and licensing actions, the
Commission concludes that spent fuel
can be safply stored without significant
environmental impact for at least 100
years. if necessary. Therefore, the
-Commission is revising Its original
Fourth Finding thus: The Commission
finds reasonable assurance that. if
Necessary, spent fuel generated n any
reactor can be stored safely and without
significant environmental impacis for at
least 30 years beyond the licensed life
for operation (which may include the
tern of a revised or renewed license) of
that reactor at Its spent fuel storage
basin or at either ons te or offsite
Independent spent fuel stosage
Installations

Reaffirmed Finding & The
Commission fnds reasonable assurance
that safe independent onsite spent fuel
storage or offaite spent fuel storage will
be made available if such storage
capacity is needed.
VA Issues Considered in Commissions
98 Decision on Finding 

Jn Its discussion ofFinding of ts
Waste Confidence Decision (49 FIX
8I4M August 3, 19841 the Commission
said that:

The technology for Independent spent fuel
storae Installatonsas dicused under the
fourth Comisson Fiding. ir availble lad
demonstrated. Th reulations and lIcsng

* ~procedures arh place 8uch Installaions
can be eonstnzcted and licesed within a
five-year time Interval. Before passage of the
Nudear Waste Policy Act of182 the
Commission was concerned about who. if
anyone. would take responsibility for
roviding such installations on a timely basis.

W~hle the Industry was hoping for a
ovemment nth he Administration

had discontinued efforts to provide those
storage fcllites- The Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 192 establishes a national policy for
providing storage fcilities and thus belp to
eolve Msb Isue and tasure that storage
capacity will be available.

- Prior to March 1. the DOE was pursuing
-*rom to provide temporary storage In

aJoway-om-reactor (PR). storage
- -iNtallations The intent of the program was
to provide flexibIlity In Ihe national wate

disposal program and an alternative for those
utilities unable to expand their own storage
capacities.

Consequently, the participants In this
proceeding assumed that, prior to the
availability of a repository. the Federal
government would provide for storage of
spent fuel in excess of that which could be
stored at reactor sites. Thus. It is not
surprising that the record of this proceeding
prior to the DOE policy change did not
indicate any direct commitment by the
utilities to provide AFR storage. On March 27,
1082. DOE placed in the record a letter o the
Commission stating Its decision )to
discontinue Its efforts to provide Federal
goverunent-owned or controlled awayfrom-
reactor storage facilities.'The primary
reasons for the change In policy were cited as
new and lower projections of storage
requirements and lack of Congressional
authority to fully Implement the original
policy.

lhe record of this proceeding Indicates 
general commitment on the part of Industry to
do whatever is necessary to avoid shutting
down tcactors or dentng them because of
filled spent fuel storage pool. While
industry's incentive for keeping a reactor In
operation no longer applies after expiration
of its operating license, utilities possessing
spent fuel are equired to be licensed and to
maintain the fuel tn safe storage until
removed from the site. Indu try's reponse to
the change In DOEa policy oa federally-
sponsored away-from-reactor (AFR) stor ge
was basically a commitment to do what s
required of It. with a plea for a clear
unequivocal Federal policy The Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982 has now provided
that policy.

The Nuclear Waste Poli ct defines
pbindprivte reponsljitis or pent

fuel storage and provides for a limited
amount of federa ly-supported Interim
storage capacity. The Act also Includes
rovisions for monitored retrievable torage
acilties and for a research development and

demonstration prosramfordrystorage The
Commission be leves that these provisions
provide added assurance that safe
independent onsite or off lte spent fuel
storage will be available Imeded.
Peferences omitted)

The policy set forth In the NWPA
regarding interim storage remains In
place. Therefore, the Commissons
confidence remains unchanged. The
only policy change affecting storage
Involves long-term storage In an MR
The NWPAA sets schedule metrictions
on an MRS by tying It to the repository
siting and licensing schedule. These
restrictions effectively delay
Implementation of an MRS ...
Consequently. ts usefilness In
providing storage capacity relief to
utillties s hkely to be lost.

The NWPAA established a Monitored
Retrievable Storage Review Commission
tasked with preparinc * report on the
meed for n Mlt s ity s part of the
national nuclear waste management
system (section 143(a). In Its November

1989 report "Nuclear Waste: I There a
Need for Federal Interim Storage?" the
MRS Commission reached the following
conclusion:

An MRS linked as provided i current law
would not be ustfe especiay n light of
uncertainties n the completion time for the
repository. Consequently. the Commission
does not recommend a linked MRS as
required by current law and as proposed by
DOE.

In the November 1989 Reaxsessment
Report. DOE stated that

.urent I&$ages between the repository
and kIogram make It imposible for the
DO accept ws kat an MRS fhcility on a
Sedule that Is independent from at of the

repository. Therefore, the DOE plans to work
ith e Congress to modify the current

linkages beten ti repository and the MRS
facility and to emba oan aggressive
poram to develop an integrated MRS
faciity frspent feLThe DOE believes tat
Ifte linkages are odified. it is likely that
waste acceptance stan MRS facility could
begin by 1M98 or soon th r.

Although the Commission's
confidence In Its 1984 Decision did not
depend on the availability of an MRS
facility, the posulbility of such a facility,
as provided for in the NWPA. was one
way In which needed storage could be
made available. The NWPA makes an
MRS facility less likely by linidng it to
repositorydevelopment. onless
Congress Is willing to modify these
linkages. The potential impact of the
uncertainty surrounding an MRS on the
Commissions confidence is. however.
more than compensated for by
operational and planned spent fuel pool
expansions and dry-storage Investments
by utilities themselves-developments
that had not been made operational at
the tinie of the orlginal Waste
Confidence Decislon Consequently. the
current statutory restrictions that may
make an MRS Ineffective for timely
storage capacity relief are of no
consequence for the Coamission's
fiding oflconfidence that adequate
torage capacity wil be made avilable;

Although the NWPA limits the
usefulness of anMRS by linking Its
vailabilityto repository development.

the Jct does provde authorization for
an MRS facility. The Comnmsulo has
reained neutra ince Its 1984 Waste
Confidence Decision with respect to tho
need for authorization of an MRS
facility. The Commission does not
consider the MRS essential to protect
public health and safety. If any offaite
storage capacity is required. utilities
may make application for a license to
dtorespent fuel ata*newadte.
Cosequently, we the NWPAA
provison does afect MRtS development
and therefore can be sd to be limiting.
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the Commission believes this should not
affect its confidence In the availability
of safe storage capacity.

VA. Relevant Isues That Have Arsen
Since the Commissions Original
*Dedsion on Fndin 5

DOE will probably not be able to
begin operation of a repository before
201O under current plans. and operation
might begin somewhat later. Given
progress to date on an MRS. the link
between MRS facility construction and
repository construction authorization
established by the NVPAk. and the
absence of other concrete DOE plans to
store the spent fuel, It seems unlikely
that DOE will meet the 1998 deadline for
taking title to Went fueL unless DOE is
successful in Its efforts to work with
Congress to modify the linkages. (Under
section 302(a)(5)(B) of the NWIPA, "-the
Secretary. beginn not later than
January 31, 199 will dispose of the
high-level radioactive waste or spent
nuclear fuel [subject to disposal
contracts].") This potential problem
does not however, affect the
Cornmissn's confidence that storage
capacity will be made available as
needed.

'he possibility of a dispute between
DOE and utilities over the responsibility
for providing spent fuel storage will not
affect the public health and safety or the
environment Uncertainty as to
contractual responsibilities raises
questions concerning 1) who will be
responsible; (2) at what point in time
responsibility for the spent fuel wil be
tLawferred. (3 how the fuel will be
ranaget; (4) how the ransfer of
management responsibility from the-
utilities to DOE will takte place; and (5)
bow the cost of DOE storage might
differ. If at all, from utility storage.
Utilities possessing spent fuel n storage
under NRC licenses cannot abrogate
their safety responsibilities, however.
Until DOE can safely accept spent fel.
utilities or some other licensed entity
will remain responsible for It.

Estimates of the amount of spent fuel
generated have continued to decline. At
the time of the Commlulon's Decision.
the Commission cited In Finding 5 the
cumulative figure of S8000 metric tons
uranium of spent fuel generated in the
year 2000 (See 49 FR 3468 p. M7.
A ut SL 18. Mor recently, DOE

estimated 40.200 metric tons the lower Company's Oconee Nuclear Station site.
reference case which represent the New applications have been received n
conservative upper bound of coxmercial 108 for r.P&L'a Brunswick te, the
nuclear power growth (see "Integrated Baltimore Gas and Electric Company's
Data Base for 198: Spent Fuel and Calvert Cliffs site. and In 10O for
Radioactive Waste Inventories. Consumer Power Company's Palisades
Projections, and Characteristics" DOE/ site. Applications are also expected fr
RW-0006. Rev. November 19). CP&Ls Robinson I site (at another
Although estimates may show on onsite location to alow for greater
Increase at some date well into the storage capacity) and Wisconsin
twenty-frst century If licenses of some Electric Power Companys Point Beach
reactors are renewed or extended, ts site. The Tennessee Valley Authority
possibility does not affect the has indicated that it will apply for a
Commission's confidence in the licensed dry storage Installation at Its
availability of safe storage capacity Seqnoyah plant site.
until a repository is operationaL The Thus, the successful demonstration by
Industry has made a general DOE of dry cask technology for various
commitment to provide storage capacity, cask types at iNL utilities' *ctions to
which could include away-om-reactor forestall spent ue storage capacity
(AM) storage capacity. To date, horfalls and the continuing sufficency
however, utilities have sought to meet of the licensng record for the
storage capacity needs at their Commision to aut orize Increases in at-
respective reactor sites. Thus, a new reactor storage capacity all strengthen
industry application for AfR storagC the Commission's confidence In the
remains only a potential option. which availability of safe and environmentally
currently seems unnecessary and sound spent fuel storage capacity.
unlikely. Renewal of reactor OL will involve

Utilities have continued to add consideration of how additional spent
storage capacity by reracking spent fuel fuel generated during the extended term
pools, and NRC expects continued of the license will be stored onsite or
reracklng where It I physically possible offsite. There will be sufficient time for
and represents the least costly construction and licensing of any
alternativa. Advances in dry-storage additional storage capacity needed.
technologies and utility plans both have In summary the Commission finds no
a positive effect on NRC' confidence. basis to change the Fith Finding in Its
At the time the Commission reached Its Waste Confidence Decision. Changes by
original findings, dry storage of LWR the NWPAA. which may lessen the
spent fuel was. a et. unlicensed under likelihood of an MRS facility, and the
10 CFR part 72. a DOE's dry-storage potential for some slippage in reposItory
demonstrations in support of dry-cask availability to the first quarter of the
storage were In progress at the Idho twenty frst century (see our discusion
National Engineering Laboratory NEL) ofFin' 2) aeore than offset by the

Today. DOEs demonstration eCorbt continued success of utilities In
have been succesfuid (See Godlewskl. N. prodtding safe at-reactor-site storage
Z Spent Fuel Storagen Update." capacity in reactor poob and their
NuclearNews. Vol. 30. No. S. March progress in provi Independent onlte
1987, 474e at p. 47.) Dry storage has storage. Therefore teCommission
bean licensed at three reactor sites, d continues to find ".reasonable
three new applications are under aurnce that eafe Independent onslte
review. Dy caskc torage Is licensed at gpn fue at afe oronslepenent ofueaspent fuel storage or offsite spent fue
Virginia Electric Power Cmpany. storage wll be made availab if such
8urry Power Station site (see Lcee, storage Is needed."

dry-concrete module and stanlessteel Dted at RodU Maryland. this 21th day
canister storage s licensed at Carolina of September 19
Power and LIght Coinpanwe (CP&IaL) H For the Nuclear Regulatory CommissIoL.
B Robinson Ulnit 2 site (see Lcense SdP j. -
8M2502, under Docket No.24)A SecrazymetheCb miniI.
license was recently grantedfora IFR Doc. 0-1800 Filed D-240f .45 azJ
simlar modular system at Duke Power -m occo metS0


